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th i~ c.as~. how~ver, tltat solution only detracJed. from the personal meaning; of the technique ~hen the actoF 

applies: it. 

for this reason., Chapter :3 (Stanislavsky's Appmach) and Chapter S {Strasberg's Approach) makes 

all references to a single .. actor fa, ma'Sculfne teuns, butChapter. 4, (Ifoleslavsky'1s Approach) .and Chapter. 6 

(Co_nc:l usion) refer to the actor as feminine fo .gender. Thjs corresponds wen with the writings of 

Stanh lavsky and Boleslavsky, who both wrote fiction-based books to describe their techniques. Jn 

Stanislavsk;(s 'Series, A11 Actor P.rep1ires, the star pupil, l(o_stya, is a: young mi1le. :Boleslavsky"s Acting: 

t he First Six ,lessons, details the adventures of the young, female. Creature,, Wno studies diligently to 

become a talented actress. The other tw.o chapters alternate likewise, in d1e hopes· that the consistency 

within each chapter will accurately reflect the relationship ~tween actor and .technique, 

These s,olutions, helped to solidf(y my explanations of what is an amazin.g, and interesting ac_ting 

iechniq,ue. ln reading about the ,work of Stanislavsky,, Boleslavsky, and Strasberg, I expanded my 

appreciati'on, for acting and actor training .. Most of all, it renewed my understanding of what an actor brings 

to every role. Actors hot only understand their characters .through personal experiences, they ~lso devote 

rtbeir work to maintaining the art of the theatre. 
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Abstract 

Tracing the Evolution of Affecti ve Memory from Stanislm1sky to Strasberg prO\ides an analysis 

of three approaches to actor training through the thorough study of affectiYe memory. Konstantin 

Stanislank-y, the renO\rned founder of the StanislaYsky System first instituted the use of affective memory 

technique at the First Studio in Russia. He designed the acting technique to help his student actors find 

and portray the appropriate emotion for a character. His student, Richard BoleslaYsky, migrated to the 

United States and opened the American Laboratory Theatre. where he introduced his acting students to 

the famous technique. As one of BoleslaYsky 's students. Lee Strasberg proceeded to apply and e>.-pand on 

the work he learned at the Lab. He reinYented many System techniques to create his O\\n actor training 

program. knom1 as the Method. Today some actors dismi ss the Method. belie,ing that it forces actors to 

depend on the use of personal emotions and neglect any consideration for the use of imagination. 

Thi s study explains the progression of steps as the System was introduced to America and 

reim·ented as the Method. In addition. it pro,·ides man~· reasons as to why some people still fail to 

understand StanislaYsky ·s complete work . Each chapter anal~7.es the work of the three teachers by 

ans\\ ering fi,·e questions I) At what phase in an actor' s trai ning did the director teach affectiYe memory? 

2) How did the director teach affectiYc memory '> In other words. what key exercises and concepts were 

connected to this applica tion of the technique'.' 1) What was the purpose of affectiYe memory according 

to the director'1 ➔ ) Did the director at any time change the concept of his work \\ith affectiYe memory? If 

so. how·1 and 5) What was the crit icism of the students regarding the director's methods? By stud)ing 

a!Tecti,·e memory as it passed on through these three generations. the research concluded that the 

technique refl ected each instructor' s sincere desire to help his student actors create a truthful portrayal of 

the character. 

\ ' 



Preface 

This thesis is about three acting instructors and their application of affective memory .technique, 

which all.owed actors to apply personal experiences as they created the emotions of their characters. In my 

own life; I experienced two events that shaped my interest in this topic. The first was as an undergraduate 

at Rirmingham-Southern College in Birmingham,, Alabama. Several of my friends had gathered in a dorm 

room, studying in the fashion of one of those infamous cram sessions for our Theatre History mid-term 

exam. We were discussing lhe transformation of acting techniques and had somehow ventured onto a 

compari-son between Stanislavsky and Strasberg. Suddenly, one of my classmates ardently condemned the 

Method. He was. outraged by the thought of an actor using anything other than the circumstances ,offered by 

the playwright to create a character. He felt that an actor should never apply personal experiences to the 

script.. The discussion amazed me because it was the first time that I realized that an acting method could 

be deemed con1roversial. 

I carried .this thought with me as. a graduate student at Austin Peay State University. As. a graduate 

assistant, I assisted the theatre department in the selection of their Artist-in-Residence, Elizabeth Van Dyke, 

a p-rofessional actress. As she discussed her philosophy on acting, she seemed to advocate a very open 

approach. She recognized that every actor,, every character, every play, every ensemble, and every director 

is different. Therefore, the actor cannot always depend on one technique to help with every role he or she 

.received. She thus believed that an actor could best prepare for theatric.al work by studying a variety of 

acting techniques. With each approach, the actor learned a new tool that could be applied when necessary. 

This idea interested me further as I searched for a thesis topic. that would allow me to focus on the area, that 

I love most about the theatre: acting. 

These experiences led rne. to the topic of affective. memory as it evolved from teacher to student. 

Konstantin Stanislavsky,, Richard Boleslavsky, and Lee Strasberg are fascinating figures of the theatre in 

their own right. However, a comparison of their work promotes further appreciation for each instructor. 

Tackling this subject became complicated due to four problematic details_. 



First, a reader might note the variety of spellings for KonsJantin Stanisla.vsky (Constantin 

Stanislavski., Cons1antin Stanislavsky, Ifonstantin :Stanisiavski) and Ric.hard Bolesfavsky (Boleslavski, 

Boleslawsky) .. Michael Covington Hardy,, '~ho wrote his dissertation: on Boleslavsky, noled •the source· of 

tfiese var-iations, whi'ch stems from .the proc-ess .of ~ranslating a language rooted in the Russian Cyrillic 

alphabet to the La:tin-based English} for .eonsistenc,y.; l l'tave used. the standard ~p.etrings oJ(e,;:ed by 

dictionaries and ,college theate te~tbooks for both Stanislavsky and Boleslavsky; Alternative spellings only 

.arpear i11 the, case of quotations ~nd b1bliographical references. 

ln addition1 there are few words th.atc:ani be :substituted for syslem and method. This topic,. :whicl'I 

d.eals with the methodology o:fiactor trafoing, .teq_uires the c-onunon use: of (bese word_s in addition to their 

specific connotation as the Stanislavsky System and th.e Lee Strasberg]viethod. '.for this reason;. the, 

appearance ofthe words in lower c-:lse, '''system" and ''i:n.ethod," :refers to .the· generic concept of any ,actor 

traj ni ng process. When the terms appear in upper' case', as ,n ''.System'_; or ''Method," they specifically ref.er 

t0 tbe· processes introduced by Stanislavsky and Strasberg respectively~ 

Furthermore, ·some q1,1otations appear in italics. The three. instro.ctors'petsonally sought to explain 

their techniques to ,ensure clear communicaiion of their own ideas. As they, d'escribed their work in books oli 

journal a,ti,cles, th~y often added emphasis to certain concept$ through the use ofi talics or 'bold print. Other 

writers ,, howev¢r, have stressed other aspects of their. technique by addtng emphasis to different concepts, l 

feel that this practice misrepresents the, original 1author. In order td ,preserve the true definition toj c;ach 

acting l\~proach, l have not .added ~mehasis to any quotes. All emphases :were supplied by the author of the 

cited te~t. 

F111ally, in dealing with lhis topic, the subjecJ is personal. An actor relates .to the. self, to personal 

,attributes, a..nd Jo emotions and experiences as an in4ividual. I wanted lo stress how the tecJmique 'Of 

affective: memory affected one pe-rson as a means of expressing ttie '"personalnessf• ofits .application. In 

order tQ communicate this, I ran into the horrendous: problem o( constantly referring' to ''.fie .or she,.'1 1''hint Qt' 

her," or "himself or herself/ ; This obviousiy .distracts the reader, who must filter through such wordy 

explanations, A common soiution to. this .Problem jnvolves converting: me singular subjects lo plural. In 

i Michael Covington Hardy, The, :Theatre )\rt of RicharilBol~s'lt.;ysky (PhJ:>. diss,: University; of Mkbigan 
microfilm, 1971) 4. · , 
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Chapter I 

Affective Memory from 
Stanislavsky to Strasberg: A Literature Review 

In the summer of 1934 Stella Adler. an American actress. met Konstantin Stanislavsky. the 

famous actor. director. and instructor who had created the popular actor training program now knmm as 

the Stanislaysky System. She had first studied his system under the guidance of a StanislaYsky-trained 

actor. Richard BoleslaYsky. at the American Laboratory Theatre. Later Adler joined the Group Theatre. 

where she belieYed she had practiced the system under the direction of Lee Strasberg. who had also 

trained at BoleslaYsky·s Lab. As the Group·s acting coach. Strasberg indoctrinated the System as the key 

course of instruction for the theatre company. Adler rehearsed with the Group according to their 

understanding of the System. but she felt that its application relied too much on the actor· s personal life. 

Based on these experiences. Adler informed StanislaYsky of her dissatisfaction with his technique. 

Stanislaysky described this encounter \\ith her: 

They say my method is being introduced in America. yet suddenly this talented actress 

who has studied my system ··\\ithers away·' before eYeryone ·s eyes. I had to take her on. 

if only to restore the reputation of my system. I wasted a whole month on it. It turned 

out ever:,1hing she learned was right. She had been shown and studied eYer:,1hing in the 

school. ·· oo you know about the through-line and the task?"' "Yes:· she said. "they told 

me something about that. but I did not understand it.·· Yet it is the crux of my whole 

system. So we started to proceed along this line. Only an understanding of the 

through action and tasks can completely remake a person. Without this eYer:,1hing is 

merely exercises on the system. 1 

Adler· s meeting with StanislaYSk"y instigated the later eYents surrounding the schism \\ithin the 

Group Theatre. She reported her discoveries at a meeting among other Group members: Strasberg had 

1 
J. W. Roberts . Richard Roleslavskv His life and Work in the Theatre. Theatre and Dramatic Studies. 



2 
placed too much emphasis on afTecti\ e memorY. a technique intended to make a character's emotional 

responses more accessible for the actor. This announcement consequently damaged the credibility of Lee 

Strasbcrg and his o,rn actor training program. popularly known now as the Method. Since Adler 's 

revelation to the Group. theatre scholars and practitioners alike have blamed Strasberg for 

misrepresenting the Stanislavsky System. These allegations. however. overlook other problems that the 

StanislaYSky System has encountered in America and oYershadow the contributions of Strasberg's own 

work to the theatre. 

A true understanding of the controversy that Adler sparked in the theatre community requires a 

re,iew of the System· s history. Paul Gray coYered the creation of the Stanislavsky System and exi,lained 

how theatre artists haYe mastered. taught. or transformed the System in his essay. ··From Russia to 

America.·· While also discussing the work of other Stanislavsky-trained actors. such as Michael Chechov 

and Vsevelod Meyerhold. Gray primarily focused on tracing the System from Stanislavsky·s initial 

conceptions to Strasberg' s development of the Method. The chain of events involved Richard 

Boleslavsky, who had studied \\ith StanislaYSky at the Moscow Art Theatre and at the Lux Studio, 

commonly referred to today as the First Studio. Later. he opened his own acting school. the American 

Laboratory Theatre. where he instructed many students including Adler and Strasberg. Subsequently. 

Boleslavsky and Strasbcrg based their training techniques on the Stanislavsky System. Gray 's text. 

accompanied by Stanislavsh ·s own \\ritten ,,orks. prmi ded an initial account of the System·s creation 

and purpose. 

Long before Stanislavsky created his acting system. he dreamed of creating a theatre that would 

revolutionize the theatrical arts in Russia. He exchanged these ideas with another theatre director who 

shared these visions. Vladimir NemiroYich-Danchenko. In 1898. they established the Moscow Art 

Theatre (MAT) Stanislavsh described their attitudes about other Russian theatres in his first book. 1\fv 

Ufe in Art. 

We protested against the customary manner of acting. against theatricality. against 

pathos. against declamation. against overacting. against the bad manner of production. 

no. 7 (Ann Arbor: VMI Research Press. 1981). 233 . 



against habitual scenen . aga inst the star S\·stem \\ h1 ch spoiled the ensemble. aga inst the 

li ght and farcical repertoire \\ h1ch was bc111g cult1Ya ted on the Russian stage at that 

time -

ln contrast to their competition. productions at the MAT stressed ensemble acting and a collaborative 

effort to search for truth in art . 

MAT students eYidently appreciated StanislaYsky·s talents. In a letter dated June 22 . 1898. 

Me~·crhold \note to his \\ife. '·Rehearsals are going Yery well and entirely thanks to Aleksei\' 

I Stani slaYsky ] He just captures your imagination with the way he e.\.l)lains things. creates the mood. the 

way he demonstrates things and gets carried away himself toot What artistic flair, what imagination."3 

As the MA rs co-directors. Stanislavsky and Danchenko created one of the world· s most established and 

reputable theatres. 

Despite their common philosophies. the two directors continuously disagreed on seyeral issues. 

both artistic and administrative. For example, the following excerpt from a letter written by Stanislavsky 

in February 1907 indicates the numerous gro\\ing tensions prior to his resignation as a permanent director 

of the MAT 

For the rest it's the same old thing at the theatre. Nentirovich is behaving abontinably. 

He has made a great show of not coming to a single dress rehearsal of 'The Drama of 

Life., . . . . In the company the attitude towards my experiments is e.\.1remely hostile and 

wheneYer they can people are sarcastic and obstructive. 4 

StanislaYsky designed the aforementioned experiments to stimulate the actors ' creativity. 

Coincidentally. he subjected offended MAT actors to his new techniques. 5 The growing apathy of these 

actors prompted StanislaYsky to write a letter to Danchenko, sharing the System's basic prentise in its 

earliest stage: 

:: Constantin Stanislavsky. Mv Life in Art, trans. J. J. Robbins (Boston Little, Bro\rn, and Company, 
1937). 330 . 
3 

The .\ foscow Art Theatre Letters. ed. and trans. Jean Benedetti (Great Britain: Methuen Drama: New 
York Routledge. 1991) . 25 . (Hereafter cited as M4 T Letters.) 
~ .\L4T Letters. 255. 
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At the moment I know that before you st.art work \\1th m, system you must a) stimulate 

the process of the wi // : b) begin the process of im·estigation ,,1th some literary 

discussion (your e>..-pression)-how to maintain and develop these investigations. that I 

know: c) how to stimulate the process of lived experience-I know: d) how to help the 

process of physical characterization-I don 't yet know in detail but I am aware of the 

fundamentals and seem to be getting close to the right track: e) the process of 

synthesizing and influencing are clear. Now I have to find a way of arousing the actor 's 

imagination in all these processes. This aspect of psychology has received little 

attention. especially the creative imagination of the actor. At present much that has 

been com·eyed to you by other people has only been understood by them \\1th their heads 

and not. most likely. ,,ith their hearu.6 

Stanisla,sJ...-y had clearly recognized the need for a process that combined obser,ation. analysis. physical 

e:\-pression. and the actor·s imagination as means of spawning creati,ity. By 191 I. he had formed the 

First Studio. where he and his assist.ant. Leopold Antono,ich Sulerzhitski. de,eloped techniques including 

the magic if. circles of attention. irradiation. certain principles of yoga. and impro,isations that conjointly 

de,cloped character and plot. 

Stanislavsky introduced many pupils to his work during this stage of the System 's de,elopment. 

Among his most outstanding pupils was Bolesla,si0. who later pro,ed influential in conveying the 

System to actors in the United States. Gray and other authors. like J.W. Roberts. have studied 

Bolesla,sl0· · s role as an instructor of the Stanislavsky System. In his biography of Boleslavsky, Roberts 

examined the actor· s life in three phases: as a student of Stanislavsl0· at the MAT and the First Studio 

while in Russia: as an actor in Poland: and as an actor. director. and instructor in the United St.ates. 

5 Paul Gray. "From Russia To America A Critical Chronology." in Stanislavski and America, ed. Erika 
Munk (New York: Hill and Wang. 1966). 140-41 
6 .\LJ.T Letters. 287-88. (No,ember 16. I 910). 
- Gray. "Critical Chronology ... 141-42 . 



5 
While at the MAT. Bolesla,sky recei,ed practical and academic training. Classes included 

e:-.:erc1ses for strengthening the body and ,oice. and discussions about history. art . and music. 8 

Stanisla,sky and Danchenko further encouraged acting students to read scripts and attend opera and ballet 

performances. 9 This education instilled actors \\ith a greater appreciation for cultural e>..-periences and 

equipped them \\ith an understanding of the necessary acting tools. Furthermore. Boleslavsky learned 

that the actor must train two basic mechanisms the outer means. concerning the actor's voice. body. and 

nenes; and the inner means. reflecting the actor 's intellect \\ill. and emotions.10 

At the First Studio. Bolesla,sky · s training focused on e:-.:ercises that strengthened the actor· s 

ability to create the '• inner life .. of a character. 11 At this time. Stanisla,sky aimed to influence 

subconscious inspiration by training the actor ·s most accessible media. for e:-.:ample imagination and 

concentration. Through this system. he hoped actors could create the proper emotional responses for the 

characters that they would portray. 

Around 191-+. Stanisla,sJ...--:, began concentrating his efforts on emotional work. He applied 

memorv of emoti on exercises in which he asked actors to remember feelings that they had e>..-perienced. 

Then he required the actors to relate those personal feelings to the portrayal of their characters. Although 

Stanisla,·sky ga,e primary attention to this internal method. his techniques would later change. He 

continued to explore other means of actor de, elopment for realistic and non-realistic dramas alike. These 

continual e,-periments and additions to the System were de,elopcd at the First. Second. Third. and Fourth 

Studios. where Stanisla,sky steadily offered more of his attention compared to the MAT 12 

Meanwhile. Bolesla,sJ...--:,· ·s artistic career was just beginning. During the \\inter of 1919-20 

Bolesla,sJ...y and his \\ife. Natasha. fled from Russia to Poland to escape the effects of the Revolution.13 

Roberts recorded many of Bolesla,sky · s achie,ements as an actor and director as he traveled throughout 

Europe. Once in CzechoslO\ akia. Boleslanky joined a circle of emigres from the original MAT who had 

8 Roberts. Richard Boleslavskv. 17. 
9 Roberts. Richard Boleslavs!..~·. 17. 
ic, Roberts. Richard Boles/avs~-v. 1-+0 
11 Roberts. Richard Boleslavskv. 26. 
i : ,\L'1T Leffers. 26-+ -65 . · 
13 Roberts. Richard Boleslavsky. 80-81. 



6 
fanned a new company. the Moscow Art Theatre in Prague. This group officially disbanded in early 1922 

when some of its members returned to Moscow to prepare for the MA rs first American tour.14 

BoleslaYsi0 chose another path . In 192 1 he moYed to Paris where he perfonned and 

directed at the Theatre Femina Whi le there. he created Revue Russe. a collection of plays. songs. and 

sketches. which receiYed a contract to be pcrfonned in the United States. Subsequently. Boleslavsk"Y and 

hi s wife amYed in Amenca in 1922 . where Revue Russe failed Many of the perfonners returned to 

Europe. but Bolesla, ·sh obta ined pcnn1 ss1on to sta, in the United States since Stamslavsl0· had requested 

hi s ass istance for the MA rs Amcncan tou r 1
' The company am,·ed in Janua rv 1923 and astounded 

audiences with their intnca tc ensemble ,,ork With the success of the 1A rs tour. Bolesla\'Sk'Y agreed to 

conduct a lecture scncs onccm1ng the 1an1sla, k_ ,-stem at Ne\\ York ·s Pnnccss Theatre. 

Gra, noted that Bolcsla,·sk\ · a soc1at1 on \\1th the AT gra nted him mam· opportunities to 

share hi s O\\ n kno11 ledge of the I tern ho11h after the ~!AT gan 1t tour. Bole Ia, ·sl-.."Y published two 

a111cles 111 Theatre . Irr~ maga.t111e . pcrfonncd 111 pr u t1 on \\1th actor from the e1ghborhood 

Pla,house . and opened an a ling h l 111 a ·e11 York apa11m nt .,, Thi 111,·ohement generated 

Bolesla1 kS\ · red1bil1t1 as a tea her of ta111sla1 k~ ·s ,, ork Fu11hennore. Bole Ia,·sky · work expressed 

the bas1 pnn 1ples of the theatre . 11 h1 h he had learn from his mentor In h1 first a111clc. ·The 

Laborator\ Theatre ." Bolcsla,~1-., \\ rote 

The r al theatre 1s the r If nn of II 1,e rcat1on u h 1t must ha,·e m all its 

pa11 on tnbuto rding to the rol and to the laws of collectt,·e 

rc.a11 on Thi means ubm1 1011 to the 111 glc 11111 of the rcgi scu r. gl\lng the 

maximum of ener and talent. e, en for the mall t detail . which ,,i ll be an item in the 

rnplct produ t1 n. ne1ra11n g an un11111g 111 a fundamental idea of the 

pcrf nnan 

14 
Robc11s . R1 hnr l Boleslm ·s 1 . 10:; 

1
' Robc11s . R1 hnr I Boleslm ·sJ..~. 106 

lo Gm . ··cnt1caJ Chronology_:. 14-4-4'.' 
1 
- R.i hard Boles la,, sk\ . "The Laboratory Theatre ... Thearre . .Jrr .\fag~ine. 7 July I 923. 24 7. 
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Between the ~·cars of 1924-25 . two ofBoleslavsky·s classmates from the First Studio. Mana 

Ouspcnskaya and Vera Gennanova. joined him in establishing the American Laboratory Theatre. a school 

patterned after the training methods taught at the First Studio.18 Gray listed the courses offered at the Lab 

Theatre by 1927. when Strasberg and Adler were attending the school "Stanislavslci aesthetic . .. . history 

of the theatre. ballet and gymnastics. phonetics. voice production. mimodrama. directing. acting and 

Dalcroze eu~1hmics (concerned \,ith the relationship between movement and musical notation) ."19 

Therefore . instruction at the Lab introduced American actors to the theatrical standards set by 

Stanislavsky's System. 

In 1929. Boleslavsky left The Lab to pursue a film career in Hollywood. but he also published an 

article concerning emotion memo~· Illustrating how the technique should be applied. Boleslavsky \\TOie 

the article in the fonn of a dialogue between an actress and her acting instructor. She consults her 

instructor about a problem in creating the right emotion for one of her most important scenes. During this 

significant moment. the character must be happy and sad at the same time. First the instructor asks the 

actress if she has ever experienced this double feeling before. When she acknowledges that she has 

experienced such a feeling on many occasions. the instructor helps the actress to relive one of these 

moments through her memo~·. It is here in the article that Boleslavsky e:\i,lained the correlation between 

emotion memory and staged reality : 

The theatre exists to show things which do not exist actually. When you love on the 

stage. do you really love7 Be logical. You substitute creation for the real thing. The 

creation must be real. but that is the only reality that should be there. Your e:\i,erience 

of the double feeling was a fortunate accident. Through your will-power and the 

knowledge of your craft you have organized it and recreated it. . . . Use it if your artistic 

sense tells you that it is relative to your problem and creates a would-be life. To imitate 

is mong. To create is right. 20 

18 Gray. "Critical Chronology.'· 146. 
19 Gray. '"Critical Chronology.'· 147. 
:u Richard Boleslavsky. "A Second Lesson in Acting: A Psuedo-Morality," Theatre Arts Afonthlv, July 
1929. 502. 
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Gra, clai med that BolcslaYsky had codified such techniques from the S~·stem for Amencan actors 

and essentially dignified the use of emotion memory 21 Although he established Boleslavsky as an 

innuential link bct,,een Stanislavsky and Strasberg. Gray also insinuated that Boleslanky merely taught 

the System to his students at the Lab. Gray might have easily reached this conclusion. since Boleslavsky 's 

techniques mirrored the concepts he had learned while training at the First Studio. 

Roberts. however. recognized that Boleslavsky not only mastered Stanislavsky 's ideas but also 

achieved his own artistic discoveries. Regarding The Good Hope . Boleslavksy·s first directing project at 

the First Studio, Roberts stated. "Although Boleslavsky was evidently influenced by his elders. his work 

apparently went well beyond mere imitation. Boleslavsky achieved in The Good Hope psychological 

depth and simplicity of expression that neither of the Art Theatre 's directors had previously 

accomplished. "22 

After he began teaching at the Lab. Boleslavsky made technical changes to the Stanislavsky 

System so that he could clarify its specific principles for his American students. Among these changes, he 

redefined "emotion memory'' and replaced it ,,1th the term "affective memory "23 Then he e:\i,lained that 

affective memory involved a two-part concentration of a particular relived e:\i,erience: I) sense memory, 

which deals with the actor·s memory of specific physical sensations and 2) emotional memory. which 

deals \\1th the actor·s memory of past e:\i,eriences that inrnke strong emotional reactions.24 Boleslavsky 

taught these techniques through a variety of imprm1sational exercises. but he later found that affective 

memory did not create the necessary truth in acting that he wanted to achieve. 

Boleslavsky then chose to concentrate on the character's circumstances found "1thin the play. In 

fact. Roberts credited Bolesla,·sky \\1th discovering the ruling idea of the play and the through-line of 

action before Stanislavsky added these elements to the System. 25 While Boleslavsky applied different 

terminology. his concepts represented the same thought. The ruling idea of the play, which Boleslavsky 

21 Gray. '•Critical Chronology."· 148. 
22 Roberts. Richard Boles/m,skv. 37. 
23 Roberts. Richard Boleslavskv. 163 . 
24 Roberts. Richard Boleslavskv. 163 . ,, . 
-- Roberts. Richard Boles/avsky. 171. 
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train ing in the Method. By that time. his e:-.-peri . . 
. mentat1on mth StanislaYSky techniques had expanded 

into hi s new approach to actor training A!:, th Ach • 
. e 1sor to the Students about Strasberg. s technique. 

Sandrey observed three key factors regarding emotional m . 
emo1y. the American term for affecti,e memo1y· 

first popularized by Method students. First and foremost h h . 
• s e emp asized that sense memo1y· and 

affective memo1y· were not the same technique Thi 
· s comment does not mean that Strasberg disregarded 

BoleslaYsky. who taught affective memory as a combination of . d . 
. sense memor:, an emotion memor:,·. In 

fact. Strasberg's book. A Dream of Passion, frequently referred to BoleslaYsky·s description of the 

technique. 
3 

Sandrey ' s remark actually reflected Strasberg · s later adaptations of Bolesla,sky · s work. 

Although Strasberg di,ided affecti,e memo1y·. he deYoted this work to pursuing the expression of intense 

responses and reactions.
4 

Today's Method actors do appl, sense memor, when using affectiYe memor:,·. 

but their work also util izes sense memo1y· beyond its application fo r the emotional techn ique. 

Consequently. Sandrey added that Strasberg·s later work \\i th training the actor·s emotional 

apparatus concentrated primarily on sense memo1y· This key technique improYed on Stanisla\·sk~··s 

pmious work \\ith the concept and expanded on the meaning of actor prepara tion. For Strasberg. sense 

memo1y· achie,ed more in de,eloping the actor·s expression of both emotions and actions 

Finall,. Strasbcrg taught affec11,e memory as one of many techmques. Sandrey stressed that 

those who define the Method according to affecti,·e memor:, misinterpret Strasbcrg·s work completely. 

The Method placed equal significance on all of Strasbcrg·s im·cnted techmques and exercises His work 

\\ith sense memory. howe\'er. pre,ails as an essential Method tool. For this reason. Strasberg taught sense 

memor:,· from the beginning of the actor · s work 

. h . t ht a precise , ers1on of the StamslaYsk~· System. his li terar:,· While Stasberg may not a, e aug 

. · ! cation A teacher. an actor. a director. and a theatre 
work reflected an insightful understanding of its app 1 · 

. . . . 8, far Strasberg left the best record of his 
scholar. Strasberg studied theatre history and its pracuce · 

. . S · I ·sh and BoleslaYsky. 
theones and philosophies compared to tams a, • 

He \note about the theatre and 

. . . . . . fictionalized stories of actor training created by his 
descnbcd actor trammg directly. omitting the 

. I . k . s,stem demonstrated in A Dream of 
predecessors With his proficient knowledge of the starus a, s 0 · 

3 
Strasberg. Dream . 69-75 and 111-16 
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ca lled the spine of the play. referred to the central point of the script =' 6 Essentially. this is the point that 

the play,night wants to communicate through the drama. The through-line of action. which BoleslaYsky 

called the spine of the character. focused on the purpose behind the character's actions proposed in the 

script =' - With the addition of both concepts. analysis of the play and characters became an integral part of 

the System. 

Gray also contradicted Roberts concerning the details of Strasberg·s education at the Lab. 

Regardless of their differences. the fact remains that Boleslavsky taught Strasberg the Stanislavsky 

System Gray recorded that Strasberg enrolled in the Lab in 1927. along with Adler and Harold Clurrnan, 

another cofounder of the Group Theatre. ='8 Despite Gray 's account. Roberts found that Strasberg enrolled 

in the Lab Theatre for the fall term in 1924. where he only attended classes for three or four months.29 In 

addition, Roberts reported that Boleslavsky apparently felt unimpressed with Strasberg's acting talent 

Boleslavsky observed. "Lee Strasberg might make a good teacher. but he will never be a good actor. ''30 

Ironically. Strasberg's infamous reputation among opponents of the Method began because of his 

inYolYement with the Group Theatre When Strasberg. Clurrnan. and Cheryl Cra\\ford established the 

Group. they aimed to create productions based on the Stanislavsky System via Boleslavsky 's instruction. 

The ensemble of actors and actresses assembled at a farm in Brookfield. Connecticut in 1931 to rehearse 

Paul Green ·s The House a/Connelly. Strasberg acquired responsibility for training the actors and his 

instruction. according to Gray. stressed the use of affectiYe memory. Gray stated. ·'Strasberg pl.it 

e>..1raordinary emphasis on the creation of ·true emotion.' He introduced a series of emotional memory 

exercises designed to stir up or create a mood. ··31 Of course. Adler first made this assessment in 1934, 

when she returned from her session \\1th Stanislavsky. Her confrontation \\1th Strasberg initiated a series 

of arguments among many members concerning actor training techniques. 

' 6 - Roberts. Richard Bo/es/m1skv. 171. 
='- Roberts. Richard Boleslavs!..~. 171. 
='8 Gray. '•Critical Chronology_;. 147. 
' 9 - Roberts. Richard Bo/eslavskv. 127. 
30 Roberts. Richard Boleslavs!..~. 127. 
31 Gray. '•Critical Chronology_:, 148. 



While fi nancial problems created difficulties. the disagreement regarding Strasbcrg·s Method 

ultimate!\ led to the ensemble 's demise in 1941. The Group had suniYed for ten years. Gray cited 

seYeral ways in which Strasberg effected the Group and theatre training in its totality 

First. Gray felt that Strasberg emphasized emotional work. which created an unbalanced quality 

in their productions. 3~ He ex'Plained that the Group's perfonnances neyer compared to the depth in theme 

or character mastered by Stanislavsky at the MAT. Both Strasberg and the public thought the Group's 

productions represented the System. 33 Howe\'er. when Adler returned from her meeting \\ith Stanislanky 

and shared her re\'elations \\ith the Group. Strasberg declared that his work purposely de,iated from the 

S:,1em to complement the style of American actors.34 Gray implied that Strasberg's reply reflected little 

more than an attempt to protect his image. Regardless of his intentions, the 1936 publication of 

Stanislavsky 's An Actor Prepares plainly supported Strasberg's application of affective memory. 

American actors read the book and thought the System focused on training the actor's inner creative 

state. 35 

Later. as Strasberg · s students began teaching their pupils. the Method became the predominant 

style of American actor training in the l 940 's 36 These students consequently \iewed Strasberg as the 

master of Stanisla\·sky·s teachings. Only the 1949 release of Building a Character. which ,i,idly 

ex'Pressed StanislaYsky·s concern for artistic beauty and ex1ernal training. changed the general perception 

of the System. r Gray hypothesized that Americans would haYe had a better understanding of the System 

if Building a Character had appeared earlier . Since acting teachers had learned the Method. they felt 

comfortable teaching the same technique to their O\m students. 38 

Still. a few of Strasberg's former colleagues dismissed the Method. including Robert Lewis and 

Elia Kazan. who founded the Actor 's Studio together \\i th Cheryl Cra,\ford in 1947. Since they had 

designed the Actor·s Studio to train actors according to Stanislavsky 's later theories. Lewis disapproved of 

32 Gray. '•Critical Chronology." 149. 
33 Gray. '•Critical Chronology.'· 157. 
34 Gray. "Critical Chronology," 15 I. 
35 Gray. ·'Critical Chronology.'· 155. 
36 Gray. ''Critical Chronology." 155. 
r Gray. "Critical Chronology.'· 155 . 
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mcluding Strasberg in their plans. Ironicall\. Lc,,is res igned in 195 1 and Strasberg replaced him. Gray 

claimed that Strasberg· s instruction again placed emphasis on affective memory. declaring, .. It was 

olnious that Strasberg had returned \\ith fanatical dC\·otion to the methods and techniques he used in the 

Group. He was indeed a prophet of ·true emotions. ···39 

Gray's opinion has been supported by other critics of the Method. Te:-.1book publishers. 

playwrights. and performers have depicted Strasberg · s Method as a dangerous threat to the theatre. As 

recently as 1991 , Oscar G. Brockett published the sixth edition of his college level textbook, History of the 

Theatre. which states. 

Founded in 19-+ 7 by Robert Le\\iS. Elia Kazan. and Cheryl Cra,,ford. the Actors Studio 

was designed to permit selected actors to work and deYelop by appl)ing the Stanislavsky 

.. methoct. ·· with special emphasis on intention and action. But in 19-+8 Le\\iS resigned 

and Lee Strasberg became the dominant force and shifted the emphasis to emotion 

memory and exploration of the actor · s psyche as the key to truth in acting. Marlon 

Brando ( 192-+ - ). \\ith his characterization of the inarticulate and uneducated Stanley 

Kowalski ofA Streetcar .\"amed Desire. came to epitomize in the popular mind the 

Actors Studio ideal. The novelty of serious acting using substandard speech. untidy 

dress . and boorish behavior captured the public imagination and popularized an image 

of the Studio as being concerned only \\ith inner truth while ignoring the skills needed 

to project character and dramatic action 10 

Obviously. Brockett"s analysis presents a negative image of Strasberg·s work. He characterized Strasberg 

as a forceful figure who immediatclv chal lenged the philosophy behind the Actors Studio. If that is not 

enough. Brockett personified the Method on1' in a ca ricature of Brando·s Stanley Kowalski. disregarding 

the work of other notable actors who have trained \\ith Strasberg like Paul Newman. Dustin Hoffman. 

38 Gray. ·• Critical Chronology."· 158. 
39 Grav. "Critical Chronology."· 160. 
JI) Oscar G. Brockett. Histon: of 1he Theatre. 6u1 ed. (Boston Allyn and Bacon-Simon and Schuster. 1991 ). 
570 . 
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S1dnC\ Potier. Joanne Woodward. and Gera ldine Page 41 Finall~·. Brockett offered no fayorablc comments 

about the Method ln Strasbcrg or am of his proponents. Theatre students reading the textbook might not 

stop to think about the benefit s of the Method or the impact that it mi ght haYe had on American actors 

Such ideas might otherwise proYe stimulating to students learning about their craft. 

In addition to this commentary on Strasberg. other playwrights and actors who have worked \\ith 

the Method firsthand haYe further substantiated Brockett" s remarks. including renowned playwright 

Arthur Miller. Miller obserYed. '·He 's [Strasberg] a great force . and (in my unique opinion. evidently) a 

force which is not for the good in the theater. He makes actors secret people and he makes acting secret. 

and it 's the most communicatiYe art kno\m to man: I mean. that 's what the actor 's supposed to be 

doing ··42 The fact that he ,iewed his mm opinion as unique hinted at the numerous acting students that 

flocked to learn the Method. Miller justified his comment by adding. 

The problem is that the actor is now working out his priYate fate through his role. and 

the idea of communicating the meaning of the play is the last thing that occurs to him. 

In the Actors Studio. despite denials. the actor is told that the tex1 is really the 

framework for his emotions: r ve heard actors change the order of lines in my work and 

tell me that the ... actor is the main force that the audience is watching and that the 

playwright is his sernnt. They are told that the analysis of the tex1. and the rh~1hm of 

the tex1. the Yerbal texture. is of no importance whatever. This is Method. as they are 

teaching it. which is. of course. a perversion of it. if you go back to the beginning. 43 

Miller obYiously based his assessment on his personal e>..-periences, yet comments by such high-profile 

identities stained the impressions of those reading about the Method. 

Furthermore. some actors from the MAT have protested against the Method claiming that 

Strasberg stressed Stanislavsky's usage of affective memory technique. Strasberg declared the Method 

merely functioned as an adaptation of the System, but his adversaries plainly viewed it as the antithesis of 

41 Susan Strasberg. forward to Strasberg 's Method Acting. by S. Lorraine Hull (Woodbridge, Ct : Oxbow 
Publishing. 1984 ). 3-5 . 
42 Arthur Miller. inteniew by Olga Carlisle and Rose Styron. in Writers at Work: The "Paris Review" 
lnten 1iews. ed. George Plimpton, 3rd ser. (New York: The Viking Press, 1967), 211 . 
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S1a 111 sla, sh · s work . Gray inter.iewed two MAT actresses. Vera SoloYioYa and Madame Bulgako,·. By 

cxpl am111 g their understanding of the technique and its purpose. they rallied against the popularity of 

Strasberg·s Method. 

Of course. SolO\-io\·a and BulgakoY had learned affective memory technique directly from 

StanislaYsky while at the First Studio. Soloviova noted that some actors might find times when emotional 

work facilitated their relationship .. ,ith a particular role. According to her training. affective memory 

should enter the process only after the actor 's imagination did not evoke the necessary feelings .44 Her 

comments proYed that while the MAT espoused affectiYe memory. they did not consider it an essential 

technique. 

BulgakoY. who compared her training at the MAT to her obserntions of American acting, 

abhorred Strasberg's work. She remembered. 

All MAT actors experienced a great personal freedom. They felt no personal suffering. 

When they finished playing they were tired but it was a happy exhaustion. Stanislavski 

sought a release from tension. A part was not ready to be played until tension had been 

relaxed. The current styles arc coarsened Stanislavski. He would be very disturbed and 

would decry the sickness in the American interpretation of his system were he alive 

today.45 

She detested the type of personal connection that Method actors deYeloped with their characters. 

Strasberg had faced such critical comments regarding the Method throughout his theatrical 

career. In contrast, his O\rn obserYations about the System reflect his concern for other techniques aside 

from affective memory. For example, when Strasberg described his education at the American Laboratory 

Theatre. he expressed an understanding of the System's elements beyond emotional work. He explained, 

Even more than the individual psychological and physical exercises at the Laboratory 

Theatre. it was Boleslavsky 's notion of a unified system of actor training that remained 

43 Miller. intmiew. 211-12. 
44 Paul Gray, '·The Reality of Doing Interviews with Vera SolO\iova. Stella Adler. and Sanford Meisner," 
in Stanislavski and America. ed. Erika Munch (New York: Hill and Wang. I 966). 215-16. 
45 Gray. "Critical Chronology.'· 169. 
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\\ith me. Vocal training. relaxation. moyement work. affectiYe memory eludes- all 

these components arc essential to the schooling of the actor. Yet more electri~ing was 

the gro\\ing concept set forth by Boleslavsky of a fixed sequence ... of exercises that 

would physically and mentally develop the necessary stimulus for creativity in the 

actor. 46 

Certainly. his comment acknowledged the significance of the physical aspects pertaining to the 

StanislaYsky System, although other critics have stated otherwise. Strasberg had also addressed those 

critics more directly. He asserted. 

To some. my training appears too inwardly directed. These critics, however. do not 

understand the fundamental nature of the actor·s problem: the actor's ability to create 

organically and comincingly. mentally. physically. and emotionally. the giYen reality 

demanded by the character in the play: and to express this in the most Yi,id and 

dynamic way possible. While all art is for the creator a means of self-expression, it is 

only the ex1ent to which it reYeals what is ex-perienced that it becomes art .41 

Strasberg essentially argued that the Method was not based on the actor"s ability to use personal 

ex-periences for the creation of true emotions. Instead. he stressed the capability of the actor·s imagination 

to respond to the circumstances in the play. The actor·s personal emotions serYed as the source for the 

expression of staged reality. but the actor still relied on the imagination to create the action. Above all. he 

felt that the use of imagination and personal emotions allowed the actor to control the stressful conditions 

of live perfom1ance. 

Therefore. Strasberg belieYed that the actor" s true emotions pro,ided a base for any realistic 

expression. both physical and emotional. Ironically. Stanislavsky prescribed a similar philosophy, which 

he taught at the First Studio and furthermore. BoleslaYsky described a comparable practice in his article 

about emotional memory. This one similarity alone reveals that Stanislavsky initiated a problem because 

46 Lee Strasberg. A Dream o_f Passion (New York: Penguin Books. USA Inc., 1987). 79. 
4-

Lee Strasberg. Dream, 105. 
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he felt compelled to perfect the Svstem. According to one group of MAT members. Stanislavsky changed 

the focus of his actor training program about four times. 

During their tour through New York in 1964. a panel of MAT representatives described the 

va rious phases of Stanislavsky 's work before an American audience. The group included Vladimer 

Prokofyev. a theatre historian who clarified the evolution of the System. At first. Prokofyev e>..'J)lained. 

Stanislavsky reached directly for the emotions found in the script and he called this technique the "line of 

intuition "48 Actors concentrated on events from their own pasts and explored the emotions they 

experienced They then sought to relate those feelings to the character's situation in the play. Unsatisfied 

\\ith his results, Stanislavsky decided that emotional work was not always beneficial to the Soviet actor. 

Stanislavsky subsequently consulted Ivan Pavlov, a psychologist whose studies focused on 

behavioral responses to physical stimuli. 49 After exchanging notes with Pavlov. Stanislavsky theorized 

that actors could condition their emotions to respond to certain stimuli on the stage. 50 Prokofyev 

explained that this was the second phase of the System. in which Stanislavsky focused on finding a 

conscious approach to arousing the actor's subconscious feelings . Stanislavsky believed that the actor 

could arouse the emotions by using the circumstances of the play and the other actors as stimulators. 

Later he added .. \,ill exercises" to this program. whereby actors divided the script into beats of action and 

then analyzed the objectives for these units. 51 This third phase was a minor revision based on the same 

concept. Instead of focusing on the character· s given circumstances. the actor learned to create objectives 

that would consciously motivate the actor 's response. 

Ultimately. Stanislavsky decided to approach his training technique by asking actors to relate to 

their characters through "the method of physical actions." Rehearsals began without scripts, forcing 

actors to improvise the scenes of the play. Prokofyev explained that the System, at its fourth and final 

48 
.. Stanislavski Preserved An MAT Discussion," in Stanislavski and America, ed. Erika Munk (New 

York Hill and Wang. 1966), 69. 
49 Pavlov believed that all animals. including humans, became conditioned to respond to specific stimuli, 
the main theory behind behavioral psychology. For his most famous experiment. Pavlov hypothesized that 
he could condition a group of dogs to respond to a bell. He began the study by ringing the bell prior to 
feeding the dogs. Since the bell signaled the arrival of food, the dogs began to salivate once they heard it 
ring. This reaction to the bell continued even when he quit giving food afterwards 
50 

.. Stanislavski Preserved" 68. 



phase. aimed to arouse an actor 's immediate physical belief in the character's situation. By placing the 

performer in the heat of character 's predicament. StanislaYsky believed that the actor would naturally 

respond to the scene. 52 The technique allowed actors to associate w'ith the character through actions. 

which. unlike emotions. were tangible and accessible. 

Prokofyey summarized how Stanislavsky's life-long search led him to this conclusion, "He 

cultiYated emotional memories, and found that knowing your character's thoughts and feelings w'ill not 

lead you to the creation of a character-you must know how these thoughts are reflected in action. "53 

16 

A:, explained by the MA T's historian. StanislaYsky originally felt that emotional memory was the most 

essential tool for the actor. completely separate from the imagination: but he later realized the need for 

analyzing the dramatic action found in the script. This created a problem when Stanislavsky failed to tell 

his former students about the mised System. Roberts. the Boleslavsky biographer. explained that these 

misinformed MAT .. graduates.'· now teaching the System in other countries. continued to teach the 

techniques associated \\'1th the first phase. For this reason. Roberts believed that Strasberg 's work never 

reflected StanislaYsky's changes. 54 American actors were stu~ing an emphasis on personal and natural 

emotion. while Stanislank·y · s students were learning the importance of analysis beats (breaking scenes 

into component parts). the through-line of action. concentration and public solitude. 55 The System 

continued to progress through a series of stages as Stanislavsky studied and changed his various 

techniques. 

StanislaYsk~ · s books actually illustrated this problematic eYolution of his theories. 56 In his texts, 

i\fv Life in Art. An Actor Prepares, Building a Character, and Creating a Role. Stanisla,·sky attempted to 

interpret the System for American actors. Yet scholars like Laurence Senelick. Burnett M. Hobgood, and 

Sharon Marie Camicke. discovered that his books were tainted \\ith other problems. which further limited 

America · s comprehension of the true Stanislavsky System 

51 -- stanislaYski PreserYeci '' 69. 
52 "StanislaYski Preserved" 69 . 
53 "Stanislavski PreserYeci '' 69 . 
54 Roberts. Richard Boleslavskv. 171. 
55 Gray. "Critical Chronology_;. 148. 
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Senelick found that the first book. A,fv Life in Art, exemplified the problems Stanislavsky faced in 

writing his other te:-..1s . He compared the American translation to Stanislavsky 's Russian version. which 

Stanislavsky and governmental editors had revised dramatically for readership in their country. 

Unfortunately. a true comparison of the two versions was not possible because most of Stanislavsky 's 

written draft for the American book was no longer extmt57 This limited the documentation necessary for 

examining editorial decisions and translation differences. Since Stanislavsky had encountered several 

challenges while working on the American version of his book. the absence of his manuscript complicated 

the ability to represent Stanislavsky 's ideas. 

The first problem involYed the writing process itself. which Stanislavsky found quite frustrating. 

To ease the stress of meeting deadlines. he sought the assistance of editors who did not completely 

understand his intentions.58 In the end. the American version upset him because it failed to express his 

focus on the aesthetics of the theatre.59 Instead. the book only diYulged a collection of anecdotes. covering 

the deYelopment of the MAT and sharing Stanislavsky· s personal discoYeries about acting. Disturbed by 

the disorganized appearance of his American book. Stanisla,·sky informed a German translator that he 

was re,ising the tex1 · 

I'll make it clear that in America the book was written specifically for the American 

reader. and I am now reworking it for Russia . The difference between these two 

Yersions is that the first one abounds in information of a somewhat anecdotal nature, 

ha,ing in mind a simple-minded reader. As to the . . . Russian edition. it will be for the 

more serious reader and it ,,ill treat the question of art more profoundly.60 

The Russian ,·ersion. released in 1926. pleased Stanislavsky because it addressed how the MAT 

had endured struggles under a SO\iet government and had also promoted the realistic style of acting. 61 

56 Leslie Irene Coger. ''Stanislavsk:i Changes His Mind. .. in Stanislavski and America, ed. Erika Munk 
(New York Hill and Wang. 1966). 60. 
5
~ Laurence Senelick. "StanislaYSk-y's Double Lif e in Art:· Theatre Survey 22 (February 1981): 205 . 

58 Senelick. '·Double Life in Art." 202-04 . 
59 Senelick. "Double Life in Art." 209-10. 
60 Senelick. "Double Life in Art.'' 204-05 from his translations of I. Vinogradskaga. Zizn ' .i tvortcestvo 
K S Stanislavskogo .· letopis · (Moscow: Iskusstvo. 1973 ), lll , 430 . 
61 Senelick, "Double Life in Art. " 205. 



On the other hand. the Russian edition also excl uded some of Stan.islank'Y·s thoughts . An anecdote for 

anecdote comparison of the extant \·ers1ons reYealcd that censors had deleted am· content related to 

religion. pre-ReYolutiona r, poht1cal beliefs. or eYen modest!, colorful content 6
: As a result. both 

\·ers1ons of hi s book reOcctcd the interpretat1ons of 11s edi tors. not ncce.ssanl, of Starusla,sky himself 

These outside innuenccs prescnth create a dilemma fo r A.mencan actors and theatre scholars 

\1ho \11 sh to understand the \Stem through h1 \1ntten \1orks 

probl em "The fact 1 that tan1sla \ k\ 1 til l not \\ hol h un rs1 

nelick exprcs.scd t.he essence of this 

or known in the English-speaking 

\.\ Orld The rcdagog.1c.1 I 11 ork..s .. In . lctor /'rcpor,•1. Ru,/ in. o Chnroctrr . and renllng n Role . arc 

fra grnentar- and 1n fin ite ·· ' 1 

In the an, le ·. tan, slJH 1 , s n L'ntol . ton .. Burnet , I H lca rlv 
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the 
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'nt I tor- . (. ·O\ m r 1986) 
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Despite her 0 \\11 rcscn-at1ons. Edith J.R Issacs of Theatre Arts Books made a pcnd111g contract 

\\1th Hapgood and Stan1sla,·sh regardrng the publication of..ln .~clor Prepares6- She noted that they 

\\Ould ha,·c to cut the book e>.1ensi\'cly in order to publish it. Stanisla\'sky granted Hapgood permission to 

make the necessary reYisions. but prohibited her from rewriting any of the te:\1 . Hapgood and Issacs 

promised him that they would only omit the repetitious material to make the book more readable. 

HoweYer, Sharon Marie Carnicke. another theatre scholar, argued that Hapgood"s adaptation of 

An Actor Prepares created further interpretation problems in the United States. After comparing the 

Russian and American \'ersions of the book_ Carnicke found several differences between the two editions. 

The book · s length e>.'JX)sed the first and most noticeable distinction. The English version contained only 

295 pages printed in a large font, while its Russian translation embodied 575 pages in a smaller font. 68 

Carnicke e>..-plained that this difference in length pro,ided a ,-isual example of the transformations 

incurred by Hapgood 's editorial decisions. Without the subtleties of StanislaYsky's original te>..1, the 

American edition rendered only a general e>..-planation of the System 69 As a result. Hapgood's revisions 

produced additional Yariations in the book's content. 

To illustrate her point, Carnicke cited several phrases from Hapgood's version of An Actor 

Prepares. which she then compared to their counterparts from the Russian edition. For example, the 

English version advocated ''the dependence of the body on the soul,'' but the Russian te>..1 carefully 

e:-.-plained that actors must focus on the "the e:-.1ernal expression of the internal ex-perience. "70 

Furthermore. Hapgood derived that the purpose of the System was "to create the life of a human spirit," 

from Stanislavsky's statement, "to create the human life of the spirit of the role."71 Such translations 

placed emotions at the core of the System and furthermore. ignored ex-planations regarding a need for 

clear physical expression. Accordingly, readers believed that emotional memory functioned as the most 

significant aspect of the Stanislavsky System. 

61 Hobgood, "Untold Story," 159. 
68 Sharon Marie Carnicke. "An Actor Prepares/Rabota aktera nad soboi, Chast ' I: A Comparison of 
English \\ith the Russian Stanislavsky," Theatre Journal 36 (December 1984 ): 488. 
69 Carnicke. "Rabota, ,. 488-90. 
"° Carnicke. "Rabota," 484. 
·i Carnicke. "Rabota, ,. 489. 
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HaPJ?O<'d , tran,lation~ al~ ~red the meaning of St.int'lanll\ , conccpo, "hich he applied 

,1, a me.an, C'lf cncrg111ng h,, actof' Camickc offered Hapgooo·s treatment or the Russian term ··zmJnchn · 

a~ an namplc Hapgood chose to translate :ndncha as ··ob_Jcctl\·e.·· but tn the context ofStanisla,·g, ·s 

lcs~n. ··problem .. nould ha,·c been a more appropnatc cqul\·alcnt -: In the Russian Ycn1on. Staiuslay~· 

ob!;crvcd that characters must disentangle thcmscl\'cs from their predicaments much as an indmdual 

soh·cs an anthmct1c problem· the solutions, to such unccnaintics require action. The term sen·ed as a 

spnilgboard for crcatiyi~· because it engaged the .imaginations of his acting students. lf.acton pen:ci,·ed 

the problem as a task to be rcsolYed. then performers would rcalisticaU~· respond to the situation. 

Con\'ersely. the term "objectjye" led readers to block their actions according to the script'~ conclusion. 

mstead of reacting to the character 's dil'enuna. Hence, HaJ)gQOd's word choice also de\·alucd concepts 

that cen_tered on action. 

In another article. Catnicke actual!~: illustrated how Hapgood's translation of An Actor Prepares 

stressed emotional work. She contrasted an excerpt from Hapgood's version with Jean Benedctti's 

treatment of the same selection from the Russian edition. The segment under compari.son came from the 

third chapter. in which Stanislavsky described the "magic' if." perhaps one of the most familiar techniques 

associated with the System. 

Differences in length between the two interpretations were 'not subtle: Hapgood's translation 

consisted of only one page. while Benedetti' s translation constituted three pag~. In addition to these 

\'tsible differences, the comparison also revealed discrepancies in the content. For example, the 

concluding statement from Hapgood's translation de$cribed the magic irs significance in this way: 

"'This important charaeteristic of if brings It close to one of the fundame-ntals of our school of 

acting-achvify in creativen_ess and art.''73 

The Russian version. however.. offered a more complete understanding. According to Benedctti, 

Stanislavsk)· had written. 

7
~ Camicke. ''Rabota.'' 491. 

-
3 Jean Benedetti. "From The Actor: Work on Oneself,-" trans. selection of 'The Actor: Work on Ontst/f. by 

Konstantin Stanislavsky, Tht Drama Review 37 (spring 1993): 39. This example was ,cited from the 



··Thi s IS m fa r the most important attribute of the word ' i f which links it to one of the 

fundamentals of our school of acting. which consists in dvnamism and effective actinn in creativitv and 

Benedetti · s translation even elaborated further on this thought. rather than concluding the 

chapter \\ith this statement. 
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Although Benedetti ' s unabridged version of the one sentence seemed unnecessarily wordy, the 

example also ex-pressed how Hapgood's interpretations appeared to ignore Stanislavsky's work with 

action. The Benedetti translation signified the purpose of the "magic if' as a means to creating ex-pressive 

actions. He not only stressed action itself. but he also emphasized the artistic need for bodily ex-pression 

in the theatre. With this understanding, Hapgood's translation, '·activity in creativeness and art," 

communicated a similar meaning, but within the contex1 of the book itself the sentence only exaggerated 

the aspects of emotion work. Hapgood placed stress on the ·'activity'' which readers might have associated 

more \\ith the mental process of character analysis as opposed to finding realistic reactions through 

improvisational situations. 

Carnicke also explained how Hapgood might have misinterpreted Stanislavsky's ideas. 75 

Ob\iously. Hapgood wanted to ensure that her translations truthfully depicted Stanislavsky's ideas, so she 

conferred "ith actors who had assumed knowledge of the System. Strasberg served as one of these 

achisors. primarily because of his professed adherence to Stanislavsky's techniques. American actors, 

desiring the skills achieved m· the esteemed MAT performers. thus depended on the authority of the 

Group Theatre. Hence. Camicke also argued that Hapgood's discussions with Strasberg influenced the 

book· s stress on emotional work. 

Hobgood however. defended Hapgood's role in publishing the books. First, the Hapgoods and 

Stanislavsky had decided that An Actor Prepares would cover emotional and spiritual training. while a 

section of An Actor Prepares, trans. and ed. by Elizabeth Reynolds Hapgood, (New York: Theatre Arts 
Books. 1936). 43-45 . 
-

4 Benedetti, "From The Actor.'' 42. 
75 Camicke. "Rabota. ,. 483-84. 



second \'Olumc. which they would jointly publish later. would discuss physical training 76 Hobgood 

further noted that these conversations also reflected his focus on physical actions as a ,ital aspect of the 

S~·stem."' In this way, Hapgood understood the significance of physical techniques. 
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Hobgood also argued that the Yariations between the English and Russian versions of An Actor 

Prepares were not solely based on Hapgood's cuts. As Stanislavsky experimented with the newer 

approaches to physical work. he promptly incorporated them into his final draft of the book. 78 Hapgood 

published the book with some of the newer text. but Stanislavsky felt dissatisfied with the finished 

product. He told Hapgood that he was rewriting the Russian edition because some of his theories did not 

become clear until he began writing his book. Thus, Stanislavsky ably constructed the Russian version 

\\ith a clearer perspecti\'e of the System. 

Finally. Hobgood recognized that Stanislavsky was not the only person who wanted to rewrite the 

text for his home country. MotiYated by political beliefs. Russian officials pressured Stanislavsky to cut 

any concepts ex-pressing the emotional and spiritual aspects of his system. including words like "soul,'' 

"spirit.'' and "ideal"79 StanislaYsky refused their demands and the terms remained. Yet according to 

Hapgood. the editors themselYes stressed his work ,,ith the "method of physical actions.'' as a means of 

promoting "socialist realism "80 By representing the technique as Stanislavsky's final discovery, these 

Russian editors further obscured the meaning of his work. Hobgood· s observation essentially means that 

the Russian and American Yersions of An Actor Prepares inherited the influences of several editors, who 

oYershadowed StanislaYsky · s thoughts with their o,rn interpretations. 

Carnicke also addressed this issue in her own research. Her article, "Stanislavsky: Uncensored 

and Unabridged." ex-plained that all of his te:-..1s were published in either suppressed or condensed fonns . 

In order to ex-plain how these versions affected America 's interpretation of the Stanislavsky System, 

Carnicke identified three conflicting influences that contributed to the book's translation problem: 1) the 

pri,ilcges and obstacles associated with American capitalism; 2) the political concerns of Russian editors; 

76 Hobgood, "Untold Story." 157. 
-- Hobgood. "Untold Story.'· 161. 
78 Hobgood, "Untold Story." 158-60. 
19 Hobgood, "Untold Story." 161. 
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and l) BoleslaYsky as the primary instructor of the System in America. These three facto rs in 

combinat ion. she felt. compromised the usefulness of StanislaYsky·s books. 

First. America ·s free enterprise system pro,ided Stanislavsky with advantages that he did not 

haYe in his native country. The land of opportunity, unlike Russia. guaranteed copyright entitlements and 

a prenlent appeal for his books. In addition to his own failing health. Stanislavsky's son was ill and the 

MAT had almost exhausted its funds, lea,ing Stanislavsky ,,ith burdensome debts. 81 Stanislavsky 

certainly welcomed Hapgood's proposal to translate and publish his books under the circumstances. 

Nol\,ithstanding the legal and financial enticements, the American edition of An Actor Prepares 

dispossessed the book of an accurate description concerning the System. Both Hapgood and Issacs, the 

Theatre Arts Books editor. made substantial cuts in the enormous translation because of their belief that a 

large volume would not attract commercial interest. 82 In the end they not only excluded delicate 

descriptions of his many exercises, but they also deprived the tex1 of Stanislavsky's finesse and Socratic 

style.83 Hence, the abridged American version omitted details vital to Stanislavsky's work 

The Russian edition. in contrast. contained regulated descriptions of Stanislavsky's ideas. The 

Russian editors refused to print sentiments associated with capitalistic philosophies or an individual's 

desires.84 Omiously. both concepts affected Stanislavsky' s theories. exercises. and examples. A theatre 's 

financial survival depended on creating audience demand and an actor 's motivation relied on the wants of 

the character. For this reason. many ideas required either a thorough explanation or an omission of those 

concepts. 

As a case in point, Marxist Russia maintained strict control over Stanislavsky's vocabulary. If 

the authorities printed terms like "the life of the human spirit," "the magic if," "intuition," and 

"subconscious:· they expected Stanislavsky to write clear descriptions that did not reflect or favor 

80 Hobgood ·'Untold Story." 162. 
81 Sharon Marie Carnicke, "Stanislavsky: Uncensored and Unabridged," The Drama Review 137 (spring 
1993) 25 . 
82 Carnicke. "Uncensored," 30. 
83 Carnicke, "Uncensored," 30. 
8
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matcnal!sm or spmtualJt, ~' Cam1cke selected StamslaYsk--:,··s explanat ion of ··J)S\·chotechnique" to 

e\ emplJf\ the mcons1stenC\ induced by these forced compromises. "Psychotechmque" charactenzcd the 

essence of the System StanislaYsky created the term to depict the process of developing an 

actor/character relationship through a combination of exercises and tools that captured the actor 's 

imagi nation. In order to escape censorship. however. Stanislavsky related the concept to engineering. 

thereby censoring some of his O\rn more exi,erimental ideas.86 Hence political interest influenced the 

interpretation of his work in Russia and monetary interest influenced the interpretation of his work in 

America. 

Ultimately. no work that wholly explained Stanislavsky's ideas was available. Since the author 

published his book under two groups of editors, themselves swayed by distinctive motives. Stanislavsky 's 

books did not truly reflect his personal views. To further complicate matters. Stanislavsky did not send 

the exact same texts to Hapgood and the Russian editors, so even a comparison of the two books failed to 

determine whether their differences originated from Hapgood's translations or Stanislavsky's own 

m i sions. 
80 

If Issacs had printed his works in complete form, American actors might have acquired a 

better grasp of Stanislavsky's ideas. Like\\ise. if Russian editors had not disputed the expression of his 

ideas. readers might have understood the precise impact of the method of physical actions on the 

Stanislavsky System. 

In addition. Carnicke's article briefly touched on Boleslavsky·s contribution to the translation of 

Stanislavsky 's techniques. Due to language barriers both subtle and complex. Boleslavsky did not 

adequately translate Stanislavsky· s concepts to American students. 88 She detailed this issue further in her 

article. "Boleslavsky in America," by explaining how Boleslavsky shaped American acting students ' 

perceptions about the System. 

85 Carnicke. ··u ncensored" 26-27. 
86 Carnicke. "Uncensored," 27. 
8
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She cited two reasons why American actors. particularly the members of the Group Theatre. 

e:xclusiYely grasped the concepts dealing \\ith emotional work. 89 First. BoleslaYsky and other StanislaYsky 

students only understood his theories during their period of study, even though StanislaYsky continued to 

rework his theories. Second. BoleslaYsky's English translations and pronunciations of Stanislavsky's 

terms created misunderstanding. like "affectiYe memory" which BoleslaYsky initially pronounced as 

"effectiYe memory " In this instance. an actor might interpret the technique as possessing certain powers 

to create specific and e:xact results as opposed to simply enhancing an appropriate mood for emotional 

responses and creative inspiration. Camicke essentially insinuated that Strasberg left the Lab Theatre 

\\ith the impression that StanislaYsky·s system acted on the inspiration contrived by affective memories. 

Despite BoleslaYsky·s problems in expressing these concepts. his students still chose to ignore the stress 

on action in his own work. 9(' 

Further complicating matters. Bolesla,sky ·s American students faced cultural challenges during 

their education at the Lab. In order to find acting jobs in the United States. actors focused on selling 

themseh es in light of the ingrained star system approach 91 They wanted to learn the System to improve 

their personal chances of becoming high-rated performers. not to de,elop their personal skills as 

contributors to a collecti,e work While Stanislanky found the same acting problems in Russia. he 

created the System specifically to conquer this obstacle . American actors · perceptions about the System ·s 

purpose only further mired their approach to Stanislank!··s techniques. 

Finally. Camicke · s research led her to find that StanislaYsky himself contributed to the 

misinterpretation problem. The Yery conditions that induced Stanislanky to write his book for America 

influenced his works. When Hapgood approached Stanislanky \\ith the idea of publishing his technique, 

Stanisla,sky could not afford to refuse . SeYeral acr,antages to writing a book for the United States 

preniled the intensity of interest in his creati,e work. the financial prospects. and the legal rights to his 

89 Sharon Marie Carnicke. "BoleslaYsk-y and America,' ' in Wandering Stars. Russian Emigre Theatre, 
1905-19./0. ed. Laurence Senelick (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 1992), 119-25. 
90 Carnicke. "BoleslaYsh.'' 125-26. 
91 Carnicke. "BoleslaYsic;• ... 120-22. 
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intellectual work ,: Thjs final benefi t manifested nm · problems Given its American copyright. 

Stani sla\·sky had to re,Hite hi s o,rn work fo r Russ ia to avo id piracy charges. Carnjcke suspected that lhe 

legal expectations to rewrite his books. in adilit ion to hjs o,rn interest in re,ising the texts. affected the 

translations of all his books 93 Final!\ . St.1nisl aysl,., asked fo r the e:--1ensi, e help of all rus eilitors in the 

completion of his books because he fe lt exasperated bY the ,rntmg proce.ss.''J Carruckc summarized that 

the ex isting Amcncan translat10 n no,1 remains a Yer:, slanted text ta ni slaYsky himself noted the 

di ffe rence between the two ,·ers1ons tn his preface fo r the Ru.ss1an ,·olumc . .. [Tlhe English seems a more 

theoretical book. ,1 hlic the Russian mi ght be tter be tcnncd a manual" ,s 

Hobgood proposed that the tn lu.s1on of t.ani sla, b · s prefa ce in the Arncncan ,·ers1on of. In 

. lctor /!rcpnrc., 11 ould l1a, e resoh ·d the mass onfu 1011 rcg,a rdrn g the , tern 111 h1 aniclc . 

·· s ta ni sla1·skv · Preface to . 111 . lctor Pre porn and the Pc na of Ton.so, . · Hobgood dcscnbcd the impact 

of tan1sla,· h s rn1 sing prefa from the :\men n cd.J t1on of th Hobgood cxplarncd. 

tfi ed the f us of his II or in an 1111 u 1011 that he II tc fo r the k. but someone 

omitted 11 from the Amen n, ers1on H g on I red I anou.s 1 11111 as to ,1 h:, the k 

excluded the ccuon. tn ludl n eithe r then to cd.11 the tc,1 or the ha n.stJ n that t.a n1 sl a,~ · 

hose not to se nd 1t to ~IJpg . ho11 C'\ er. Arn n n readers made 

erroneous a. sum t1 n at ut h1 \ t -hni uc JII allu mg to the cm 10na l J ts of h1 11 ork Ho ood 

foll o11 cJ l11s Jni I 1111 h .1 transla11on I . tJn1c;IJ1c;, c; fa 10 fu n hc r I C h1 1111 Th fi t ma tter 

. ta111 la , k~ a re d nam t hi s 1n1cn11ons to pu h h J ut J mg 

I ha, e planned a IJ rg · un ru 1ng Ill mam I lum J ut th ma tc~ of a rng (th so-

call . . \I I.J e 1n .Irr . 1 thc jirJI 

, lume .1r anng Jc; 1hc int u 11011 to 1 1c; 1111 na ·mg The current k. 

,: am1 kc . .. 
.. , Cami kc . .. 

" J Cam1clc. .. · 4 
·-~ C:mu kc . ·· · 4 

eu n/ ·ex n encin the . econd 
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, olumc In the nea r fu ture I Jm s1an1ng the compo ~1 11 011 of J thml , olu mc ,1h1ch ,,di 

,/11r 11" 11 orl.. 011rhc .,c( 111 rhcproc c.,.,oj c111hocl\'1ng The / 011r1h , olume l 11tl l 

dcYote to .. ,\()rk on the role Simultaneously mth this book I should put out a 

supplement. a son of exercise book mth a 11 hole scnes of recommended exercises 

("Tra1nrng and dntr') r 

The preface cl earl\' communicated Stamsla1·sk'y · s intent ions fo r future publicat ions. Hobgood bclieYCd 

that 1nth this understanding alone. American readers would haYe known that An Actor Prepares. 

cons1st1ng pn marily of internal 11 ork. did not define the Stanisla, sky System in its entirety.98 Ob\i ously. 

StamslaYsky clearly stated his plan as a way of tackling a complex subject for his American audience. 

While It 1s difficult to know how actors would haYe applied the System had they known about the other 

fo rthcoming \'Olumes. the preface indicated more than sheer emphasis on emotional work. 

Hobgood also accentuated StanislaYsky·s explanation regarding the book 's purpose. The text 's 

primary purpose dealt ,1ith dC\-eloping the actor. Consequently. Hobgood suggested a more exact 

translation of this book · s title. The Actor ·s Work on the Self. because it stressed the significance that his 

system placed on the actor 's de\'Otion to self-mastery.99 American actors mistakenly read the te:'1.1 to 

discoYer the basics for creating a character. but the book 's focus concerned the mastery of essential skills 

before appl:,ing them to a role . 

On another note. StanislaYsky explained the significance of the si:-.1eenth chapter as it pertained 

to the influence of his "tools of the trade" on the subconscious.100 While American readers disregarded 

the chapter as a summary of the book. Hobgood heralded this section as the most important. It identified 

and described the, arious techniques in\'Oh ed in developing the "creati\'e state ... StanislaYsky defined the 

crea111e state as a condition in 11hich the actor' s mind. bodY. and soul work together to create ii,ing 

moments on the stage Nevertheless. 11ith a chapter entitled ·'On the Threshold of the Subconscious ... 

actors assumed the book solely treated the method of creating a character's emotions: but it really justifi ed 

•r Burnet M. Hobgood . "StanislaYki ·s Preface to .-l n Actor Prepares." trans. of preface to . In Actor 
Prepares by Constantin StanislaYski . Theatre Journal 43 (May 199 1 ): 229. 
,x Hobgood. "StanislaYski ·s Preface ... 219-20. 
J') Hobgood. "Stanisla1·ski ·s Preface ... 222 . 



how actors could submit to the actions and responses of the role through the creative state.101 Hobgood 

recommended a new title for the sixteenth chapter. ·The Subconscious in the Actor·s Scenic State of 

Mind/Being." because it thorough]:, denoted the nature of StanislaYsk:, ·s technique. 
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The preface also explained StanislaYsk:··s purpose in writing his book as a dialogue between 

student and instructor it helped actors understand the experience of a theatre classroom as opposed to just 

reading about it I o: Again. StanislaYsi<y taught that the actor" s ex-periences are Yery important when 

training. An actor cannot JUSt read about acting because the craft simpl:, inrnh·es action; also, the 

d~namics of the classroom indicate specifically the need for the instructor and students to work together. 

While TortsO\ was clearly the master and a skilled actor himself. he allowed students to learn through 

obscr.·ation . self-monitoring. and the criticism of other students. HoweYer. StanislaYsi<y· insisted on 

conducting all exercises under the obscr.-at1on of a knowledgeable instructor. especially in the earl:, stages 

of a student · s training. 

Finalh . the last sect ion of the preface reported the most important and problematic detail of the 

book. In it. Stanisla, sh confessed that he had recc1,·ed his onginal notions of the S:,stem between 1907-

1 ➔ . :,ct he had changed hi s o,rn ideas about the acting method 103 So. the preface directed attention to 

some of the out-dated matcnal and proposed that the later books would rC\·eal more current infom1ation. 

This final point illustrated the purpose behind tanisla,-sJ...:··s constant rC\1sions He neYer intended to 

create the perfect S\·stem nor rud he desire the concept10n of a master-technique designed for all actors. 

Instead. he encouraged ot her actors to change and adapt the S\·stcm accorrung to their own needs. 

Like Cam1cke. Hobgood also decided 10 compare the American and Russian editions of 

StanislaYks:, · s books. HowC\·cr. instead of searching for the differences. he identified the central ideas 

and tenns found in both works His anal~·sis unco,·ered what StanislaYsk:· deemed significant. 

Hxi Hobgood. "StanislaYski ·s Preface ... 22 ➔ . 
101 Hobgood. "StanislaYsk:i ·s Preface:· 22➔ . 
io: Hobgood. ·'StanislaYski ·s Preface: · 22➔ . 
103 Hobgood. "StanislaYski · s Preface:· 225 . 
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Accordingly. both works stressed the need for '·perezhivannia,'' often translated as 

.. ex-periencing:· which expressed the way actors should approach their roles in their eyeryday life.104 As 

Hobgood noted American actors still fail to understand completely the application of this concept because 

the meaning remains lost in translation. The current practice of this concept in America relates to the 

actor 's task of assigning objectives to the beats of action. In the Russian edition, the actors assign a future 

form of the active verb, whereas in the English version. the actors define the objectives \\ith infinitives.105 

The American practice thus pales in its ability to incite action. Hence. "ex-periencing" is a significant 

concept. which goes beyond presenting the emotions. ensuring that the character is living the actions of 

the role. The actions link the character 's responses to the eYents occurring within the play. 

Hobgood continued his analysis \\ith the translations of the second book. Building a Character. 

He believed that the text. which literally translated means The Actor 's Work on Himself in the Creative 

Process of Embodying . proposed three distinct factors concerning the external techniques of perfonnance. 

First. in order to embody the role. or translated '·to make visible the invisible creative life of the actor," the 

performer must haYe a well-trained Yoice and body. 106 Hence. both texts included several exercises that 

bestowed actors \\ith the tools needed for the development of their characters. 

Second. the subtext of the play is that essence which can only be performed and which brings the 

spiritual content of the human character to life. w- While the subtext refers to the more internal aspects of 

a character. the actor must understand how to communicate it through external means. The physical and 

emotional actions which reyeal the subtext and therefore enhance the events occurring \\ithin the play. 

Third. the issue of perspective helps the player as he or she brings the character and the self 

jointly to the role.108 Stanislavsky dealt \\ith the concept of creating a character by focusing on the life 

behind the character. which is the actor. Hence. Stanislavsky identified a common problem among actors 

when creating a role: the actor 's duality between the character and the self He believed this dual identity 

104 Burnet M. Hobgood. ··central Conceptions in Stanislavski 's System," Educational Theatre Journal 25 
(Februan 1973): 150. 
105 Hobg~ "Conceptions.'· 156. 
106 Hobgood. "Conceptions," 152-53 . 
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often posed problems for performers and he deYeloped exercises to control the nature of this inner conflict. 

In this \\JY. the actor could communicate the character 's feelings and responses. Hobgood explained this 

concept : 

The dramatic character 's perspective relates to his past and to his status in the present 

moment, parallel to this, the actor 's perspective relates to the future of the dramatic 

action and to the way in which the role should be played. A truly absorbing 

performance results only when both perspectives illuminate the play: the character's 

perspective shows the rnlnerability of the fictive person in the situation, and the actor 's 

perspectiYe controls the ci)11amics of the performance out of awareness of what is yet to 

be played and of its meaning.109 

As the actors lived the character in the moment. they also monitored their personal performances in 

relation to the events of the play. Such a constant examination during rehearsals and performances 

required analysis. 

Analysis was central to the System. Actors and directors formulated a nuclear understanding 

about the play and the characters during the first rehearsals. They therefore examined three main themes: 

the score of the role (partitura) . the oYer-all task (sverkbzadach) . and through-action (skvoznoi 

deistvia) 11° First and necessary. actors di,·ided their roles into beats of action. which formed the score. 

Ne:-.1 . the actors identified their characters· main objectiYe, called the over-all task. since this motivating 

force driYes the character throughout the entire play. As the closing step. they defined the motives behind 

each segment of the score. dubbed the through-action. Each through-action satisfied the character·s 

overriding task Consequently. this form of analysis allowed actors to understand the life of the character 

and it further allowed actors to understand the part their role played in the scheme of the entire drama. 

Hence. analysis contributed to the ensemble work and the actor's personal work 

109 Hobgood "Conceptions." 154. 
11 0 Hobgood, "Conceptions." 155. 
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In the encl StanislaYsky continuously hoped to find an '"organic creatiYe process" that allowed 

the actor to experience the role.11 1 This philosophy always predominated as the essence of his system and 

of course goes back to Hobgood's understanding of Stanislavsky's work. The point to understand remains 

that Stanislavsky was a perfectionist He persistently endured searching and developing new ways to 

achieve the organic process. Furthermore. experiencing the role always existed as a part of the System 

although Stanislavsky changed its relationship \\ithin his acting technique m "E:-.i,eriencing'' ultimately 

meant that the actor could maintain a balance of theatricality and performance required of an artist. while 

still amalgamating \\1th the character. 113 Hence. mastery of the actor· s craft required mastering the skills 

and techniques which enabled the actor to control and to ex-perience the role simultaneously. 

StanislaYsky 's system promoted this gro\\th 

The research of Senelick. Camicke. and Hobgood proYes that Stanislavsky 's books contain 

problems. particularly the American editions. CollectiYely. their information accounts for a variety of 

conditions that blurred America 's understanding of the System StanislaysJ...-:,· · s changes in theory. 

Elizabeth Reynolds Hapgood's translation decisions. the comictions of the Russian editors. the cuts 

imposed by Issacs of Theatre Arts Books. and the missing preface. While several other editors modified 

his texts. Stanislavsky was incorporating his own re,isions into later volumes. consequently producing 

conflicting publications. This does not mean that the existing English translations of StanislaYsky 's books 

are unreliable. but it does indicate the SC'\·eral mishaps inYolYed in interpreting his ideas to American 

actors. Despite these numerous circumstances. many critics appear to blame Strasberg for misinterpreting 

the System. foremost among them Stella Adler. 

Adler. of course. played the most piYotal role in addressing the distinctions between the System 

and the Method. Since Adler worked \\ith Stanislavsky. BoleslaYksy. and Strasberg. she is perhaps the 

most qualified to describe the similarities and differences among their acting techniques. She indicated 

that her work with StanislaYsky in Paris most resembled her training with Boleslavsky at the Lab. In an 

111 Hobgood. "Conceptions," 158. 
11 c Hobgood. "Conceptions: · 158. 
113 Hobgood. "Conceptions:· 159. 
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intcl"\1e,, ,,1th Roberts. Adler said her 1934 meeting \\1th Stanislavsky resembled a .. renewal .. of her 

education at the Lab Theatre as opposed to a ··revision" of StanislaYsky·s system 11
~ 

Strasberg·s approach apparently paled in comparison to their actor training methods. Adler 

described the differences between the Lab and the Group Theatres. ··BoleslaYsky was \'Cry. Yery graphic

e>.1ernal-in his emphasis as a director. I don ·t think the Group Theatre was. It was Yery internal. It 

tried , cry much to work emotionally first and left the outside bare. BoleslaYsky didn ·1 do that. He made 

it very \ isual. he was colorful. " 115 Again. Adler reproached the Method because she felt it stressed 

emotional work and lacked concern for theatrical expression and physical action. t\\o themes consistent 

\\1th the training styles of Stanisla, sky and BoleslaYsky. 

Adler offe red the same response during her intel"\·iew \\1th Gray. disputing that emotion memory 

curtailed actor training. The memory of personal emotional experiences only separates the performer 

from the world of the play and defeats the purpose of training a \1\1ci crcatiYe imagination.11 6 In contrast. 

actors could access physical actions. which adn ntagcousl~-define the character's beha\1or. Since emotion 

is contained \\1thin an action. actors should fi nd it unnecessary to reach for emotional memory. While 

Adler alrcadv disagreed ,,1th affecti,e memory work prior to meeting ,,1th Stanisla,sky. the new 

de\·elopments in his system otr,iouslY m1luenccd her later work 

Basing her comments on he r cxpcnences mth the three mstructors. Adler explained that physical 

acuons balanced the emouonal de, elopment of a cha racter. Perhaps Adler best reflected her thoughts on 

the Stanisla, sk;,· S~ stem th rough a descnpuon of her o,rn trall1ing style. 

In tcachJ11 g. I do not require a student to go to the emouon itself or ask the s1Udent to use 

emotion as a source. Al l emotion 1s contained in the action . The action can be personal 

or an 1mag111at1Ye one to go back to a fee ling or emotion of one · s own c.':perience I 

bclieYe to be unhealthY- lt tends to separate you from the play. from the circumstances 

of the pla,· and from the author" s intention. All this has to be embodied in the action. w 

11 ~ Roberts . Richard Boles/m·s/..:v. 23 3. 
1 i:- Roberts. Richard Bolesfm,skv. 233. 
:

16 GraY. ··Realit, .·· 217. 
11 - G . R Ii . ·· 1 18 ra\'. ·· ea t:Y. _ . 
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Although Adler's summary of her own style reflected a current understanding of the System. her 

pcrspecti,e contradicted Stanisla,sh·s original approach to actor training. Indeed Stanisla,sky used 

emotional memory. to the e:\1ent that some MAT members became emotionally disturbed 118 In this case, 

Stani sla,sky disco,ered that such work impaired performers firsthand. Any reasonable instructor would 

rethink the use of exercises that caused such drastic results. Even after this first dilemma. Stanislavsky 

continued to adjust his techniques and his system as he made new disco,eries . Furthermore. his own 

students from the MAT and the First Studio. like Bolesla,sk~. made their o,m adjustments to the System. 

The, then taught the S:,stem using their disco,eries to new students. Howe,er. Strasberg appears to have 

upset mam actors just because he taugh t hi s own ,ersion of Stanisla,sk:, · s techniques. the Method. 

Cri tics. like Adler. ha,e presented the Method 111 a negati,e light m· reporting its distinctions 

from the S:,stem Despite the differences. the acting methods of these two acti ng teachers share 

sim ilariti es too In one 111terY1 ew. Strasbcrg expla111ed his Method and defended his instructional 

approach Fi rst. he argued that he relied on man, k0 aspects of Stamsla,·sky ·s work. particularl:, 

concentration 11
'' Stan1sla,·sk, felt that concentration "as an important concept from the beginning. 

According to Da\ld Magarshack. a tamsla,·sk:, biographer. actors exercised their concentration to 

e,aluate the e,ents occumng on stage as ,,ell a the ideas occumng \\lth111 the character"s mind_i:o In 

other words. 11 rela tes to the problems dealing ,nth the dualllY of the actor and the character. He created 

se,eral dn I ls 111 ,, h1 ch actors had to focu on the d tails of their surroundings These exercises ult imately 

tra111cd the actors to focus on the product ion and 111s11lled a sense of discipline. 

According to Strasbcrg. conccntrat1on de,·elopcd the slull of simultaneously creating emotions 

while also handl111g production 1echmcah11cs i: i He referred often to the actor's emotional work. but his 

own comments proYed that Strasbcrg understood the purpose bch111d 11 StanislaYsky. Strasberg noted 

stressed that actors should liYc ,,i1h111 the circumstances of the role. but he also knew that the actor had to 

i is Sonia Moore. The Sta111slm•ski S1 ·stem: The Professional Training of an Actor (New York: The Viking 
Press. 1965) . 5➔ -55 
119 Richard Schechner. "Working ,,ith L1,·c Matenal An Inteniew With Lee Strasberg." in Stanisfm,ski 
and America. ed. Erika Munk. (New York Hill and Wang. 1966). 188 . 
i:u DaYid Magarshack. introduction to Sranislavskv on the Art of the Stage . by Konstantin StanislaYsky, 
trans. Da,id Magarshack (New York Hill and Wang. 196 1). ➔0-41 
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think logistically in performance 122 The actor must monitor Yolume. stage position. the ne:-..1 scene ahead. 

costume changes. and attend to the necessary props for a scene. The information is enough to distract any 

undisciplined actor. 

To remedy the problem. Strasberg urged actors to prepare before a performance by reliYing 

moments from their pasts through the senses. which would in turn create conditional responses.123 

Strasberg associated this process ,,i th the System. 

At a certain time each night. he !the actor] must be read~· to create a certain type and 

kind of experience and it doesn 't matter whether or not it is an emotional experience. 

The on!~· new thing about the Stanisla, ski Svstem is that it can help the actor make his 

imagination beha, e. It is not that \ 'Oicc. speech. and mo\'emcnt are less important. it is 

simph that while these arc clement s of the actor' s craf1. they are not the basic means by 

which the actor acts. . . We understand things that go on inside. sometimes \\ithout our 

1,..."Jlo,,·Icdge. um,i ttinglv affecting our actions.12
~ 

Critics might judge that Strasbcrg made the sta tement as a wa,· to rationalize the techniques of 

hi s Method. Hi s explanation. howc\'cr. denoted hi s awareness of other clements in the Stanisla\'sky 

Svstcm. He recognized the primar. importance of dc\'clopmg the imagmation and the need for the actor 's 

phvsica l skills \'Oicc. speech. and mo, cmcnt. In addition. he acknowledged the essence of Pa\'IO\ian 

psychology \\ithin the S,·stem. those things that affect the actions of the actor. 

Actors benefit ing from the Method ha, e supported Strasbcrg·s claims The performer Beatrice 

Roth. who trained at the Studio. recognized these aspects of the Method She obsen ·ed. -- whether one 

,,orks in the fom1al conte:-..1 of "Method .. or not. it s basic principles pm·ail real thoughts in performance: 

use of objects. including ideas and people as objects: disco, er.· of physical idio~"Ilcrasies: and surprise 

element in character .. 12
:\ The actor Da,i d Margulies also commented. "The Method continues to 

influence my work. not as a process .. . but as a moral or ethical challenge .. 

12 1 Schechner. "Li\'e Material. .. I 88. 
122 Schechner. "Li\'e Material." 199. 
123 Schechner. "Li\'e Material. .. 198. 
12

~ Schechner. "Li\'e Material. .. I 84. 

The injunction is to bring 
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one· s full est being to the work. to unite in the deepest sense \\ith the literary content and to deliver that 

content vividly in the moment. at the momen1 ·•1c6 The remarks of these contemporary entertainers almost 

mirror the commentaries of Stanislavsky 's own students. 

One of the MAT Second Studio students, K. Antarova. published her notes from Stanislavsky· s 

lectures. These notes further reflected similarities shared by the three acting instructors. One distinct 

likeness lies in Stanislavsky 's belief that actors must learn to merge thought and feeling into one, ifhe or 

she is to capture the audience completely 1 
:,- This was where training must begin. but behind it was the 

question of ''how'l·· Stanislavsky. Boleslavksy. and Strasberg all sought to develop acting techniques that 

answered that question . 

Stanislavsk:, also felt that actors should desire an acting career for the purpose of contributing to 

the theatre as an art . not for personal gain . Good actors do not let egos stand in the way of their 

concentration on the details of the play.128 Some actors consider the opinions of other actors or the 

audience too much. If the actor concentrates on the play through the tools provided by the System. the 

actor · s perspective should meet the target of the plav. An essential asset to this training was a studio 

setting. which promoted trust 129 Both the Lab Theatre and the Group Theatre incorporated this essential 

clement in their programs 

Finally. Stanisla, sk'y never believed that his method sufficed as the answer to all acting 

problems. One method could not fit the unique feelings. thoughts. and personalities of every actor. 130 He 

explained. 

All my S\·stem. like no doubt many other systems in the world. can do is assist the actor 

to discO\ er the powers that he already possesses. and teach him to observe how they 

work. to find his way through the chaos created in the passions and thoughts of the actor 

himself. and ... to cleanse his creati,e life of all refuse and waste. But if you regard my 

12~ Foster Hirsch. ··Arthur Penn ·s Open Door.'· American Theatre. January 1998. 26. 
126 Hirsch. '· Arthur Penn.·· 24-25. 
12- Konstantin Stanislavsk'y. Stanis/m 1skv on the A. rt of the Stage . trans. Da\id Magarshack (New York, 
New York Hill and Wang. 1961).11 9. 
128 Stanislank:,·. Art of the Stage . 151. 
129 Stanislavsk:,·. Art of the Stage. 125. 
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system as the be-all and end-all to creatiYe work. then it means you look outside for the 

main currents of your creatiYe \\Ork. [Ylou .. . are the source of all the currents of 

the creatiYe forces . and ... to look for help from outside in order to awaken them means 

to ruin yourself as a creatiYe force and neYer to find an entry into the rh:,1hm by which 

ever:,1hing around you liYes .13 1 

Hence. he encouraged actors to adapt the System to their personal needs. If an actor did not respond to 

the System as he ex-plained it. then the actor was not untalented. Instead. the imitation to awaken 

creatiYe forces might be discoYered through another approach. Strasberg, it appears. found another means 

for certain actors. 

Despite the numerous critics who left the Group Theatre with a dislike for the Method. many 

reputable performers have credited him \\ith their gro'i\1h as performers. Without question. the System 

and the Method :,ield their differences. but the goals are the same-to help actors create a li,ing, 

belienble character. Actress Sally Kirkland explained that Method training promoted its goal. 

proclaiming, 

Method acting to me means truth. Since Lee [Strasberg] started me off in the early ·60s 

teaching me through emotional recall. personalization. ··as if." sensor:,· work. building a 

character and the three most important words--rclaxation. concentration. and 

imagination-there real!~ hasn ·1 been any turning back. So. when I'm in my truth. 

using my soul's deepest expression of that truth in my characters. with all of their 

. r 
humanness. I am on my spiritual path.' -

Furthermore. debates concerning the System and the Method haYe belittled BoleslaYsky·s acting 

techniques When comparing the S,stem and the Method. the scholars and critics unintentionally ignore 

the Lab Theatre. The 1993 edition of The Redford Introduction to Drama printed the follo\\ing \\ithin its 

glossan definition of Method acting: ·· A naturalistic technique of acting deYeloped by the Russian director 

uv Stanisla\'sky. Art of the Stage . 162. 
13

: StanislaYsky . . -lrt of the Stage. 135 . 
13

: Hirsch. ··Arthur Penn_·· 28 . 
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Konstant In Sta111Sla, sk, and ada pted fo r Amen can actors b, Lee Strasbcrg. among others ·· 111 

l · nfo nunateh such tex tbook descn p11ons neglect Bolesla, sk\ · s contribut ions to the System. leanng nC\I 

actrng students unaware of him and his talents. 

For the benefi t of actors who want to study all aspects of their craft . critics should question the 

current understanding of training. This Literature Re,iew reveals that even the most basic te:-.1s by 

Stanisla\'sk\· fail to communicate the precise meaning of his work. especially his approach to training the 

actor's emotional component. In addition to the numerous translation and editorial problems. 

Stanisla\'sk\ commonly reYisited his System because he felt that all actors should pursue this aim. 

Strasberg also believed in this philosophy. but some actors have disapproYed of the direction that he took 

as he explored the actor·s psyche and internal techniques. EYen though many of his o,m students haYe 

continued to enjoy successful acting careers, Strasberg's work appears to have been misinterpreted itself 

If young acting students continue to read and hear these negatiYe comments about Strasberg's \\Tongs. 

they may fail to discover techniques that could enhance their o,m work 

This thesis seeks to redefine the current understanding of affcctiYe memory. the technique that 

di,ided the actor community ever since the day Adler returned to the Group. declaring her revelations. 

Since then. many successful actors and acting teachers have continued to support Strasberg's method at 

the Actors Studio and the Lee Strasberg Institute. both located in New York City. They have reflected on 

the Method as a process that has enhanced their work as performers. Therefore. Strasberg·s approach to 

emotional memory should not be ,iewed as a contradiction of Stanislavsky's system. but rather as a 

complementary e>..1ension of his work Examining how Stanislavsky, Boleslavsky and Strasberg applied 

affective memory reveals basic relative techniques for creating true emotions on the stage. Such an 

understanding may help actors to engage other acting approaches that better utilize their individual traits. 

133 Lee A. Jacobus. ed . The Bedford Introduction to Drama, 2nd ed. (Boston: Bedford Books-St. Martins ' 
Press. 1993). 1392. 



Chapter 2 

Scope and Purpose 

Did Strasbcrg · s Method really contradict the principles of Stanislavsky's System? Should actors, 

acting instructors. and theatre scholars view the two acting styles as dichotomies? An answer to these 

questions ine,itably leads to the application of affectiYe memory because several Group actors, including 

Stella Adler and Robert Le,,is, have criticized Strasberg for over-emphasizing the necessity of this 

technique. While remembering the Group's response to Adler's revelations about the Stanislavsky 

System, Le\\is remarked, 

Stella 's report was a breath of fresh air. It was right from the horse's mouth. Until that 

time Strasberg was considered a disciple of Stanislavski To the Group, he was now 

excommunicated. All that we had been doing was digging, probing, "ke,1ching." We 

were all Yery excited-for this was more the theatre! It was a turning point, which 

eYentually brought about the departure of Strasberg from the Group.1 

This criticism continues to haunt the reputation of Strasberg and the Method today. A recent 

magazine article compares Strasberg to the Actors Studio's most recent artistic director, Arthur Penn. 

The journalist, Foster Hirsch, wrote, "Quite unlike Lee Strasberg, the Studio's longtime, still 

controYersial, famously remote artistic director, Penn is modest, accessible, clear about the Studio's work 

and its mission, and universally well-liked."2 In addition, Penn relates that when he first became the 

Studio's director, actors auditioning for entrance did not want the Method training often equated with the 

program.3 Such comments indicate how the negative criticism concerning Strasberg and his training 

process has influenced the impressions of young actors. 

His marred reputation might be surprising considering the names of reputable actors who trained 

with him. Susan Strasberg listed over 100 names of established actors who have trained with her father at 

1 Gray. ·'Critical Chronology," 151. 
~ Hirsch, "Arthur Penn," 24 . 



the Studio. including Anne Bancroft. Montgomery Clift, Ellen Burstyn. Robert De Niro, Geraldine Page, 

Jack Nicholson. Maureen Stapleton, and Dustin Hoffman.4 Hoffman defended his training at the Studio, 

obsening. "I was very affected by Lee Strasberg when I studied with him .. . . We're all characters . 

You start to see something come out [ of the actors) that is what they are underneath. "5 

Such positive comments should indicate that Strasberg's Method can be helpful to newer hopeful 

actors in search of proper training methods. Still, Steve Vineberg has e>..-pressed how the Method spawns 

debate solely on this one technique, 

It [ method acting] places a high premium on the expression of genuine emotion, which 

may be evoked by the use of a technique called "affective memory." (In its most popular 

,ersion, "emotional recall ," affective memory is an e>..1remely controversial device that, 

more than an)thing else. has factionalized the community of Method teachers.)6 

Vineberg's comment not only recognizes the arguments concerning affective memory, but also 

acknowledges the significance of this process in both the System and the Method. 

For this reason, Strasberg's work should be reexamined, not as a misperception of the System but 

rather as an adaptation of it. An analysis suggests that the philosophy and practice of these acting 

techniques share essential similarities. My thesis contains a comparison of the affecti,e memory 

technique as applied by the three acting theoreticians. Stanisla,sky. Bolesla,sky, and Strasberg. 

Re,ealing the distinctions will better define the approach of each teacher, but finding the similarities will 

prO\ide an actor with the basic principles and philosophies grounded in emotional work. 

Since this study considers the nature of affecti,e memory as a means of comparing Stanislavsky, 

Boleslavsky. and Strasberg, I ha,e de,eloped the follo\,ing hypothesis: Strasberg emphasized the use of 

affective memory in his training. but he grounded his work on the principles established by Stanislavsky 

and de,eloped by Bolcslavsky. In order to analyze affective memory as applied by the three directors, this 

study asks five questions regarding their techniques. These questions are: 1) At what phase in an actor's 

3 Hirsch, "Arthur Penn," 26 . 
4 Susan Strasberg. fomard, 3-6. 
5 Lorraine S. Hull. Strasberg 's Method Acting (Woodbridge, Ct: Oxbow Publishing, 1984), 198. 
6 Ste,e Vineberg, Method Actors: Three Generations of an American Acting Style (New York: Shirmer 
Books-Macmillan Inc., 1991), 36. 
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training did the director teach affectiYe memory? 2) How did the director teach affectiYe memory? In 

other words. what key exercises and concepts were connected to this application of the technique? 3) What 

was the purpose of affective memory according to the director? 4) Did the director at any time change the 

concept of his work with affective memory? If so, how? And 5) What criticism did students offer 

regarding the director's methods? 

The answers to these five questions will provide a thorough analysis of affective memory. 

Accordingly, questions I through 3 address the basic pedagogic aspects of actor training. A sincere 

theatre teacher and practitioner would analyze the steps necessary in acquiring the practical knowledge of 

acting. Question 4 allows for discoveries that each director made while continually ex-perimenting and 

adapting his theories to new acting problems. Finally, question 5 provides an analysis of the perceived 

effectiveness of each teacher by his students. 

The response to each question requires a basic understanding of the Stanislavsky System because 

Boleslavsky and Strasberg adopted their techniques from Stanisla,·sky 's approach. This summary is based 

on Stanislavsky's pedagogic trilogy of the System. An Actor Prepares. Building a Character, and 

Creating a Role . In these texts Stanislavsky not only defined the techniques of his process, but he also 

designed the series to describe how these techniques function within the contex1 of an acting studio. 

Disregarding the problems created by the Hapgood translation, these works serve as Stanislavsky's own 

attempt to communicate the System to An1erican actors. Written from the point-of-view of a young 

student named Kostya Nazvanov. the reader learns how his director. Tortsov. applies the Stanislavsky 

System at a theatre school. Kostya records the disco,·eries of his three-year study in a journal, which 

comprises the tex1 of the three books. In An Actor Prepares. StanislaYsky states his goal simply when 

Tortsov explains. ··Our aim is not only to create the life of a human spirit, but also to express it in a 

beautiful artistic form ,-7 Accordingly. the System requires the development of both the actor's physical 

apparatus and his or her internal psychological being. 

The internal work involved the preparation ofKostya's mind and spirit so he could attain the 

creative state. a condition that enabled an actor to create on stage. An actor could achieve this state 

;Konstantin Stanislavsh, An Actor Prepares, trans. Elizabeth Reynolds Hapgood (1936; reprint, New 
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through the collecti,e application of se,eral elements and techniques which Stanisla,sky termed the 

creati,e process. Despite Stanisla,sky's thorough explanation of several procedures, I will refer to the 

following basic techniques : the magic if, the given circumstances, concentration of attention, relaxation of 

the muscles, units and objectives, faith and a sense of truth, emotion memory, communion, adaptation, 

and temJX)-rh)thm. 

The magic if and the given circumstances combine to proYide the fuel for the artist 's 

imagination. A performer JX)rtraying a role must be able to understand the character's plight. 

Accordingly, Stanislavsky established a way for actors to relate to a character. Actors should ask 

themselves how they would react if a particular situation arose. In An Actor Prepares, Tortsov helped his 

no,ice actors understand this concept by creating improvisational predicaments for them. The proJXJsed 

details that he rendered provided the giYen circumstances. In reSJX)nse to the created incident actors 

asked, "What would I do IF I were the character in this situation?" the question that supplies the 

performer with the magic if. By stimulating the actor 's creati,ity. the magic if allows the artist to 

automatically believe in the gi,·en circumstances offered by the playwright, the director, and the actor 's 

own imagination.8 

Concentration of attention refers to the actor's ability to focus on the events occurring on the 

stage instead of fixating on the audience.9 Many concerns occupy the actor 's mind during a performance, 

for example. projection, necessary props. the lines, and the stage cues. Consequently the performer might 

easily fall out of character during a perfonnance. e,en for a split second. Concentration not only allows 

the actor to stay focused on the action. but also prO\ ides a means of pulling the actor into the performance, 

simply by examining the immediate surroundings on the stage. In this way, concentration of attention 

prO\ides a means of experiencing the scene. 

Relaxation of the muscles enables the actor to create and moYe according to the demands of 

performance. Since Stanislavsky noted how stress and muscular tension could inhibit the actor's 

imagination and movement, he advised students to control tension through observation and self-

York: Theatre Arts, Inc., 1945). 15. 
8 Stanislavsky. Actor Prepares, 31-67. 
9 StanislaYsky, Actor Prepares, 68-89. 
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di 10 A 
sco\'ery. ctors must learn to detect unnecessa ry tightness and correct it until the process becomes 

second nature. The key to finding the tension in\'Ol\'eS ident if~i ng the center. the area of the body that 

controls the weight. grayity. and direction of all other mo\'ement. Then the actor can separate and use the 

onl~· muscles needed to perform a particula r action without ti ghtening the rest of the body. 

{,"ni ts and Ohjeclives allow actors to di,i de the scri pt into smaller sections. pro,·iding a simpler 

means of approaching a ro le.
11 

The fi rst task 111 this process inrn h-cs detennin ing the core of the play. the 

part of the script that guides all of the play· s action W11h thi s understandrng of the drama. the actors 

then reduce the scene plot 11110 ma lier umts. ca lled beat of a IIOn These bea t arc based on a pa rticular 

moti,·e or object1 , e. " h1ch Amenca n actor defi ne based on th 111 fi111 11,·e fo nn of a , erb. ObJect i,·es must 

cn1po\l er the actor's crca t1, 1t , . C\ ok 1ng a 1n re li ef fo r th h.ar.ictc r· ire d 1tc the bou ndaries 

set bY anY obstacle 

The oncept. 1-'mth ancl a .\..·11,c of 1 nith. nain to th liC\ il1 t~ of the h.ar.i t r' act ions. 

aecord1r1 g to both the aud1cn and th rfonncr ·: If 111 th truth h111d thei r bch:ni or. 

then the~· m il h:n e the fa11 h 10 a 1uall~ ~ nd to the c-. cnt \ n th s.tag In r tum. faith 111 the 

haracter· a 11On produ gcnuin n m h " th or rf nns ca h m , cm nt. mak111 g th play 

more bcl1 , able fo r the aud1cn H n fai th an a . of tru th a mtcrrda tcd In order to create 

tru thful a 11 n . th a tor mu I 1 human n.Jturc 111 C\ c~ d.1~ life --a 11on a1 th actor 

in findin g 1nterc 1111g C\pcncn le . think. m c. an feel on lh 

obscn at1on . act rs ma, th n r and ~ detail to nng to an~ role 

Fmotum .\ l,·111on . th hmqu n 111 g as the f und.1t 1 n of m~ th 1 . rcfc to th actor·s 

abil1 t, to r II the fcc lin of of n nging Lru motions to a 

pcrfom1an c.11 tan1 la,-sk · dcm th1 . 1ng the "ill 1, memo~ .. - lhco~· of 

Thcodulc(T A) R.i t. a Frcn h hol gi st 
1

' uch m m nts ma~ called fonh b:, rem mbcring 

10 Stanisla\'sh.,·. Actor Prepare . 90-1 
11 tanisla\'sh.~· .. ·I tur Prepar<' . . 105-19. 
I' . . 0 ~ - tarusla, ·sh.,· . . ·I tor Prepares. I -
·
1 

Stanisla, ·sh,~-- .·lctor Prepart?s. I : ➔ - I . 
i, StanislaYsh.~--.·I tor Prepare . 156. He onl~ refers to R.iboi' s Last nam . but he defi_ncs the tcch.ruque 
through stori~s . In her book on the tamsla,-sk! · ~-stem. ma loore offers -~he 1ruuaJs T.A. Ribot. 111 . 
addition 10 explai ning the tanisJa,-sk!· borrowed h.is tenn ·•affect.1,-e memory but later he chose to call it 
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particular physical sensations associated ,,ith the experience. Sight and hearing proYide the most viYid 

resources. but taste. touch and smell may also be attached to the portrayal of a character. While personal 

e\·ents may pro,i de proper emotional content, other sources include the feelings remembered from 

exposure to the other arts, including visual art, music, or ballet. Events that have occurred to other people 

might also inspire the actor's feelings because of an emotional attachment to the story. 

Communion essentially develops the actor's ability to express and communicate thoughts to the 

other actors and to the audience. 15 In part, this process involves a strong current that allows the actors to 

connect with each other based on internal feelings, or the subte>.1. Theatre artists should strive to achieve 

this strong and continuous contact throughout the play because this internal exchange captivates interest 

in the events of the drama. Furthermore, this internal bond between actors translates into the inter

communication between the characters. Stanislavsky explained, "If actors really mean to hold the 

attention of a large audience they must make every effort to maintain an uninterrupted exchange of 

feelings, thoughts, and actions among themselves. And the inner material for this exchange should be 

sufficiently interesting to hold spectators." 16 

Adaptation , as defined by StanislaYsky means. ·'the inner and outer human means that people use 

in adjusting themselves to one another in a variety of relationships and also as an aid in effecting an 

objec1.··17 Essentially. the concept equates to manipulation. When a character wants something, he or she 

must appeal to its source. The manner in which the actor makes the appeal depends on the source's needs 

or wcaknesses. 18 Actors must also adapt to objects or props too, handling them in the manner of the 

character. 

Tempo-rhythm supplies the pulse of the character.19 When applied to a role, tempo refers to the 

character's speed, and rh~ 1hm refers to the beat of the character's movement. Stanislavsky explained that 

each indiYidual, influenced by the e>.iernal or internal rhy1hms of the environment, moves to a particular 

'·emotion memory." Moore, Stanislm1ski System, 55. 
15 Stanislavsky,Actor Prepares, 182-210. 
16 StanislaYsky, Actor Prepares, 185-86. 
17 Stanisla\·sky, Actor Prepares, 211. 
18 Stanislavsky, Actor Prepares, 210-29. 
19 Constantin Stanislavsky, Building a Character, trans. by Elizabeth Reynolds Hapgood (New York: 
Theatre Arts, Inc., 1949; New York: Routledge, 1987), 192-212. 



fl o" In order to dc,·clop a character. actors should obscrYc the Yarious tempo-rhy1hms of others and 

crea te the appropria te pace for their role. ConYersely, if an actor lacks energy, he or she can compose a 

tcmpo-rhy1hm to stimulate the appropriate cadence for the character. Since tempo-rhythm serves as an 

c:xprcssion of the character 's mood, the technique also aids in the calling forth the appropriate emotions 

for the part . 

Together, these elements serve as the available resources for the creative process and provide a 

means for the actor to inspire creativity. The actor spends the first year in the studio learning the internal 

basics of de\'elopment. Later, when approaching a role, the actor \\ill choose one of these elements and 

let the other techniques provide further support. If applied properly these techniques help the actor to 

achieYe a state called "I am," in which the artist can truthfully identify with the character 's actions and 

behavior.20 

Since these techniques originated \\ith Stanislavsky, it is important to understand their meaning 

within the context of the System. Answers to questions I through 5 \.\ill refer to the application of these 

elements based on their association, if any, in regard to affectiYe memory only. 

This study should provide a thorough analysis of affective memory training. Examining both the 

philosophy behind affective memory and its application should reveal the basics of emotional work 

practiced by Stanisla\'sky, BoleslaYsky, and Strasberg. Furthermore. it should demonstrate that 

Strasbcrg's application of affectiYe memory merely presents a variation of Stanislavsky's techniques. 

2u Stanisla,·sky, Actor Prepares, 275. 



Chapter 3 

Stanislavsky's Approach to Affective Memory 

As explained in Chapter 1. Stanislavsky described his approach to teaching the System in his 

famed trilogy, An Actor Prepares. Building a Character. and Creating a Role . The Hapgood translation 

of the books contains problems. but they continue to offer enlightening details about the development of 

Stanislavsky 's acting instruction. Any reader could approach the books from three angles: as a student 

wanting to learn the System. as a theatre instructor learning how to teach it. or as an historian t~ing to 

understand Stanislavsky. While Stanislavsh did not state that the books complied \\ith the order of his 

actual instruction. he clearly indicated the significance of an orderly development in the actor" straining. 

This series represents the thoughtful and thorough analysis of actor training indicative of Stanislavsky's 

work. 

Stanislavsky first described the outline of his System in .\Iv 1,ife in ht. He explained. 

My "system .. is divided into two main parts : 1) the inner and the outer work of the actor 

on himself. and 2) the inner and the outer work of the actor on his part. The inner work 

on the actor himself is based on a psychic technique which enables him to evoke a 

creative state of mind dunng which inspiration descends on him more easily. The 

actor·s external work on himself consists of the preparation of his bodily mechanism for 

the embodiment of his part and the exact presentation of its inner life. The work on the 

part consists of the study of the spiritual essence of a dramatic work. the germ from 

which it has emerged and which defines its meaning as well as the meaning of all its 

parts.1 

This dual instruction of the actor" s body and soul remained consistent. Stanislavsky wanted his students 

to train and prepare themselves for their craft prior to engaging these delicate instruments ,,ith a 

theatrical role. 



Through the character TortsoY. StanisJaysJ...,.y personified the exemplary acting instructor. Strict. 

,,i se. patient. talented. and aboYe all deYoted to the art of the theatre. TortsoY teaches his students the 

importance of their contribution to any production They must train and prepare themselYes for their 

craft . Kostya. perhaps Tortsoy ·s best pupil. describes the whole process of the training in his journal. 

which comprises the content of Stanislavsky's trilogy. Through Tortso,· and Kostya. StanisJaysky 

illuminated the ideas. philosophies. and techniques important to this analysis. 

At What Phase Did Stanislavsky Teach Affective Memory? 

StanislaYsky·s program im·o!Yed three years of deYelopmental training. \\ith affectiYe memory 

taught toward the end of the first year. First year students learned techniques that enhanced the use of 

their spiritual and mental faculties . in addition to preparing thei r bodies and ,·oices for stage work. An 

Actor Prepares mostly described the techniques of the internal mechanism. but StanislaYsky also referred 

to the external training in sections of the book.: In essence. the first year focused on developing the 

spiritual and physical apparatus for the work of an actor. During the second year. the students learned 

new techniques for e:-..'ternal and internal characterization. They also learned to adapt the most basic 

techniques. taught in the first year. to the process of character de,·elopment. Finally. the matured third 

year students actually applied the elements of their craft to a role for a play Students learned how to use 

each technique for the theatre. including affectiYe memory. Each of his techniques worked 

interdependently. but as a teacher. StanislaYsky logically introduced each element as the young actors 

progressed through the program. 

Since Stanisla\'Sky deYeloped his training program ,,ith careful planning. a discussion of his 

training sequence demands a thorough analysis of his techniques. To communicate the purpose behind 

these techniques. I ha,·e categorized StanislaYsky · s first year of training into three general phases: Action, 

Relaxation. and Comiction He arranged and taught the techniques appropriate for the naming of each 

phase. The first phase. Action. inYoiYed the magic if and the giYen circumstances. In the Relaxation 

1 StanislaYsky. Mv life in Art . 268. 
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phase. the students learned to reheYe ph,·s1cal and mental tension through the techniques. circles of 

attention and units and ObJeCtl\·es F1nalh . students concluded their first ,e.-ir \\1th the Connct1on phase. 

teaming faith and a sense of truth . afTcctl\ e memon . communion . and adapt.1t1on 

The Action phase sen·ed onh one purpose to bndge the g;ip bct\\c-cn 1m.-ig111at1on and action 

Through the magic if and the gl\cn c1rC\Jrmt.1n~ 3C1ors cond111on thcmschc::s to xh1C\-c this goal 

Stanisla,sk~ insisted th.lt the ~C\ to action r~s in a "cll -tr.uncd 1m.-i g.1n.1t1on. o pabk of 1dcn11h1ng ,,1th 

a m~·nad of pr~ s1tU.1t1on.s He often 11lust r.11cd the 1mporuncc of this cona-p ,n An Actnr ?rrf'(IN'J. 

a, 1n the chapcer "here Ton \O\ tel l, the !Judcnu to 1nug:inc 1tu11~ ll\c in ln lpinmcnt once occupu:d 

tr. a rrudman "ho tu, JU.St c<,apcd from l n l." lum )~ l\ t~ r'C'Cci ,c the nC"'\ of hn c.11QJ)C . the 

, oun g a ton hear \Omconc dch~r·lteh lunbing the u.J1~ 1tu1 k..-h 10 thcu rOJdcncc A/let s.c111ng ttus 

<,ecne he a.J..., the Mudcnt, "tut I~ " ould do 1f I~ " Ct'C 1n the u rnc u1u.u1on The mctc suggi,:::sa1on 

th.11 thC'\ e,1,1 In the he.JI or thc1c I m\UncC"\ C\ the liudcnts \\ho 

\lnl fJtlc to fW OC I them\Ch'C'\ h m then f0m11cbbk CftC1'Tt\ T u lucr1n 1l h.n.1 nt .on dcmomaBIC\ the 

unique t-ond ~t\\c,:n .K11on lnd the 1nug1 n.at 10t1 Thc -.: .a l , , 1nu p ru1,on 10 ~ •ea 1/CCNOO 

.ind then nudcn h1m\Clf 1n the u rnc u tw:t 

In ~111 n . un1dl, u , nJntcd hu ~ • to • nctbor P' 'C'tl o roinnu.ncn t r111u ng 

theu 1"U f.l n..Jll n, r r th,, OC\':C'\Jr'\ funct 

th I he c.hlrxtc:t ., tdL,\ lOf 

1nc tin1e pcnod home cm, rotuncn:t 100.al lnd « ll.1nA nutunf' Ind tdtcf, ol I ~rldef 

t rv ,~ S«ond , r a.cu -" a lc,, a to hft in OUI ol the 

" orld or actu.aht, into the ruJm of ,nup rut!OC'I _, lo other •onh the P''Ctl raarmunca IUblunl~c 

truthful 1Kt1 ru but the nup ,f aUO\I \ the xinr crate c:.adi do« Hence.. SWu.lb\V' ~ 

a tors to 1dcnt1f~ ,,1th the iKtlM from the bcpruun, ol thar u-auun The map: ,I ilnd the IJ'Cft 

: Stants.lJ,u"' . A 1, J .. r<f"<'U'O . 1 ~- ~o ~ 90 Pig,: I~ tdllo dlro..1.I~ to the 1.n4, ckpcndc:n« of tr.urung 

the bod-. and the soul 
I • 

St3nts.lJ\-U"\ . A tor /'ref'(tr o . ~~ 



circumstances ser,ed as the first tools of his training program because they induce the appropriate 

ph~·sical and emotional responses for any character These tools promote real action. 

The Action phase progressed into the Relaxation phase. Once actors had learned about the 

intoxicating quality of the magic if and gi,en circumstances. Stanisla,sky taught the skills necessary to 

use them. Relaxation equips actors ,,ith a means of combating unnecessary mental and physical strain. 

which hinders concentration. Hence. Stanisla,sk-y de,·eloped se,eral techniques to alle,iate tension. 

Tension. often pro,oked when an actor steps on stage. restricts creati,ity because his focus is 

centered on the audience instead of the action of the pla, Stanisla,si0 thus created a technique. circles of 

attention. to culti,ate alertness and focus . Through a series of exhausting mental exercises. actors learn to 

obsen·e the physical elements surrounding them. thereby grounding them in the physical world of the 

play. Stanisla,si0 emphasized the importance of obsen·ation in An .·:Jclur Prepares when Tortso, 

demands that his students commit the most minuscule details of an, object to memory \\ithin seconds.4 

Obsen·ation of this magnitude requires the highest command of concentration and is instrumental to other 

techniques. In tum. this skill achie,es ··solitude in Public ... a state described by Stanisla,·sh. in which 

the actor feels comfortable in the role desplle the audience · s a11ention ~ By promoting this relaxed 

condition. the actor releases the encumbering mental tension that pre,ents crcati,ity 

The circles of attention technique addresses the problem of mental relaxation. but StanislaYsi0· 

also de,iscd a series of exercises to help actors manage ph,sical relaxation 6 His actors tediously 

in,entoried e,ery muscle of the bod, in a Yariety of positions. searching for any unnecessary bodily 

tension. Remech·ing this unneeded strain requires centcnng the body on the area intended to hold the 

weight of the pose. If the actor centers each motion. he mo,es more free!~-and e:-.-pressi,ely. 

The actor. howe,er. cannot always remain relaxed due to the li,e nature of the theatre. 

Accordingly. Stanisla,sk-y··s students completed the Rela.xation phase \\ith units and objectiYes. He 

belie, ed that actors relaxed physically if they concentrated on their motiYations instead of the audience. 

To accomplish this le,el of concentration. young actors learn to dissect the scene of a play into small beats 

0 Stanislani0·. Aclur Prepares. 78. 
" Stanislavsh. Actor Prepares. 78. 
6 Stanisla,·sJ...~-- Ac/or Prepares. 98 . 



of action and assigo obicctives to each Th h · · 
J one. roug such an analysis. each student creates an outlme of 

acti ons that reveals his character" s intentions. The process helps the actor to focus on sohing the 

character· s problem. thereby alleviating mental and physical tension. Despite the effectiveness of units 

and objectives. Stanjslavsky always warned actors against concentrating on the final result of the action. 

such as c~ing. because it only strained the actor further . 7 If the actor focuses on t~ing to cry. the tension 

increases and produces a mechanical performance. Hence Stanislavsky felt that the freedom of the actor's 

imagination depended on relaxation and mental focus . Relaxation pro,ides the discipline necessa~-to 

enhance creati,ity and e:\.-pression. 

The final phase. Comiction, im·oh·es learning how to conyey the truth and depth of a character. 

With the inclusion of this phase in the actor 's training. Stanislavsky reYealed the unique quality of his 

Emotionalist prulosophy. 
8 

Proponents of the Emotionalist ideology adYocate using personal feelings and 

perceptions to create a role because these elements prO\ide the only resource for examining the human 

condition. Without them. the actor merely exists as an automated macrune \\ithout a heart or soul. 

Stanislavsky introduced this idea through his concept. faith and a sense of truth. 

Faith and a sense of truth require the actor 's concentrated commitment to the character 's 

situation. Such a belief drives the actor· s reactions to the character· s giYen circumstances. Stanislavsky 

thus felt that a committed belief to each thought and moYement motiYated each action. For this reason. 

the final inner techniques of the System foster the creation of this truth through the actor 's personal 

feelings and e:\.-periences The tools taught at the Comiction phase thus prO\ided the inward reality of the 

character and the play. 

Stanislaysky defined his purpose for this work accordingly in .~n Actor Prepares. He explained 

'•Of sigruficance to us is this : the reality of the inner life of a human spirit in a part and a belief in that 

reality. We are not concerned with the actual naturalistic existence of what surrounds us on stage, the 

· Stanislavsh. Actor Prepares. 111. 
8 Essentially: two prulosophies exist about the use of emotion in the theatre. One group, the . . 
Emotionalists belieYes that actors should incorporate their own personal ex-penences and emotions m 
their creation ~fa character. The other school. sometimes referred to as Anti-Emotionalists, believes that 
actors should concentrate on the more physical aspects of drama. rel~ing on presentational poses and 
rhetorical tricks to e:\.-pose the character's internal mood. Strasberg discussed the origin of trus debate at 
length in his book, A Dream of Passion (pages 27-37). 



reali r_i of the material world! This is of use to us only in so far as it supplies a general background for our 

feelings. ·
9 

His explanation re\'eals that he was not concerned \\1th creating productions in the realistic or 

naturalistic style. but that he wanted actors to commit themselYes to the desires and beliefs of the role . . 

The performer can only accomplish this by molding all personal feelings into the character's being. In 

other words. Stanislavsky began his most intcnsiYe section on spiritual work by explaining that actors 

should not get caught up in being real on the stage. but finding and portraying the real . The emotional 

work pro,ides the faith and sense of truth that Stanislavsky sought. 

Stanislavsky felt that an actor's personal experiences prepare him \\ith the means of justifying a 

part. Through justification. the actor bases his ideas for the character· s actions on a personal 

understanding of what it would be like if he experienced the same situation. StanislaYsky expressed th.is 

thought so simply in .,.J. n Actor Prepares. stating. 

What we mean by tru th in the theatre 1s the scenic truth which an actor must make use 

of in his moments of creatiYeness. Try always to begin by working from the inside. both 

on the factual and imagi nary parts of a pla~· and Its setting. Put life into all the 

imagined circumstances and actions unt il you haYe completely sausfied your sense of 

rrurh . and unul you ha\·e awakened a sense of fm rh in the reality of your sensations. 

This process is what we ca ll 1us11jica11 on ofa pa rt 110 

Hence . the actor creates the character th rough a personal knowledge and obserYat1on of human natu re. 

emotion. and expenence . By including these exclus1\·e clements. the actor bcliC\·es in the moment and 

fulfill s hi s 0 \\11 fai th in each acuon 

Jn essence. the Connc11 on phase co\·ers al l the techniques that ta ruslaYsky taught 10 instill his 

actors · faith and sense of truth in thei r creauYe work. AJTccUYC memory. communion. and adaptation 

offer a means of really combining the pnma~· techniques \\1t h the more personal anributes of the actor. 

An t part through his 1maP 1nauon and defi ned obJcc t1Yes. but the emouonal work actor can crca e any "" 

b h I·., . f the character Accord.tngl\' Tortso\· told his student actors . .. Now that you contn utes t e persona 1,_, o · . · 

9 StaruslaYsh . . -lC!or Prepares. 122 . 
10 Starusla\'sky . . -lcror Prepares. I 22 . 



h3
, c rcatcd I he bodY of the role we can begin to think about the next. e\'en more important. step. which 1s 

the crea tion of the human soul 111 the part _·- 11 

Stani sla\"sh felt that this level of training was the -- most important .. step because he \'alued the 

effect that personal feelings had on each action.' =' He introduced his students to affective memory at this 

phase. only he referred to it most often as emotion memory. When using this technique, actors recall their 

memories of past experiences in order to identify \\ith a specific emotion. Although the perfonner 

deYelops a personal relationship with the character through emotions. the magic if and the giyen 

circumstances continue to serve as a primary source for the creati\'e work. An actor can really commit to 

the situation by basing imaginati\'e work on his emotional identification with the part . The theatre artist 

then uses these feelings as an undercurrent to motivate reactions to each staged event. If the actor believes 

in the nature of these problems, then the emotion for the situation inspires itself through the action. 

After Stanislavsky discusses emotion memory, he turns to communion and adaptation 

respecti\'ely. Communion is the means by which the actor communicates the subte>..1 of his or her feelings 

to the other actors on stage, in addition to the audience. This technique involves irradiation and ray

absorption. two tools that allow an actor to look and sense the feelings of his partner. 13 In contrast, 

adaptation prO\ides the means by which the actor attempts to gain a desired object or need from another 

indi,i duaL Adaptation in\'Ol\'es little more than manipulation. but it moves the actor from 

communicating feelings and moods to communicating a want. 14 Both techniques require a matured level 

of concentration and obserYation, allowing the actor to communicate feelings and desires in addition to 

understanding the subtle changes of the partner· s mood. Most significantly. communion and adaptation 

promote ensemble work. because they help the actor to react and relate to the other stage perfonners. 

The techniques of the Comi ction phase then equip the actor with a means of creating a personal 

belief in the action of the play. Through affective memory, communion, and adaptation, Stanislavsky 

expected actors to add a new dimension to his theatrical productions Since most theatre companies 

Jacked in bringing truthful work to the stage, these techniques pro,ided the crucial element needed in 

11 StanislaYsh. Actor Prepares. 136. 
i:, Stanisla\'sb·. Actor Prepares, 139. 
13 Stanislavsl0·, Actor Prepares, 209. 
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shapi ng a well -connected. honest production Stanislavsky explained that all of the System's techniques 

work in such a way that the actor can start ,,1th any one technique and the others fall into place 15 

In conclusion. Stanisla\'sky taught emotion memory after intensified instruction of the other basic 

tools . He waited to teach his actors this technique until they understood the System's most basic creative 

elements. Using An Actor Prepares as an example. Tortso\' 's students mastered concentration. 

observation. relaxation. and imagination prior to engaging in emotional work These tools pro,1ded his 

young actors ,,1th a means of discovering and creating the action of the scene. Tortso\' then taught 

emotion memory technique. e>.-plaining that an actor needed to share his soul \\1th the character. This 

bond provided the only source of depth that an actor possessed for understanding the character's plight. 

Beyond affective memory. the student actors learned to work \\1th these emotions and desires in a 

relationship \\1th others. Once these young theatre artists combined thei r personal feelings and 

experiences ,,1th the other tools. they possessed the power to illuminate the truth of each staged moment. 

Subsequently. Stanislanky emphasized that the actor ·s belief in the action e\'oked the 

appropriate mood for the character. His placement of affecti\'C memory indicated his commitment to 

emotional work. rel~1ng on its power to capture the essence of theatrical truth . The final inner techniques 

produced the scenic truth that was so characteristic of the Moscow Art Theatre. 

How Did Stanislavsky Teach Affective Memory? 

Naturally. Stanisla\'Sk'y·s approach to teaching affecti,e memory requires a two-tiered response. 

On one leYel. the actor learns all the techniques prior to affectiYe memory because all the elements work 

in conjunction \\1th each other. StanislaYsky e:-.-plained how each of the inner creatiYe tools aids the 

actor's affecti\'e memory. For example. an actor can deYelop emotion memory through his o,m 

obserYations. including the personal feelings experienced through other artistic works such as dance, 

painting. music. and literature.16 Physical tension interferes \\1th the actor's ability to think about and 

14 Stanislavsh. Actor Prepares. 22➔-27 . 
15 StanislaYsk~ . Actor Prepares. 279-83. 
16 • ·7 StanislaYsky. Actor Prepares. :, . 



respond to the other fiyc senses 1
- F rt! h · · u 1em1ore. t e actor should only concentrate on the g1Yen 

circumstances 111stead of tni ng to create th · h · be · · · . e ng t emotion. cause the appropnate proposed s1tuat1on 

prepares the feelings of the role.
18 

To only mention each of these techniques briefly does not mean that 

they do not play an inStrumental part in the deYelopment of affecti\'e memory. Rather, it only reinforces 

the integrated role that each of the creative elements possesses. 

On another. clearer level. affective memory should be e:\i,lored according to the way that 

Stanislavsky taught it. He begins by discussing the importance of faith and a sense of truth : "Each and 

eYery moment must be saturated with a belief in the truthfulness of the emotions felt . and in the action 

carried out. by the actor." 19 Thus. the actor must believe in the emotions and the actions that he creates. 

Stanislavsky further illustrates this point in his chapter on faith and a sense of truth through 

Dasha. She is a young actress who continues to play from scenes that involve a mother who loses her 

child. Dasha. herself, had a child out of wedlock that died and for this reason tends to play characters 

who relate to this personal experience in her life In this section. Dasha performs ·· . .. a scene from 

Brand. the one with the abandoned child. The gist of it is that the girl comes home to find that someone 

has left a child on her doorstep. At first she is upset. but in moment or two decides to adopt it. But the 

sickly little creature e:\i,ires in her arms ... ~0 She plays the scene so beautifully and emotionally that the 

other students are also stirred to tears. even though the baby she holds and coddles is really a stick of 

wood wrapped in a cloth. 

Tortsov e:\i,lains to the class that her performance contained great inspiration. which is when the 

actor does not need to rely on technique. The actor. however. cannot always rely on inspiration. Dasha 

immediately tries to recreate the scene again. fearing that she would lose the very essence of those feelings 

that produced her emotional work. She performs the scene again t\,ice. but her real experience does not 

deli Yer the appropriate response. She tries using other tools of the System, objectives and given 

circumstances. but the scene still fails to possess the true quality that it contained when Dasha enraptured 

h If · h I t cnP.n·ence Tortsov observes that she failed not in the work, but instead in the erse in er persona pas exr · 

1
- StanislaYSkY. Actor Prepares, 92. 

18 Stanislavsb· . .Actor Prepares, 50. 
19 Stanislavs~--Actor Prepares. 122. 



\13\ she ha nd led the prop babv He ex I ··1 k . · 
. . .;p ams. as ed '.> OU to play the scene \\1th a real fi ye bam . and you 

hJ\C g1Yen me one \\1th an inert sti ck of · d d · 
\\ oo \Happe m a table cloth. Al l of your actions were adJusted 

to that You handled the stick of wood ski llfully. but a Ii\ing child would necessitate a wealth of detailed 

moYements which you quite omitted this time. ""1 

The story does not simply mean that actors should handle props correctlY. but that the actor must 

work \\i th the object and sense its purpose. Dasha must hold that stick according to her five senses. In 

essence. StanislaYsky subtly introduces the use of sense memory and its importance in bringing truth to 

the stage. 

In the ne.>..1 chapter, he covers emotion memory specifically. TortsoY begins his instruction of this 

technique by asking the student actors to perform the madman exercise again. The young actors just 

repeat all the actions from the first time, failing to fall into the supposition of the giYen circumstances. 

The illustration represents the need for actors to create a scene with all the feelings and emotions of the 

first time instead of reproducing only the e:\1ernal actions again. Consequently. Tortsov explains that 

their attempt to do the scene did not exhibit any signs of emotion memory."" 

StanislaYsky then explains how emotion memory works by describing the discoveries of Theodule 

Ribot. a French psychologist who theorized the concept of affective memory. Ribot \\Tote books and 

articles on his idea. which Stanislavsky e,idently researched in creating his acting technique.23 

According to Stanislavsky, emotion memory is a kind of personal trait that can be trained and improved. 

It is not the exact technique of recalling the emotion from a personal e:\l)erience, although the actor can 

induce the appropriate feelings through such a process. Essentially. Stanislavsky says that an actor 

possesses a strong emotion memory if he can recreate a scene by involuntarily reviving any experienced 

feeling at \\ill. The affective memory automatically stimulates the precise feelings needed for the scene. 

However. the actor does not need to have this t)i:>e of emotion memory in order to be a theatre 

artist. An actor can stimulate the affective memory through any one of the other techniques. Techniques 

20 Stanislavskv. Actor Prepares, 142-43. 
~: StanislaYsic)·. Actor Prepares. 144. 
-- StanislaYsky. Actor Prepares. 156. 



like the magic if. units and obJcctiYes c I f · · · 
· irc es o attention. belief m the truth of a particular action. or the 

general mood created b, the set lighti d d · . '4 
· · ng. an soun . can pr0\1de a stimulus for the emotion memory -

For example. StanislaYsh e>..-nlains that --' · · · · 
. •y a pei 1onner can mspJTe an emotJon through an analysis of the 

units and objectives :::s By outlining the e>..1emal actions of the scene. the actor might regain the feelings 

of a personally relative experience The actor 's created mood then acts "as a guiding force .·· Ultimately. 

all the elements of psychotechnique serye the actor as a means of relating to the scene. As long as the 

technique engages the actor, it ,viii serve as a stimulus and arouse an emotional response. 

After e>..-plaining the various means of stirring the emotion memory. Stanislavsky notes the 

difference between emotion memory and sensation memory. :::6 Emotion memory inrnlYes the actor 's 

ability to e>..-perience the feelings and sensations of an eYent that embedded a lasting impression in his or 

her mind. Sense memory allows the actor to reconstruct sensory perceptions e>..-perienced through sight. 

sound. smell, touch. and taste. Since the actor can recall particular sensations through sense memory, it 

reciprocally equips the actor \\ith the ability to summon the emotions associated "ith the event. 

StanislaYSky 's chapter on emotion memory illustrates the unique nature of emotions and 

e>..-perience. An indi,idual may ,,itness a traumatic death and yet. days later. he finds that the power of 

the first impression has faded. Instead. the e,-ent may trigger the indi,idual's memory back to a similar 

eYent that may ha,·e occurred years ago. and yet stirs his emotions \\ith greater intensity.::: ' 

Stanislavsky also illustrates how the actor ·s emironment may create specific moods. like the 

sound of softly falling rain or the thunderous sound of a storm. In this way, he e:x-plains the important role 

of the stage set. sound. and lighting in regard to the actor's role. The actor should not just view the 

technical aspects of the theatre as a necessity for the audience only. In contrast. theatre artists should 

. · 28 
allow these aspects of the stage to influence their mood m a constructive manner. 

::: 3 E · 8 1 edit ·al questi·oning Ribot's influence on Stanislavsh·s work: Eric Bentley, nc ent ev \HOie an on ,, · • , II 9 . 
· · ·ct S · I 1- Kno"· Anv Psvcholocn:? Tulane Drama Review 19 (1a I 62) . "Who Was Ribot? Or D1 tams a\Sr,.~· " . . bJ · ' 

127-29. 
:::

4 StanislaYsky, Actor Prepares. 179-80. 
:::
5 Stanislavsh. Actor Prepares. 157. 

26 StanislaYsb·. Actor Prepares. 158. 
2
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28 StanislaYs~-- Actor Prepares. 168-71 



Finalh . Stanisla\'sh notes that I ed . · • ac ors ne not expcnence an e\'ent firsthand to apply it as an 

emotion memory. For example. an actor \\itnesses an incident in which one man slaps another. The 

perfonner S\mpathizes so strongly with '·th ·e1 · •· h · · . e v1 1m t at 1t leaves a strong emotional impression. Later. 

he acquires a role in which his character · 1 pped · h , · · is s a m t e 1ace dunng an argument. The theatre artist can 

apply those same feelings that granted ~mpathy to the ,ictim of the real argument to his part. In the 

same way, the actor can acquire a variety of feelings and exi,eriences by obsening moments in everyday 

life or in exposure to literature. history. or the sciences. The more the artist gathers from life. the better. 

This allows the actor to store these impressionable exi,eriences so that they may be applied later to a 

\'ariety of roles. ~9 

StanislaYsky recommended that theatre artists exercise and broaden the capacity of their emotion 

memories technique through two means. First. actors should exercise their emotions by testing them with 

\'arious stimuli and analyzing their responses to them 30 This \\ill allow actors to find those stimuli that 

create strong emotional reactions. In addition. young actors should obscn·e e\eryday eYents and 

experience the artistic creations of others so as to ex-pand the resources for their emotion memories.31 

Exercising the emotion memory does not always mean that it \\ill produce the same magnificent effect in 

e\'cry pcrfonnance. but feelings can be conditioned to respond to a prepared stimulus. 

Stanis}aysJ...-y returned to the subject of emotion memory again in Building a Character. In this 

book. which coYers the second year of training. StanislaYsky explamed that the character is a type of mask 

that the actor composes through the physical and emotional attributes deYeloped for the role Jc He 

explained the importance of creating physical characteristics for a role. yet he stressed that actors bring a 

\'Cry real and true part of themselves to any character through their feelings . The actor exhibits these 

e I. ·11 hi h · f ords and the actions This \·en· \ital contribution of the actor reveals itself mo ions \n 1 s c 01ce o w · · 

through a concept that StanislaYsky referred to as subtex1 He defined subtex1: 

S b 
· h ·'est the inward!,· felt exnression of a human being in a part. which u tex1 1s t e maru1, . . 'I"' 

fl 
· tedl • beneath the word of the tex1. gi,ing them life and a basis for ows urunterrup ~ 

::
9 StanislaYsh. Actor Prepares. 178-81 

30 Stanislanb·. Actor Prepares. 180. 
31 StanislaYsic)·. Actor Prepares. 180-81 . 



exi sting The subte>.1 is a web of innumerable. Yaried inner patterns inside a play and a 

part . WOYen from · magic ifs ' . giYen circumstances, all sorts of figments of the 

imagination. inner moYements, objects of attention. smaller and greater truths and a 

belief in them. adaptations, adjustments. and other similar elements. It is the subtext 

that makes us say the words we do in a play.33 

Subtex1. then. is the current of life that flows beneath the character. which is the person beneath 

the mask. It is more than what is said and how it is said, but it is most significantly that part of the 

character that goes unsaid. Actors express the subtex1 of the role through the thoughts and creations 

actualized by their imaginations. This means that concentration and emotion memory serve as the two 

most important producers of subtex1 because they allow the actor to create images needed to shape the 

unbroken line of speech and dialogue. 34 Emotion memory assists the actor in creating a specific feeling 

for each particular word while concentration seeks the meaning behind each word.35 By creating the 

correct stimuli for each emotional response. the actor can reliably develop the subtex1 of the role, or that 

part which breathes life into the role. Stanislavsky thus explained a vital purpose of the System: its 

unique ability to help the theatre artist create and communicate the subte>.1.36 

Stanislavsky also discovered one other stimulus for the emotion memory. tempo-rh)1hm. A 

performer uses the tempo-rh~1hm to create an internal beat that \\ill move and motivate the actor 

appropriately. For example. an exhausted character \\ith a cold \\ill haYe a different tempo-rh~1hm than 

an excited character who has just been promoted to the job that he always wanted Tempo-rh~1hm 

pro\ides a helpful means of accessing a mood because of its reversible quality. An actor can either start 

\\ith the feeling to establish a tempo-rh)1hm or the performer can tap out a tempo-rhy1hm to inspire the 

feeling of the role r Hence tempo-rhythm actually plays off the actor 's sense memory. The actor makes 

up a particular sound and the concentration on its inaudible tone still attracts certain feelings . Even the 

sounds and syllables of words. \\ith their specific tempo-rh)'1hm. can affect the actor and in turn creates 

3
~ Stanis)aysk\'. Building Character. 28-31 . 

33 StanislaYsk)·. Building Character. 113. 
34 Stanisla\'Sh. Building Character, 12~-26. 
35 Stanislavsk)': Building Character. 124-26. 
36 Stanislavsky, Building Character. 124-26. 
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"
11 0 n:i l <.en<.atiom or memories to be attached to the \\Ord ,~ For thi s reason . Stam~IJ\ sk\ 

" rr · ,,cJ lbJt temr,o-rh\1hm prO\ 1dcd a grea t resource for inspmng true emotions 1' ' 

· tam<.IJ\·sk\ thus taught affcct1\'e memory lw emphas11.1ng its interdependency \\1th other 

tc hmques of I he \"Siem An actor ne\'cr tncd to acquire a feeling from an emotion memory dircctl~--

1 nstcad. the actor lea med how to create the appropriate stimulus for a certain mood by using any of the 

\ stem· s tech111ques An actor could concentrate on the exact sensations created during a memorable 

e\'ent to help recreate the fee lings Furthennore. other works of art could prO\ide emotional e:\-periences 

too A pa1111111g. a story. or a piano concerto contains mood-eYoking qualities that can later equip the 

actor mth emotionally impressionable e:\-periences In addition. the other techniques might also create a 

particular mood for the actor. triggering the emotions to react to the impetus of a physical object or 

imaginary de,ice. To exercise the affecti\'e memory. the actor should test each stimulus and examine its 

effcct1Yencss. In order to broaden the range of emotions and e:\-periences. Stanislavsky wanted his actors 

to obser.-e life. This meant more than just spying or people-watching. The astute observer analyzes 

specific mo\'ements or the order in which the indiYidual accomplishes tasks. No matter the source. these 

e:\-periences reYeal themselves in the ex'J'ression of the artist" s work. 

What was Stanislavsky's Purpose for Affective Memory? 

The purpose of affective memory should be analyzed from two perspectiYes: truth and control. 

First. there is the purpose of the technique itself. which inYolved granting the actor a means of bringing 

true emotions to the stage. Stanislavsky explained that a perfonner could only bring his own emotions to 

the stage. Those feelings bring forth all that is human to the role. Through TortsoY. Stanislavsky 

emphasized the need for using personal emotions: 

, , 1 /Jon stage 4lways act in your own person, as an artist. You can . , ever ose yourse . , . . 

fr elf The moment vou lose vourself on the stage marks the never get away om yours · · · 

fr I r ·ng your part and the beginning of exaggerated false acting. 
departure om tru Y 1v1 . 

r Stan1sla,·sh. Building Character. 222 
3
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Therefore. no matter ho, · h . h 
' muc ~ ou act. ow many parts you take. you should never 

allow yourself any exception to the rule of using your own feelings. To break that rule is 

the equivalent of killing the person you are portra~ing. because you deprive him of a 

palpitating. living. human soul. which is the real source of life for a part. 40 

However, an actor cannot control the truest emotions. those inspired by nature, because of their 

elusiYeness. If these feelings automatically surface at the precise instant. then the actor·s work \\ill 

possess a certain magical force that adds momentum to the moment. 41 Unfortunately. such moments of 

inspiration do not often reYeal themselYes to the actor. 

Since feelings are uncontrollable. emotion memory helps to control the most intricate tool of all 

the actor · s equipment. A reliable emotion memory that reproduces the proper responses each 

performance pro,ides the actor ,,ith the necessary control of the pan StanislaYsk--:, explains. 

Of course. an infusion of unexpected.. unconscious fee lings is Yery tempting. It is what 

we dream about. But you must not conclude from this that you ha,·e any right to 

minimize the significance of reixatcd fcclmgs dra\\11 from emotion memo~·-on the 

contra~-- you should be complete!~-deYotcd to them. because they are the only means by 

. J ' which you can . to any degree. mfluence 111sp1ra11on -

Thus. affectiYe memo~-allowed the actor to create the appropnate emo11ons neccssa~-to the scene. These 

emotions. which represent the most true and n1Jnerable component of the human being. rest in the 

e:-.l)Criences of the indi,idual. By calling forth emotions analogous to those that belong to the character. 

the actor maintains command oyer his performance. 

StanislaYsk--:,· ad\"Ocated the use of true emotions at a time when the actors in most other Russian 

theatres used standard cliches to express particular moods and thoughts. He wanted actors to present the 

three-dimensional truth of the character instead of a flat characterization produced by mechanical 

F h.. h c eated the Svstem and he took great care to explain affective memory expressions or t 1s reason. e r . 

39 Stanisla\'Sh. Building Character. 2 ➔ 3 -4-+ . 
40 

Stanislavs~-. Actor Prepares. 167. 
41 

StanislaYsk.~·. Actor Prepares. 166. 
4
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nccausc this technique. among all others offi . . 
· ered the largest contnbut1on to bringing life to the role. He 

clcarh expressed confidence in the emotion . , h memo~ , 1or e ,note, 

Alwavs and forever wh . · , en ~ou are on the stage. you must play yourself. But it \\ill be in 

an infinite varietv of combi t' f bj . . . . na ions o o ectives, and given cucumstances which you 

have prepared for vour part and 'hi h h bee . . • " c ave n smelted m the furnace of your 

emotion memorv This is the be t d nl . . . . · s an o y true matenal for mner creativeness. Use it. 

and do not rely on dra\,i ng from any other source. 43 

Did Stanislavsky Change His Approach to Affective Memory? 

Stanislavsky did change his approach to the System. as mentioned in Chapter I. Originally, he 

stressed emotions. hen in 191 2. a brief letter to Meyerhold written by Stanislavsky reflects his concern 

\\ith emotional work, stating. "All I believe is emotion and chiefly. in nature itself."44 However, his 

experiments and persistent search for techniques to develop an actor's talent led to many different phases. 

Stanislavsky moved from stressing the spiritual aspects of the character to his final technique. the method 

of physical actions. Notwithstanding his discovery of the technique. scholars today debate about this final 

im·cntion and its affect on the System. 

According to Sonia Moore, an American who studied at the Third Studio. Stanislavsky 

considered his work with physical actions to be his greatest personal achievement because it tapped into 

the emotions and it served as the prima~· source for creative work.
45 

An actor. having an understanding 

of his character and the play. impro,i ses the scene ,,ithout the script. Consequently the actor finds basic 

actions and becomes more involved in the circumstances of the scene. In this way the artist concentrates 

on the situation itself and sees the need to solve the problem, instead of just t~ing to read the script. For 

example, the performer understands that his character seeks forgiveness from another character during a 

particular scene of the play. He feels the need to walk over to the other character, motivated by the need 

to resolve the conflict. Consequently, the actor begins to understand what the character should do and 

43 Stanislavsky, Actor Prepares, 167. 
44 Roberts, Richard Boles!aFsky. 26. 



,, h~ it is necessary Stanislanh felt this n · • . f · · . · e\\ \\a) o creating a role worked better since actors grasped 

their relationship with their characters through basic physical actions andjustification.46 Thus. Moore 

believed that the method of phvsical a t h ed s · , · . c ions c ang taruslavsky s approach to the System entirely. 

stating that it replaced emotion memory altogether 

In contrast Nina Gourfinkel a R · th h 1 · · · , , ussian eatre sc o ar. \lewed the method of physical actions as 

another means of stimulating emotion memory Her article. 'The Actor Sets to Work on His Part. ,. 

examined Stanislavsky's last e>.."J)eriment and its effects on the actor 's work. The method of physical 

actions. according to Gourfinkel. really equates \\ith the work of Commedia dell' Arte. 4- After 

formulating an outline of the character 's actions. the actor imprO\ises the scenes according to the skeleton 

of the play. The actor has neither analyzed the play deeply nor created a background for the character as 

of yet. Instead. the artist thinks about how he or she would act in the character 's situation. thereby finding 

the basic action and purpose of the scene. 48 

In this improYisational phase. Gourfinkcl expl ains that the actor just ifies the basic actions of the 

script through affectiYc memory. arousing '•in himself fee lings. impulses and reactions which are 

analogous to those which the part calls fo r hut whi ch belong to h1111 "49 The arti st bases each action on 

his or her O\\TI affectiYe memories of what it is like to do each act ion If the character seeks forgiYeness . 

the actor accomplishes the act based on his own memory of such an experience The purpose of this 

method allows the actor to first find the most equi\.ilent part of the self in the character of the play. 
50 

While the actor creates based on actions. the affect tYe memory. filt ered also by sensory memories. creates 

the resources for an appropriate response 

Gourfinkcl concluded her article by explaining ho,, the method of ph~·sical actions benefits the 

actor's work. ,, First. the actor more readily relates to the actions of the role than to the emotions that are 

implied by the script As Gourfinkel observed. a person can simply state what he would do in a particular 

4
' Moore Stanislavski Svstem. 13. 

46 Moore: Stanislavski Svstem. 25-30. .. . · . 3 
4- Nina Gourfinkel. 'The Actor Sets to Work on His Part. II arid Theatre 8 (spnng 1959) I . 
48 Gourfinkel. '·Actor Sets to Work." 17. 
49 Gourfinkel. '·Actor Sets to Work." 16. 
50 Gourfinkel. .. Actor Sets to Work. .. 16. 
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511ua11on. but would find it more difficult to describe th . , 1-e exact 1ee mgs or thoughts that he would 

e:-."l'V'nence dunng the eYent . Second. the method ·ct 
·r prov1 es a more ii,·ely background for character 

de,·elopment as opposed 10 creation from a cold tex'tual analysis. Life experience. not intellectual studv. 

pro,ides fertile ground for creation. Finally. the method promotes the development of stage relationships 

t,ecause the actor does not have to concentrate on the text. Subsequently, actors freely respond to the 

actions of the other characters and express their O\m responses in a livelier manner. 

Action, then. creates the best resources for the actor because it provides a human understanding 

of the role. Although Moore and Gourfinkle disagree about the effect that the method of physical actions 

had on emotion memory, they both agree that Stanislavsky's final technique emphasized the need for 

action . The significant difference between the method of physical actions and his previous work \\ith 

affective memory remains in where the actor concerted his effort. Previously. the actor needed to search 

his life for personal experiences. if an immediate stimulus was not available. The method of physical 

actions. however. placed the actor in the moment. pro,iding an unconscious stimulus for what it would be 

like to be in the middle of the giYen circumstances. Thus. the method of physical actions still required 

affective memory technique as well as all of the other elements of the System. As Gourfinkel said. 

StanislaYski in no way set aside his former ··system ... On the contrary. the actor who 

approaches his role along this new path must more than eyer. be in full possession of all 

the psycho-physical techniques of acting. Onlv complete physical and mental control 

will ensure freshness . spontaneity and a constant supply of .. tricks .. of interpretation. ~
2 

How Did Stanislavsky's Students View His Work? 

h . cspect for thei r mentor. If thev agreed \\ith the System. StanislaYsky · s students seem to s O\\ r · 

h hand applv it to their O\\TI work. Vera SolO\iova·s 
then they naturally continued to follow t e approac • 

. h ~ t . memorv reflect her regard for this work. In her 
comments about the System and work \\11 a ec l\e • 

52 Gourfinkel. .. Actor Sets to Work.·· 1 ➔-IS . 



intcrncw \\i th Paul Gray. she inccssantlv quoted St · 1 . 1_ , • . . 
. ams a\ Sr..~ thus 1llustra11ng his influence on her 

approach to acting. s3 Regarding a question of affective memory. she explained. 

We use "emotional recall" ·· fli · .. or a ective memory · when our inspiration or. in 

Stanislavski · s e:-..-nression when •'A 11 ,, d . . . .. 
".t' • po o oes not anmer readily. But 1f your mtu1t1on 

gives you what you need. you don 't have to use affective memory. Stanislavski used to 

say, "If the pan comes to you spontaneously, you don ·t have to go through affective 

memory. Just thank Apollo and act! "54 

She continues by providing examples of when she possessed the intuition necessary to play the role in 

addition to experiences when affective memory supplied the necessary e:-..-pressions. Nonetheless. when 

asked if she consciously adhered to the System or if she adapted it. she responded. "Certainly I follow 

Stanislavski 's teaching. However, I incorporate along \\ith this what I learned from Michael Chekhov. 

Vakhtangov. and my o,m experience.'"55 In this way also. Solo,iova adhered to Stanislavsh·s ad\ice. He 

never insisted on strict adherence to his work. but to apply and adapt the approach to one · s own needs. 

Joshua Logan, another American who studied \\ith Stanislavsky. noted that the master mentor of 

the System never intended for it to be rigidly practiced. Each actor must adjust it according to need. 

When he asked Stanislavsky about his system. he responded. "Create your O\rn method. Don't depend 

sla,ishly on mine. Make up something that will work for you 1 But keep breaking traditions. I beg you.'·
56 

As a Stanisla,·sky student who broke ,,ith the System tradition completely. Vsevolod Mcyerhold 

still honored the work of his mentor. Dr. Paul Schmidt delivered a paper on the connection between 

Stanislavsky and Meyerhold during a Classics in Conte:-..1 Festival at the Actors Theatre of LouiS\ille.
5

-

Belonging to the school of Anti-Emotionalists. Meyerhold felt that the use of any emotion belonging to the 

· 1 d di g the plav The audience became too absorbed ,,ith actor prevented the audience from tru y un erstan n . · 

the characters· conflicts and emotions to actually be enlightened by the playwright's intentions. hen so. 

53 Grav. "Critical Chronology ... 210-27. 
54 Gray. "Critical Chronology ... 216. 
55 

Grav. "Critical Chronology ... 214· The Training of a Professional Actor. by Sonia 
56 Joshua Logan. foreward to The Stanis/avski Sv5tem: 

~ oore (New York: Viking Press. i 96S). xv . . 
1 

, h .. in Moscow . .J.rt Theatre: Past. Present, Future.pub. 
· Paul Schmidt. "The V1s1onary Son of Starus a~ s(L. · . . lie: Actors Theatre of LouiS\ille. I 989). 55-63. 
Jon Jory. Classics in Conte:-..1 Festival monograp ouiS\l 



\tc, crhold continued to respect his mentor through t I · 1-. . . . 
ou 11s 11e and ma1 ntamed l11 s admiration fo r 

Sta 111 sla\'SkY · s de\'otcd attracuon to emotional truth . 

Based on the comments of his stude t s · I . . · · n s. tams a, s~ proyed to be an 1mpress1onable teacher. 

E\'en 1f the\' did not continue in the Emot I di · · · JOna 1st tra t1on. his students followed Stanisla\'sk·y · s lead and 

searched for their mm methods They added th · di · · . e1r 0\\11 scovenes and taught these concepts to their o,rn 

students. Nonetheless. the spirit of his influence continued ,.,.ith the adaptations of his work. 

Conclusion 

StanislaYsky · s work with emotion memory represents his concern for emotional truth and the 

actor · s ability to maintain control. His insistence on deYeloping the actor's imagination onl,· makes this 

fact more e\'ident. An actor who belieYed in the ideas created by his imagination. could onlY produce real 

feelings that filled the being of the character. Stanisla\'sky expected the actor to respond through actions. 

which further invited an emotional response. He was so absorbed \\i th finding a means of creating an 

automatic response. that his work led him to his final discoYery. the method of physical actions. 

In stu~ing StanislaYs~··s work \\ith emotion memorY. his philosophy about actor training 

becomes eYen clearer. He wanted actors to prepare themseh·cs for the work of the stage. Stanislanky·s 

techniques allowed the actor to find those tools and to use them. This did not mean that actors should 

\'icw the System as the onlY means to dcYeloping those tools. In contrast. S1a111s la,·sh encouraged actors 

· h · ft Tl1e kc,· to acting was not in the s,. stem. but in the dedication to to gi ,·e personal attention to I cir era . 

deYeloping themscl\'es as actors. 

Following the ad,icc of Stani sla\'skY. BoleslaYsh con11nucd to explore the work of his mentor 

His productions refl ected a personal de\'otion to truth and depth . ln translating the s, stem fo r an 

· I k\ · I gacY !n teaching the SYstem. BoleslaYsky 
American audience. Bolcsla\'sh furthered Starns a\'s . · 5 e . · 

redefined the S~stem and fla\'ored it mth his own impressions. 



Chapter 4 

BoleSlavsky's Approach to Affective Memory 

When BoleslaYsh opened th An · L 
- e 1encan aboratory Theatre. he bridged the instruction of 

Stanisla,·sk} · s System to America In fact. approximately 500 students trained at the Lab throughout its 

se,·en-Year existence (from 1923 to 1930) 1 Bolesla,·s1-· ,,Tote, . rt · I bo h. · · d bo · · 11._, 1e,, a IC es a ut IS instruction. an a ut 

affectiYe memory. but of them the best sources for his work remain the transcripts of his lecture series. 

The Creative Theatre . and his book. Acting. The First Six Lessons. Unfortunately. these works fail to 

e:-.-plain his entire philosophy and instruction. Unlike Stanislavsky, BoleslaYsky only addressed key 

techniques in his speeches, books. and magazine articles. 

Michael CO\ington Hardy. who analyzed Boleslavsky 's work at the Lab. e:-.-plained. ·'Nearly all 

the concepts which he .. . e:-.-pressed in his writings were practical in their application to actor training. 

He was concerned with what was usable. ,,ith what produced results. and his theories of acting were 

always oriented to actual practice."~ In essence. he only ,note about those techniques he felt required a 

practical e>..-planation. without , i, idly describing each of the necessary exercises and the concepts behind 

them. In addition . both Hardy and Ronald A. Willis \\Tote doctoral dissertations about Lab classes and 

instruction. \\ith some information based on publicity brochures regarding the theatre school. Together, 

these resources explain Boleslavsky·s approach to affecti,·e memory. 

Before analyzing Boleslavsky's work with affective memory, his view of the theatre itself must be 

explained in conte:,,.1_ For Boleslavsky, affective memory served the actor as a means of bringing the 

world of the play to life. The entities of the stage and the play possessed the power of enlightening the 

a di B I I ,_ 1·k hi mentor emisioned a theatre that sought to depict life. but his descriptions u ence. o es avs11.y, I e s , · 

were less systematic and more idealistic. While Stanislavsky had explained his theories in the context of 

1 R . . .. · n Lab Theatre," Tulane Drama Review 9 (,,inter 1~64): H2. . . 
~ onald A. W1lhs. The Amenca . d Boleslavsky (Ph.D. diss., Uruversity ofMichigan 

Michael Co,ington Hardy, The Theatre Art of Richar • 
microfilm, 1971) 87. 



an actor· s development. Boleslavsk\ 
. · concentrated more on the needs of the actor who wants to be a part of 

the crea ti ve thea tre. 

Boleslavsky illustrated the effects of this concept on actor instruction in Six Lessons. He ,Hote 

the chapters in script fonn. which highlighted both the dialogue and the relationship between teacher and 

student Since he called the teacher '"I.., Boleslavsky ob,iously personified himself as the instructor. He 

did not give the pupil a name. but solely referred to her as "The Creature." indicating her need and 

potential for gro,\1h As she learns new techniques from her instructor. the Creature's talent matures 

along ,,ith her attitude. She abandons her old desire for fame and seeks to discover the means of creating 

art . 

Boleslavsk'y often explained hjs ideas in spiritual terms and placed a considerable amount of 

creative responsibility on the actor. This almost religious dedication to theatre especially manifests itself 

in his transcribed lecture series. The Creative Theatre. For example. he once told actors. '·You must 

always remember that you-the actors-are the material. the clay of which you yourself ha,·e to mold your 

works of art ; well-then consider yourself as such. as the material which must not be spoiled or soiled. ''3 

With this in mind. the actor understands that affecti,·e memory work prO\ided a tool for molding the 

actor's clay into the character. 

At What Phase Did Boleslavsky Teach Affective Memory? 

The structure of course work at the American Laboratory Theatre reflected Stanislavsky's 

influence. Throughout the three years at The Lab. students underwent a rigorous de,·elopmental program 

· · 1· . r: c lties· bod',· intellect. and spirit. These three planes intended to prepare the actor s three crea n e 1a u · . · 

. . Id perf orrn in a Lab production required maturallon before an actor cou 

. . . 1 (on'1'' from The Creative Theatre lectures presented 3 
Richard Boleslavsky. ·'What 1s Spmtual Concen ra 

1
. d. i.. . Michel Barroy. Lecture 13 . Unpublished 

• · h t nslated and orgamze u_, · • 
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Accordingh· the actors spent th . fi . · · e rst two years deYelopmg these creatiYe tools. which 

BolcslaYsh addressed in Six l essons 4 Tot · h 1 . · . · · ram t e P ly s1cal apparatus. the students perfonned exercises 

for an hour and a half daily. concentrating on Yarious forms of gymnastics. dance. and voice. in addition 

to trucing classes in fencing and pantomime Intellectual deYelopment meant learning as much about the 

world its history. and its culture as possible. This prO\ided the actor with a broad mental base for 

understanding the basic rational conte:-.1 of any play. Finally. the actor·s spiritual component required the 

training of those tools that aided the emotional dimension of the character. As he had learned from 

StanislaYsky. BoleslaYsky explained that the spiritual plane remains the most complex aspect of training. 

This component incorporates the \\ill and the emotions. which bring the character to life. Hence. he 

regarded affectiYe memory as one of the techniques necessary for the spiritual deYelopment of the 

character. 

BoleslaYsky concentrated so much on de,·eloping the actor·s tools that he did not allow his 

students to rehearse \\1th scripts until the second tenn.5 hen then. an actor worked on plays under the 

stem scrutiny of both Boleslavsky and an assigned actor-ad,isor. a student who was one year ahead in the 

program. The second year inrnlYed work on play analysis. which meant defining the spine. analyzing the 

mood. and di,iding the action into units. He cast all second Year students into crowd scenes. in which the 

young actors would apply the anal!1ical work. Finally. in their third year. the actors began performance 

work in the Lab productions 

The dissertations by Hardy and Willis rendered further details about the Laboratory Theatre· s 

curriculum. Hardy noted that Boleslavsky offered seYeral liberal arts courses at the Lab in an effort to 

pro,ide his developing artists a well-rounded education 6 He recruited college professors and museum 

curators to assist in the intellectual development of the actors. Willis. on the other hand. reported that 

BoleslaYsky· added a dra\\ing class to the curriculum to help students enhance their obser,ational slcills.
7 

S. ded , th firu·te details of even· movement. he felt that dra,\ing reinforced the mce actors nee to 1ocus on e • 

· (1933 · reprint New York- Theatre Arts Books. 4 Richard BoleslaYsky·. Acting. The First Six Lessons · · · · 
1979). 27. 
' Willis. "Lab Theatre ... 112-16. 
6 Hardy. Theatre Ari of Boles/avsky. 87. 



ability to recreate all obserYed traits of an object This training \\0rked in correlation \\ith the actor ·s 

emotional component 

Thus. Bolesla\ sky s \rork reOects an inYenti\·e program for training all facets of the actor. but the 

spiritual apparatus required the most attention. It pro,1ded the main route 10 the actor's primary work. 

As BolcsiaYsky explained. "The thtrd kind of education . 1s the education and training of the soul-the 

most imponant factor of dramatic action.··~ Essenually. the actor learned afJecti,·e memof\ after training 

concentration. the first spirirual tool. and before learning how 10 deYclop the dramatic act10n of the pan . 

Training the actor ·s \\ill began mth sp1ntual conccn1ra11on. a tcchrnque rcquinng an at1en11,e 

and detail-oriented thought process As he obsm ·ect. 

The "spintual concentra llon · 1s the ab11I 1, to sa,· to am one of , our feclrngs . · top and 

fill my ent1re being ·· This facu lty can d ,·eloped and trarncd as mu has one ca n 

train a human body. and this 1s the marn problem of a rcat1,e hool of acting The 

spintual conccntrallon 1s the ene rgy produced b:, th entire human ph~ 10log1cal and 

psYcholog1cal apparatus. on ntrat on one finite rngle problem ~ 

While concentration pro,·idcs an actor \\7th SC\ era I means of controllin g a haracter. 11 also d ,·clops sense 

memo':· Bolesla,·sk\ expected ac tor to rem m r P.: 1fi to the e-..1cn1 that th boch \\Ould 

respond appropnatel\· to a suggested tnnulus from th 1magi na11 on 

Due 10 the manner 111 \\ hi h he 1aug.h t pmtua l on ntrat 1on. Bol la, , nuall~ spill the 

training of affec11,e memor, 11110 1,, o I hmqu 

actor 10 master co111rolling th sens to th 

mo1: an emotion memory He ex 

int th.at she uld ma ·e th m ,, ark anifi iall~ i Tlus 

an 

ab1li1, to control sense memory allo,, h r to rcate LJlis that rn tum fa 1h1a1e emo11on memor: The 

memof\ of sensa 11ons from a recalled e,·ent e, okcs th f hn Ill \\1th II 

d o1th r a, aner:, of n50 f\ images and e:-.-pcnenccs. as he Bolesla\Sh., urged a tors to xplorc an e,-

d d h t k fo r notabl motion memor: cu belie, ed these 1111press1ons pro\l e 1 e 
B~ d s nbrng the 

Ronald.-\ Willis. i hr: .-l111er1 can L ihurnron Thearre 19:·-su (Pho d.Jss . CniYersm· of lo\\a 

, , 0 , 1 Hereafter Cited as .HJ. ) n11crofilm. 1968) . . u - .i . l 
' Bolesb,sh.,· . . \ix Lessons. 28. , 
' Bolcsla,sh.~-- Crea/1\ ·e Thearre. Lecture I 
'J Bolesla\Sk,. Six /,,:ssons. 2 ➔- 29 



concentration of a dog hunting pre, h I · . 
· · e exp amed the extent to which this element must be tuned. 11 A 

dog that is focused on its Yictim remains c I 1 . . . 
omp ete ~ relaxed and reserves its energy because all of its 

efforts are directed to its senses of sight h · 
· eanng. and smell . Through these senses. the dog responds to 

whateYer action it must take in order to capture its prey Similarly. an actor must remain relaxed and 

focused. taking in all surrounding stimuli . The actor who remains connected to the environment and to 

the other perfonners \\ill respond to these stimulants more freely. 

Boleslavsky" s idea ob\iously indicates the influence of his mentor. Stanislavsk·y. who applied 

Pa\'Joy·s behavioral theories to acting. Stanislanky theorized that actors could learn to create imaginary 

stimulants and react to them naturally. A creative impetus challenged the actor and aroused a full 

combination of mental. physical. and emotional responses. While BoleslaYsky received this notion from 

his own teacher. he elaborated further on the significance of sense memory. Between spiritual 

concentration and affectiYe memory. the actor constructs a strong base for her spiritual apparatus. 

BoleslaYsky emphasized these techniques because of their important contribution to the action of the play. 

In the analogy of the dog hunting its prey. concentration on the senses resulted in an appropriate 

response to the stimulus. BoleslaYsky wanted actors to condition their o,rn response mechanism similarly. 

Instead of focusing on creating a particular emotion. the actor should concentrate on the sensory aspects 

associated \\ith a particular emotion memory because the imagery serYes as the catalyst for the appropriate 

physical and emotional reactions. This training of the affective memory offered a back-up tool when 

inspiration failed to deliver an appropriate response to the character"s predicament. After all. Boleslavsky 

felt that the primary impetus for an emotional response should be the problems offered by the playwright. 

Hence. Boleslavsky taught what he assessed as the most important technique in his work. dramatic action, 

follo\,ing work \\ith affectiYe memory. 

BoleslaYsky addressed dramatic action in the third chapter of Six lessons This process inYolved 

· · · f h · t and then apphing it to the portra,al of the role. 
1
: 

defining the action. or the mam obJect1Ye o t e scnp · • · 

. · t B leslaYsh asked actors to analvze the play according to the 
In order to dramatize the acuon of the scnp • 0 • · 

• . Aft assessing the character 's ,,ill. its over-all objective, and the 
\\lll. the spine. and the score of acuons. er 

11 BoleslaYsky. Creative Theatre , Lecture 13 · 
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rl:i, · ~ ~rmc 
11

~ °' cr-nding purpose . the actor created a score of actions Then she diYided the role 11110 

tx:31~ of acti on and assi gned an obJectne for h · di ·ct 
· eac Ill " ' ual beat of the play. Together. the motiYations 

behind each beat pro\lded a score of objectiYes. much as a musical score shows the musician which notes 

to pla, BoleslaYsh explained that the score proYided the source for the actor's expression of the role.13 

In summary. BoleslaYsky taught affectiYe memory in two parts. First. he trained his students to 

eleYate their leYel of concentration lo a higher plane Training the spiritual concentration primarily 

prepared actors fo r the application of sense memory. Then the young actors learned to explore common 

sensory eYents so they could apply them to the creation of more meaningful emotional expressions. 

When actors could not arouse emotions through true inspiration. they were prepared to apply affective 

memory . The technique thus pro,i ded the resources for e:-..'J)ression which the actor applied to the score of 

actions For this reason. Boleslavsky approached the technique only after developing spiritual 

concentration and prior to learning how to assess the dramatic action of script. In this way. the artists 

learned to base the action of a character on real emotions and an authentic soul. 

How Did Boleslavsky Teach Affective Memory? 

Bolesla\'sky did not directly teach affective memory at the Lab. He spent more time applying his 

systematic work to rehearsals and productions. while Ouspenskaya taught moSt of the work on spiritual 

concentration and affective memory. 14 Students learned to apply their techniques through many 

· · · · h th ·'animal and object characterizations." An intense exercise in 1mpro\lsat1ons and exercises. sue as e 

. . . h . ma! exercises involved the complicated task of characterizing a obsen-at,on and charactenzauon. t e am , 

. bs rved attributes of the beast into a human role. Not 
particular creature and then transfemng those o e 

. . . i onths would students actually prepare scenes for 
until they had received this trammg, which lasted our m ' 

. . . kY till . nstructed some of the courses that involved 
Boleslavsky to re, i ew.15 In addiuon, Bolesla,s . s 1 

Jc Boleslavsh. Six Lessons. 62-68 
13 

Boleslankv. Six Lessons. 66. 
14 Hard, . Th~atre Art of Boleslavsky , I IO. 
1

~ Hard~·. Theatre Art of Boleslavsky. 11 2. 



concentration and affecti\'e memory His writings also cl fr hi 
an . s approach to deYeloping these 

techniques. 

In his lecture on concentration BoleslaY h . . .. 
· s . explamcd that spmtual concentration offered a 

means of guiding all of the actor·s faculties in one dire 1· 16 D 1 • . c ion. eye opmg this type of concentration 

inrnh·ed techniques in muscular relaxation as well as medit 1· M di · a 10n. e tat1on preYents an actor from 

focusing on Slressful factors that obscure her perspectiYe on life Such a defeated altitude would only 

damage the actor 's ,\ill 

The actor could only achieYe this high leYel of concentration through se,eral exercises that 

trained the body to respond to specific stimuli . Some exercises dea lt ,,ith concentrating on the ,arious 

senses. In fact. in the first exercise he asked actors to concentrate on each of the primary sensations: 

··seeing. hearing. feeling. smelling and taste (the first \\i th real objects. the last two \\ith imaginary 

ones) ·· 1
- Another exercise inrnh·ed searching for the rncamng bclund ca h \\Ord of the Lord·s Prayer. 

Other exercises entailed remembering past sensations and emotions For example. he asked actors to 

.. recall in your mind any time you \\lSh and tn to retain for a certain time the mood that particular 

memory generall~· brings to you •• lM Such exercises prepared the actor to use anv word. prop. or action as 

an impetus for a ,ariety of feelin gs and sensations Bolesla,· 1,,.,.y also expected a ting students to rehearse 

such exercises in public. so that they adapted to the work in a distracting ennronment After all . the stage 

docs not possess all the pri,·acy of an empty room. \\h1ch mean that the a tor must become accustomed to 

creating the images of the imagination before others 

In . 'ix J,essons. BoleslaYsky offered another exercise reflcctl\·e of the ultimate goal of spiritual 

concentration : learning to respond to each sensation through second nature For example. the actor 

· · · h - 11 f the room so nndh that she responds naturally to the 
imagines hearing a mouse scratchmg on t e "ai o . · 

h actor should ima<tine listening to a specific S\mphony piece. like 
suggestion of it. By contrast. t e same o- · 

• • d dJngl,· Such exercises sharpened sense memory. 
BeethO\·en s F1f1h S~mphony. and also respon accor . · 

16 BoleslaYsh. Creatil'e Theatre. Lecture 13 -
1· Boleslank.~-- Creative Theatre . Lecture 13 . 
18 • I 3 BoleslaYsky. Creative Theatre. Lecture · 



Usmg sense mcmor, . the Lab actors 1. ed . 
· earn to recreate the sensatJons of passing an animal 

around the room Willis described exactly how the exercise worked 

I A J student might be asi<ed to · . . . 
pass an 1magmary bud mth a broken wing to the person 

sitting next to him His pe~ · · 
· onnance was cnticized according to the intensitv with 

which he was able to react believably to the imaginary bird and the amount of detail he 

was able to use. 19 

When the actors had learned the importance of concentration and possessed the discipline to apply it to 

sense memory. they had mastered the first component of affective memory. The students then learned to 

use sense memory as a means of developing emotion memory 

IL 

Boleslauky illustrated the importance of concentration on emotion memory in Six Lessons. The 

second chapter begins with the Creature· s return to the teacher, which takes place one year after her first 

meeting \\ith him. In this time. she has transformed from a childish. dreamy performer into an artist \\ith 

a well-honed ability to concentrate and focus He asserts. 

She has learned to make good use of everything that comes to her. Inward or outward. 

she doesn 't miss the slightest hint of emotion. She is like a \iolin whose strings respond 

to all vibrations. and she remembers those \ibrations. I am sure she takes all there is in 

life as only a strong, normal being can take it. She selects what she wants to keep, she 

throws away what seems worthless to her. She will make a good actress. 20 

Willis has described Boleslavsky 's application of emotion memory, which appears to have 

consisted of two phases 21 First. the actors learned how to create an emotion through the memory of 

· Th tud nt would think through the entire event. physical sensations surrounding the event. es e · 

· f h the temperature of the environment, the smell in the air, or the remembenng the appearance o t e room, 

· ·ct t B~· reliving these sensations, the proper emotion would feel of the blouse worn at the time of the mc1 en • ; 

,_ ked his students to work with two emotion memories return. In the second phase, Boleslavsr.._Y as 

. h omplex moods often needed for a scene. The actor simultaneously, so that they could ex'J)Cnence t e c 

19 
Willis. "Lab Theatre." 114. 

cu BoleslaYSky Six Lessons, 36. 
21 

Willis. ·"Lab Theatre." 114-15. 



would at first create one strong emotion memory b . 
. ut "ould then add the current of a softer emotion from 

another personal experience to the scene J th · . 
· n is way. the artists learned to change moods and fulfill the 

complicated demands of complex emotions. 

The most imJX)rtant aspect of Boles la · 1- • · · · · · 
'Sr..~ s mstruct1on regarding affect1Ye memory remains the 

simplicity of the concept. He wanted actors to use it as needed. only appl~ing it when they could not 

induce an immediate connection \\ith the giYen circumstances. His description of the psychologist Ribot" s 

theory recognized the way all people practice affectiYe memory in e,·eryday life BoleslaYsky e:-.-plained. 

'·According to his [Ribot"s] terminology the affecti,·e memory 1s the ability of the human organism to 

retain imperceptibly for man himself different psychological shocks and emotions and 10 liYe them all 

oYer again in case of an identical repetition of outer ph~·sical occurrences ·•cc Esscntiall~ . an indl\idual' s 

affectiYe memory subconsciously processes the feelings and rcac11ons to a particular life e:-.-pcrience. 

Based on this one eYent. the person creates a lea rned bchanor pa!tem fo r s1 m1la r sllua11ons 

BoleslaYsh offered seYeral examples of ways 111 ,, tuch this affcct1,·e memo~ works naturally. cJ . . 

He told a story about a woman who rcCCJYed ne,, s of her fi an ·· dea th ,, htlc s1t1111g 111 room filled mth 

the aroma of lilies. The incident subconsc1ousl~ afTccted her to the extent that" henC\·er she smelled lilies 

she became nerYous and cried. EYen seYeral years later. " hen the \\ Oman had happi ly ma med another 

man. she still became upset by a lity ·s fragrance The response had me an 111gra 111ed habtl 

Bolesla,·sk.~· also told the sto~ of an elderly Cini \.\ ar ,·eteran " ho often felt d pressed HowcYer. when 

he put on his old unifonn for a parade. his duldrcn noted that he me tronger and hca l1h1er Each 

· · hcd the senses and crea ted a natu ral. emo11onal example illustrated how an outside mfluencc touc on 

I . ~ · ,·e memorv so tha t the process C\·okcd the same response Boleslanky wanted actors to app ~ a cctt . 

natural reaction . 

. I some actors might find limes \\hen they did not 
Finally. Boleslank.~· also ackno,, !edged tha 

. . . lav ~J He offered the murder scene 111 Shakespeare. s 
haYe experiences related to the s1tuat1on 111 the P - · 

. . been so filled ,nth anger as to ca~ · out such a 
Othello as an example. While the actor may ha, e ne, er 

. M .,,.- from Crean ve Theatre. Lecture 1-t " . . . J Affect1Ye emon . -- BoleslaYsh. -- what is the Spmtua or · 
' 3 · Leet e 14 - BoleslaYsh. Creative Theatre. ur · 
~; BoleslaYsi0·. Six Lessons. 47~8 



nolcnt act aga inst another human being the acto · h be 
· r nug t able to relate to the same desire on a different 

1c,·cl An actor might remember the frustration of · • . . . . . 
a pestenng mosquito while on a p1cmc. and slapping 11. 

This process. which Boleslan kv referred to as '" magru·fi 
1
· ·· · 

1 · 1ca ion, mvo ved the use of experiences that 

transform neYer-experienced sensations or feelings into a more a ·bl Th 
ccess1 e event. e actor, however. 

must imagine and believe in the relati\itv of the "minor" event to th · · f h 
. e given circumstances o · t e play. 

Hence. BoleslaYsky taught affective memory as the primary source for the spiritual component of 

the actor. The performer first developed concentration. learning to focus so deeply on an imagined act. 

such as picking up a cup, that she could stir the correct sensations ,,ithout force. With the ability to 

concentrate deeply on the physical circumstances from eYents experienced everyday. such as tying shoes 

or picking up an~1hing from a small piece of gravel to a large unabridged dictionary, the student learned 

to create strong sense memories. Then. the actor learned to recreate the sensations associated with eYents 

that involved strong emotional impact. thus prO\iding an emotion memory. 

Essentially. the actor trained her affective memory by depositing sense memories and emotion 

memories into her personal bank of spiritual resources. from which she could withdraw when necessary. 

The actor then prepared a variety of stimuli that could trigger the appropriate response preserved in her 

storehouse of emotions. The process freed the artist to become part of the play. instead of delivering each 

action and emotion specifically for the audience. In tum, the actor focused on the play·s circumstances so 

that her spiritual apparatus functioned from second nature. Not excluding the simplicity of the technique, 

Bolesla\'sky taught affective memory because it offered means of acquiring truth and enhanced the 

expression of it. 

What was Boleslavsky's Purpose for Affective Memory? 

. . ed di f 1 essential qualin· to every production: 
Boleslavsky felt that theatre artists contnbut one s me ' · 

. ed this current fills the play \\ith a special quality 
a current of personal emotion and expression. When us , 

· e 25 According!\'. Boleslavsky treated 
of true emotional life. which makes the art of the theatre uruqu · · · 

. rovided an accessible emotional base for the production. 
aITectiYe memory as one of the techruques that P 



The purpose of afTcctt\'C memory ,,as to aid the actor in th . · .... 
ree maJor rcspons1b1ltt1es : to e\press cmouons. 

to e\ pcnencc the acuon of the script. and to communicate ti h. h h f 1e 1g er trut o the play. 

First. an actor needed to actiYelv express the character·s reel · h h did 
• , 11 mgs. eYen w en s e not 

' \=nence inspiration Bolesla,·s1
- · clear!,· e J · d h ·f h · 

" · t'.c. · "~ • :--..--p ame t at 1 t e moment did not spa\\11 the emotion. then 

the actor should apply affectiYe memory. With this understanding in mind. Bolcslavsky taught the 

technique according to the Emotionalist philosophy of acting. which adrncated the use of an actor" s 

personal feelings . An actor knows any emotion based on her personal perception of it. Hence. training of 

the affectiYe memory requires a kind of personal soul-searching. allo,,ing the actor to discoYer her 

perception of all the emotions she has eyer experienced Boleslavsky e:--..--plained that this soul-searching 

helps the student to find and capture her own .. golden casket of feelings. ·· his romantic term for the nult 

that encases personal experiences and emotions.26 Since the performer perceives feelings through 

incidents that haYe transpired in her own life. experience pro,ides the resource of emotions. Boleslavsky 

thus described affective memory accordingly: 

The ·· AffectiYe Memory .. is one of the most important factors of our an. The actor can 

use it in order to reproduce in himself all kinds of feelings and fill his stage creations 

with the -- life of the human spirit .. . With the help of that feeling he does not have to 

.. imitate .. the outer manifestations of actual life but can take an active pan in the 

creation of that beautiful .. better .. life entenng thus 11110 the ranks of independent and 

individual creators. -

. 
1 

bl h d that affective memo[\· further aided the actor" s 
This e:-.planat1on clear y esta 1s e • 

. hetic sense of truth. in addition to creating a resource 
understanding of dramatic acuon and created an aeSl 

I 
. d . his dissertation. an actor should approach affective memory 

bank of emotions. As Hardy e:-.p ame in 

. . n of a role.=~ Rather than mechanically appl~ing affectiYe 
according to its relevance to the dramauc acuo 

h Id activelv seek to sol\e the problem of each proposed 
memory techniques to the scene. the actor s ou · 

. . . . mstances. but affective memory helps the 
situation. The actor at first engages in the play s gn en circu 

. . p ? ... from Creative Theatre . Lecture 12. 
,, . · r ·Ln1ngthe art. 
- BoleslaYsh. ·· what 1s the Mearung 0 

:r, Boleslavs~·- Creative Theatre . Lecture I ➔ . 
,- . . L I-+ · Boleslavsh. Creanve Theatre. ecture · 



actor to identify the frustrations of the character's prob! hr gh 
em t ou personal e:-..--perience Then the actor 

creates the means of stirring those emotions · · • . 
· using 1magrned circumstances rcle,ant to the action of the 

script as a stimulus. In Six Lessons. Bolesla,sk~· explained. 

[To] act mu must know how t · · · · 
. o concentrate on something matenall~· 1mperccp11blc. --0n 

something which vou ca · 1 
. n percrn·e on y bv penetrat111g dccplv into ~·our o,rn entity. 

recognizing what would be e,idenced 111 life onlv 111 a moment of the greatest emotion 

and most violent struggle In other words. ~·ou need a spmtual concentration on 

emotions which do not exist. but are 111,·entcd or 1mag111cd • 

In other words. the actor brings her personal fcdtn g.s forward~ conccntrat111g on the chara tcr"s 

situation Bolesla,·sky essent1all:, felt that the a tor should a I~ her o" n fcc lln to th pan . but he 

should stimulate those fceltngs through the gnen 1rcumstan of the pl a~ Thi I the true mean of 

ilrn1g a part . 

F1nalh·. affcc11,·c mcmon helped th a tor to ommun1 te the hi gh r tru th of the pla~ . a , en 

special a11ribute charactcn 11 of Bol la, sk_ · st:, le of 

fecl111gs. she filtered them through dramat1 a 1011 of the 

actor·s emotion and 1mag1nat1on . com 111 g an ac het1 

Thi 

nra~ I of th hara er· 

nJI 

the " n- of the 

mtual hfe The 

··octtcr 1, rc ·· approa h. ,, h1 h Bole la,· k~ frcqu ntl~ rdem:d to 111 hi~ C rnll, c Thrnrre I u 

the art1st1c reprc cntatlon of life ccn tn drama In one of hi 11 1 1 ~ c, la in .. , must 

sa, that the most important part of the thcatn 1. oena 1 Thea 1llt~ tognea o.1r occ11rnre . 

fm thful. ,·ct enthus1asr1 c represe ntation of the life around us ·· 

preferred the aturallst1c st:, lc of a ting. but that h 

ab1llt, to engage 11s audience 

n the myst1 

Bolesla, sl...·y cxpla111ed the orrclauon t,1 n th t hm and h1 

t m n that he 

,, er of the ge and 1t.s 

1011 ·Jc in 

I a.fl n m mol" 
··Fundamentals of Acting ·· 31 First. he cautioned actors to app ~ 

ns:1 I~ 

. . T l told the ston of a Remembering his tra1111ng at the IA • ie 
llcagu "ho had relied on the technique 

'~ Hard\. Thearre Arr of Bnles/m ·sJ..,;. 85·9~ 

'
9 
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too hcaYil~ Although he impressed other MAT . 
students mth his :t . . ex raordinary talent. the young actor 

became so emot1onalh· ill that he had t be . . . 
. o msl!tul!onalizcd. BoleslaYsky explained that he neYer 

regai ned his ability. e,·en after returning fr h . 
om t e hospital. With this illustration. BoleslaYsky 

admonished actors to seek the higher truth in drama. 
Theatre should present artistic truth, not life truth . 

Accordingly. an actor should apply affecti\·e memorv . . . . 
. m such a \\a) that personal emolions transfer from 

personal experiences to the world of the plav. 

In essence. the purpose of affective . . . 
memo~ ,,as to help bnng true emotions to the stage. 

Bolesla\'Sky 's actors articulated the character's feel · h · · • 
mgs \\lt art1st1c expression through this technique. 

Their emotions were real. but the students created them O t f th · · 
u o e action mYented by the playwright and 

by their 0\\11 imaginations This actiYe creation allowed theatre artists to bring the intrinsic part of 

themseh·es to any character. Consequently. the Lab performances contained the spiritual essence that 

Bolesla\'Sky demanded of his ensemble. 

Did Boleslavsky Change His Approach to Affective Memory ? 

II 

BoleslaYsky 's application of affectiYe memo~ technique always remained the same. but the way 

in which he taught it changed. According to Willis. financial difficulti es forced BoleslaYsky to redefine 

the standard course of training and the rehearsal process. 3: He slowly realized that the American students 

could not afford the time and money necessa~· to complete his intensi,·e program The structured training 

style gra,itated toward a smorgasbord of classes. Students could choose the classes they needed based on 

their leYel of training. Furthermore. the classes expanded to subjects beyond acting. incorporating 

playwriting. directing. and design into the school 

The mised program affected BoleslaYsky·s rehearsal process at the Lab. too.
33 

Originally, 

rehearsals at the Lab had emphasized the importance of analysis and characterization BoleslaYsky paid 

careful attention to how his third-year students applied subtex1. connection. and beat analysis in rehearsal 

and production In addition. Boleslavsky would cast his students in two or more roles ,,ithin one play, so 

J1 Richard Boleslavsh. "Fundamentals of Acting.'· Theatre Arts Month~v. February I 927, 125-27. 
3
: Willis. ALT, 292 . . 
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thJl the\ could dcYclop personal sl-.1 ll s and culture ensembl · . F . 
e umt-:, . or example. one actor mi ght learn 

how 10 plaY agamst two complctel\ different intcrpre•~t
1
·
0 

f h 
· w ns o t e same role . The student learned to 

3pprectatc and work \\i th the characters according!\ Unfortunate! . B 1 1 1_ • d d h . 
. · ! . o es anl\y s epen ence on 1s 

Productions to keep the Lab financiaJlv afloat in its latter ,·ears 'arced h. t d I · · h J 
· • 1, 1m o SpP.n ess time 111 re earsa . 

The length of the original rehearsal time to mount a production decreased from one year to a mere two or 

three months Subsequently. Boleslavsky productions became a matter of sunival as opposed to a 

teaming expenence. 

Despite these changes. however. Bolesla,·sky always maintained his philosophy and ,ision of the 

theatre. He continued to ask his students to seek the action of the play in his writings and teachings. For 

example. Boleslavsky \\TOie. "Drama is action and every man is action. and no man. no matter how big or 

how interesting he is to his contemporaries. is so only for his actions-the backbone of his life. -- 3~ While 

actions formed the backbone. emotions provided the heart of the character and pro,ided the basis for a 

very human character when applied with logic and imagination. 

How Did Boleslavsky's Students View His Work? 

Boleslavsky's students comment most frequently on his work \\ith action and his \ision of 

theatrical style. One of his former students. Francis Fergusson. ex-plained that BoleslaYsky dedicated his 

work to the action of the play. Fergusson obsened. 

f ti . from BolcslaYski in his .. Action .. was certainlv the word we heard most requcn y . 

. BoleslaYski. when working on a play. would always 
rehearsals and informal talks. · · 

. k t ··finding the action": the main action. or .. spine" of 
devote the first couple of \\ Ce s o 

h 
of that action in each situation of the olaY. the action of 

each character. and the c anges 
3; 

·hole which defined its life and moYement. 
the play as a \\ 

us on fulfilling the character. s motivations The performer 
This stress on action helps the actor to foe 

. Id d . nstcad of plotting out the intonations and 
. ·h the character \\OU o. i 

plays with the script 111 terms of'' at 

11 w1·111·s . . -!LT. 3 '8 ,-.)-. \/ thlv August 192-+ 571 
-t -u ·· Theatre . lrrs . on . · · 

31 Richard BoleslaYsk-:,·. ··An Artist of thc Theatre. 
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cmouonal tc:--1urc of each line. For example. if Stanisla . 10,- · . 
's · s madman exercise was pan of a real play. 

the actor \\·ould not say. ··1 need to show fear he 1 -
11 

.. 
re. so \\1 scream. The process would result in a Yery 

mechanical perfonnance. Converse!\'. the artist should . .. 1 ( h 
· say. as t e character) haYe just discoYered that 

3 madman. ,,ho used to li,e in this apartment is tT\ing t 
· . o open my door. My infant is asleep in the next 

room and ,,ill cry if awakened. Since rumor has it that this ma I h. · · 
n ost 1s saruty due to the murder of his 

Q\m babv. the child's ming \\ill surelv agitate him further What sh Id Id r B · · h • · . . ou o. y recogruzmg t e 

problem. the character· s desire to protect herself and her child should direct all of her actions and lines. 

Understanding the action in this way focuses the actor's attention on fixing the problem. Consequently, a 

student actor should ,icw analysis of the action as a problem-sol\ ing task. not an intellecrual one. 

HoweYer. Bolcslavsky' s emphasis on action did not lessen the significance of spirirual training. 

The subte:-..1. an undercurrent of thoughts and emotions. breathed expression into the Lab actor's 

responses . When the artist defined the objectiYe of the action. she became fundamentally aware of the 

character·s aims and reactions within the proposed situation.-16 Techniques. such as affectiYe memory, 

helped the actor to identify with the gi,·en circumstances and the objcctiYes. Consequently. action. the 

spontaneous response to any complication. placed the rest of the System into pcrspectiYC As long as the 

actor knew and lived by the motiYation of the role. her responses remamed truthful and ntal. 

As far as his ability to teach. Fergusson explains that Bolesla,sky had a difficult time ,,ith the 

English language. Indeed. both he and OuspanskaYa had to teach bY example. literallY acung out what 

they expected of their students When they took on specific characters. they unearthed the ephemeral 

. . ·bed h · di. Jays of acting He recounted. existence of life. as Fergusson descn t cir sp . · 

- . 1 . t '- · ··action·· Bole\' and Madame relied mostly on direct In teaching us ,,hat t 1c~ mean u_, · 

Such . , th ·r English was prirniti,·c. while their acting was superb -
demonstrat10n. 1or c1 

. 1 b B 1c, and Madame explamcd them as simply the result 
pcrfonnances look mag1ca . ut o . 

They would tell us that they had learned to 
of conscious technique and long prawce. 

. . .. T lane Drama Revie11· 9 (,,inter 19M) 85 . 
'.
5 Francis Fergusson. --The Notion of· Actwn. u 

° Fergusson . .. Action. ·· 86 . 
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make. \\ith their O\\n minds d d . 
an esues, the action of another character. as a ,iolinist 

makes. with his instrument the . f h , • music o t e composer. 3 

Finallv. Fergusson remarked on tvl . 
· s · e, a particular quality that the Lab evidenced in its 

perf onnances. He e.iq,lained. "Boley and Madame [Ou ka . l . 
spens ) a ... \\ ere very much aware of the 

distinction between art and direct experience of life- they oft hed 
, en preac to us about style. This freedom 

and sophistication, this easy access to the varied theatre forms f th t di · - o e ra hon, was due ... to the 

emphasis on action. "
38 

In other words. artistic expression provided an essential, life-like quality to the 

theatre. which could only be realized through a collective understanding of the System When the actors 

used their craft appropriately, and directed all their focus to the action of the play. Boleslavsky achieved 

this style. 

Another Lab Theatre student, Blanche Tancock Hogg. complemented Fergusson·s accounts of the 

Lab. She described Boleslavsky's rehearsals \\ith the same spiritual. collective emphasis of the director 

himself. As she explained, '·The play was learned organically. in truth and in depth. And in rehearsals 

the emphasis was always on creating together. through action and response. "39 Perhaps this is the best 

way to describe Boleslavsky' s work. He sought truth and depth in acting and felt that these very same 

qualities provided the spiritual higher truth for the production Furthennore. Boleslavsk·-y felt that the 

theatre maintained its ,itality through a collective ensemble. seen in the give-and-take. spontaneous 

quality of their work. If the group ,iewed the perfonnance as an endeavor. rather than just a play. then 

they worked together in bringing the enchanting spell of the theatre to the audience. 

Conclusion 

t k on a great responsibilitv when accepting a role. An 
According to Boleslavsky. an actor oo · 

. . . . rO\ided a kev ingredient to his theatre productions. 
ensemble composed of creative and disc1plmed art1sts P · 

. ·b·1· , . "professional \\ill. Truth of feelings-based on affective 
Thus. he assessed the acton respons1 1 tt) as . 

r Fergusson. "Action," 85-86. 
38 

F " 87 ergusson. "Action, . 
39 w ·1. 

1 hs, ALT. 357. 
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mcmor- The dcYclopmcnt or outer 
means Characterisatio I . I 

n sic . Golden Casket. Ethics ... 40 

Roles la\ sl-.\ Jd\·anccd Stanisla,·sln··s th . 
. cones and techniques t r h. 

ou o is O\\n dcrntion lo the theatre and 
the uniqueness or its art fonn. 

Boles laYsl-.~· · s application of aft . ect1ve memory fit app . . . 
ropnately ,,,thm the contex1 of his work 

He recognized the benefits of the techniq · • . 
ue m actmg while de t' ' vo mg more attention to the ultimate goal: 

to create a play that moved the audience in . . h 
a ,,a~ t at only the theatre can. More than any other aspect of 

the theatre. only the actor prO\ided the means f fulfil . . . 
o 1mg such a nuss1on. Accordingly, Boleslavsky 

considered every task necessary to achieve his . . f h . 
,1s1on o t e producl!on. and assigned tasks among the 

designers. technicians, and actors. The actors who att ded th L . . 
en e ab obediently tramed themselves to 

create characters befitting of his work. B J I 1r, h 0 es avs"J° t us fittingly described his desire to bring his theatre 

The actor creates the whole length of a human soul's life on the stage even· time he 

creates a part. This human soul must be ,isible in all its aspects, physical, mental and 

emotional. Besides, it must be unique. It must be the soul. The same soul the author 

thought of, the one the director explained to you, the one you brought to the surface from 

the depths of your being. No other but that one. 41 

The statement epitomizes that essence which Boleslavsky always placed as the priority in his work. 

As a Lab student himself, Lee Strasberg later enveloped Boleslavsky·s inclusion of the actor 's 

soul into his own work with the Group Theatre and at the Actor's Studio. Strasberg based his 

understanding of the System on his studies at the Lab, but he later adapted it to his 0\\11 training program 

now known as the Method. Through the Method, he sought to uncover emotional truth and reveal a new 

dimension of the character. He searched deeper into the character's psyche, which further prompted him 

to explore the actor 's psyche too. Believing that human nature revealed more than what the character said 

in the script, Strasberg •s work with affective memory placed a greater significance on subtex1. 

Consequently, the Method shaped the American theatre 's understanding and presentation of scenic truth. 

4u 8 . . Th . 1 Production?" from Creative Theatre, Lecture 10. 
oleslavsh "What 1s a Creative eatnca · 

41 • ' 
Boleslavsk)·. Sir Lessons, 85. 



Chapter 5 

Strasberg's Approach to Af~ ti' M 1ec ve emory 

Lee Strasberg had seen the MAT rfo . . 
pe rm m Amenca and had trained at BoleslaYsky's Lab. 

Excited and ready to apply the new acting techni u . 
q es m performance. Strasberg wanted to emulate the 

collecti,e work of his mentors while initiating a n . A · . 
e\\ mencan acting style Together ,,ith Harold 

Clurman and Cheryl Cra\\ford. he organized the Gro Th , . up eatre 1or the purpose of creating America · s 

mm art theatre. He described his phjlosophy at the time in his book. A Dream of Passion 

The concern during trus period [Group Theatre] was \\ith practical application rather 

than theory. It was a way of testing what we had learned from the Stanislanky System 

as presented by our o,m teachers: it was also an attempt to check our knowledge and our 

ability to use those principles to achie,e our own results. \\ithout imitating what 

Staruslavsky and rus other followers acrueYed I 

Strasberg· s remark re,eals two important concepts regariling his style of theatre training First. 

the Group Theatre was not a training stuilio for de,eloping artists. Rather. the Group offered professional 

actors an opportunity to hone their skills and craf1 \\ithin a workjng theatre Strasberg taught classes on 

technique. but he ilid not base his program on the rigid training schedule described by Stanisla,·sky. 

Second. Strasberg neyer set out to ilirectly copy the work of his instructors Instead. he felt that America 

needed a system of acting that would improYe the style of its mrn theatre These two concepts complicate 

a iliscussion of Strasberg · s concept of affective memory. because his training approach and theories must 

be analyzed in trus context. 

Irma Sandrey. a former Strasberg student and now the Seruor Teacher at the Lee Strasberg 

Institute in New York Citv. e:\l)lained that her mentor sought to ad\'ance actor trairung "beyond 

StanislaYsky -,:: Strasberg opened the Institute in I 969. as a school for actors who needed fundamental 

I 
, Strasberg. Dream. 92-93 . 
- Irma Sandrey. telephone inteniew. 25 March 1999 



PassHm and SCYcral journal articles St be 
. ras rg proved that he und 

erstood more than the training of 
affccti,c memory He also contributed .. A · 

· ctmg and Actor Trai · ,. · 
mng. ,mtten for John Gassner's theatre 

te\1book. Producing the Play, and published transc . . 
npts of his class sessions for the book. Strasherg at the 

Actors \'tudio . which further describes his own tra . 
ming at the Lab and the ernlution of the Method. 

Together. these records detail his attitudes about • . . 
actor trammg and actmg techniques. in addition to his 

scholarly deYotion to the theatre. 

Strasberg's descriptions of the work of Sta · J . 1 _ _ 
ms a, s,,__, and Boleslanky conflict \\ith the accusations 

that he misinterpreted the purpose of their acting programs 5 Rath h h • . . er. e c ose to explore Stanislavsky s 

techniques and Boleslavsh · s ideas. He e:q,anded on the mea · f th · 1 h • mng o eatnca trut and the means by 

which an actor could contribute to it. The follo\\ing e,idencc suggests that it is Strasberg who has been 

misrepresented. 

At What Phase Did Strasberg Teach Affective Memory? 

As a working company. the Group Theatre did not follow the rigid. three-yea r program described 

by StanislaYsky. Strasberg. along with Group cofounders Clunnan and Cra\\fo rci selected actors for the 

company based on their talent and commitment to creating an American ensemble theatre. He thus 

adapted the training techniques for professional actors. who essentially possessed a technical knowledge of 

acting As the Group 's designated acting coach. Strasberg sought to help this young American theatre 

group discoYer its 0\\11 style. He adrncated many of the theories and practices of the MAT. including 

discipline Cindy Adams described the setting in her biography of Strasberg. e\-plaining. 

4 

They worked like dogs and considered the labor sacred Comments set designer Boris 

Aronson 'I always felt everybody there took [an] . . oath of holiness ' Nobody smoked 

during rehearsal No cigarette butts littered the stage Nobody read a magazine or 

Strasberg. Dream. 69-70. . 
1 

. 1- · d BoleslaYsh in A Dream of Passion. pages 
5 s · · bout Starns a, s.r.., an · 

trasberg offers detailed descnpt1ons a . . ., rovides a concise interpretation of the Stanislavsky 
42-82 . Furthennore ... Acting and Actor Trairung P 

1 1
. ns about the work of StanislaYsky and 

S . . . • Cha t ) His ex-p ana 10 
~ stem ( cited m footnote IO of this P er · rt Willis, who infer that he did not understand the 

Boleslavsh are similar to Soma Moore and Robe 
System. · 
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newspaper not connected \\ith the work L . 
· ee demanded stnct deYotion to the work. 

Since Stanislaysh was a di . 1 . . 
- sc1p manan. it was conceded Lee·s conduct stemmed from 

good reasoning There was total . 
comnutment. You enter the sanctum sanctorum. you 

shed the outside world, you concentrate on your craft .6 

The work forced the actors to understand their respo bl · 
nsi 1 1t1es as theatre artists. Emulating the Yalues of 

his own mentor. Boleslavsh. Strasberg wanted the Gro · be 
· up s mem rs to understand the importance of 

their work in creating the play. Simultaneously he deYoted their efforts to defining the artist~· of 

America · s theatre. 

Since he aspired to reinYent theatre in the United States. Strasberg belie\'ed that the StanislaYsJ...')· 

System ser,ed perfonners in providing the basic ABC s of acting. - Ironically. this belief complicates 

explaining when Strasberg taught affecti\'e memory. since he selected professional actors for the Group. 

Members like Clunnan and Stella Adler had trained at the Lab m th BoleslaYSJ...')·. al ready exhibiting the 

prepared quality of a Stanislavsky-trained actor. Thus the Group did not learn the technique at a specific 

phase. but rather applied it in rehearsals. along ,,i th other impro,i sational games and exercises. 

Strasberg · s writings about his Group Theatre ex-periences only supply examples of his adapted 

Stanislavsky techniques. For example. Strasberg·s adaptation of the magic if. the .. creat1\'e if." placed 

greater emphasis on the heroic moti,·ations of a character.
9 

The creatiYe if essentially combined Stanisla\'sky · s tec hmques of the magic 1f. the g1,·en 

· · · u 1·k Sta ·s1a,·sh Strasberg did not ask the actor to circumstances. and analysis mto one process. n I e 111 . · 

· · · He bclieYed that this would merely allow the 
propose what he would do giYen the character s s1tuat1on. · 

. cl S berg asked the perfonner to consider what kind 
actor to respond to the situation as himself Instea tras 

d th character does in the scene. While the circumstances 
of circumstance would force him to respon as e 

. lieved that his fonnula prO\ided the more realist ic and 
may not be the same as the character s. Strasberg be 

imaginatiYe response for the character. 

. if the ~crors Srudio (Garden City. NY: Doubleday 
6 Cindy Adams. Lee Strasberg The Imperfect Genius O 

• 

~nd Company. Inc .. 1980). _123. . . .. Th 
~ Sandrey. telephone mter\leW. aurie Lassiter. '"Acting fa-penments m The Group. e 

Strasberg. Dream . 85-93: Mel Gordon and L 
Drama Review 28 (\\inter 1984) 7-9. 

.J 
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Nonetheless. Strasberg recognized the im . . 
portant design of StanislaYsky·s system He thoroughly 

described the training program in '·Acting and A . . .. 

tools that StanislaYsky devised. 
ctor Trammg. ad\'ocating many of the techniques and 

The chapter offers insght · h 1 mto ow Strasberg would instruct a group of 
beginning actors. Philosophically, he addressed th . . . 

e importance of a two-part trammg of the actor: work 

on oneself and work on a part.10 Expla · h th 
· mmg t at e actor must prepare the self prior to dernting himself 

to a production. Strasberg outlined the tools necessary for the acting craft. 

Strasberg primarily noted how this kind of preparation developed the actor·s mental. physical. 

and emotional components Through the initial techniques. the actor acquired the tools necessary to 

deYelop the three areas. Hence. the chapter detailed many of Stanisla,·sky · s primary techniques and 

exercises. including the interrelated bond between relaxation and concentration.11 The body must rid 

itself of all muscular tension in order to concentrate. He illustrated his explanation \\ith Stanisla\'Sky·s 

example of trying to pick up a hea,·y object while sohing a math problem Accomplishing each task 

simultaneously remains impossible due to the amount of tension created. Thus. Strasberg explained 

·'Tension is misplaced energy. IJ'hen there is tension in a bod\', one cannot 1hin/.: or fee /"" 1c 

The solution to this problem inYolYes concentration. for which Strasberg also described many of 

StanislaYSky·s exercises and techniques. When the actor directs at1ent1on to a particular object. task. or 

problem. he automatically finds a purpose and becomes more relaxed Howe,·er. Strasberg explai ned that 

actors control mental and physical concentration far more easily than senson· or emotional concentration 

due to the complexity of feelings . Subsequently. he adnx:ated the de,·elopment of the beginning actor"s 

skills in relaxation and concentration 

Th I rt d the actor ·s phYsical and mental facult ies. in addition to preparing the e two too s suppo e . 

Unl·rorm with Stanislavsk'!· and Bolesla\'Sky. Strasberg acknowledged the sensitive spiritual element. ,, 

bs ·ed the unique qualitv that the emotional component 
importance of all three planes. They also o er. · 

brought to the craft . Strasberg explained 

~ Strasberg. Dream, 85. . . ,. in Producing the Pla_v. ed. John Gassner. re,·. ed. (New 
0 Lee Strasberg. "Acting and Actor Trauung. 

York : The Dryden Press. Publishers. 1953)- I4 I-53-
1
1 Strasberg. ,: Acting."' 141-46. 

1 ~ Strasberg. ·· Acting."· 141. 
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The third section is of course concerned . . 
\\1th the mam phase of the actor's training. 

While the first two help to iYe the a . 
g ctor a clear and educated brain and to train the tools 

he uses. this one is primaril . . 
) concerned mth what one of my teachers. the late Richard 

Bolesla\'sh. called ''the kn led f . . . 
· · O\\ ge O practical hvmg-through of all soul states.''13 

All three acting teachers based affective memorv work O th E · · • 
. n 1s molionahst philosophy: the ingredient of 

personal emotions added ,italitv and life to the character Th . d h hn. · · · . e~ espouse t e tee 1que to help begmrung 

actors discoYer the relationship between their personal feelings and the cha t · · · rac er s given CITcumstances. 

But Strasberg did not teach beginning actors while \\ith the Group and he wanted to advance 

their work beyond Stanislavsky techniques.14 Consequently. he deYeloped an approach to improYe the 

spiritual training of an ad..-anced American actor. With a sincere desire to perfect truthfulness in 

expression. he experimented with the System and developed his o,rn theatrical exercises. Strasberg's 

ideas led him to augment Boleslanky · s work \\ith subte:-..i. the undercurrent of thought and emotion 

flo\\ing through the character. This might suggest that Strasberg accentuated the more internal aspects of 

actor training. but he e>..-pected his students to translate their conclusions of a subtextual analysis to action. 

Accordingly, the analysis of the subtext literally involYed a three-pronged study of the character's 

situation. which Strasberg e:,,.-plained in ·· Acting and Actor Training.·· He obsen·ed. 

In making use of '·action." three steps are necessary : 1) action. what you are doing: 2) 

motivation . why you are doing it: and 3) adjustment. under what circumstances. The 

last decides the form in which the action is carried out. Thus if you ha,e come to 

. . d to go to a New y ork dramatic school. the presence of somebody borrow mone~ . m or er 
I 5 

. . . ·11 affect the way in which you carry out your task. 
you dislike m the room "1 

. val of a role should incorporate all of the character's 
In other words. Strasberg felt that the actor s portra. 

. led Feeling that subte:,,.i held the key to interpreting 
giYen circumstances, which the above analysis supp 1 

· 

t through everv thought. word. and action 
the character 's soul. he wanted the actor to ex-press 1 · 

13 
Strasberg ... Acting ... 147. . ,, 

7 14 Gordon and Lassiter. '·Acting Expenments. · 
15 

Strasberg ... Acting.'' 161. 



In order to achieve this result St be 
. ras rg merged impr . . 0

' 1sat1onal exercises \\ith production 
rehearsals These earh· exi,eriments would 

. . eYentually expand into toctay·s current Method work. 

HoweYer. Strasberg 's work ,,ith the Group co 
ncentrated more on ft di . n ng a means of expressmg the 

moods that underscored the words. M J G 
e ordon and Laurie Lassister ,note an article. '·Acting 

Experiments in The Group," referring to Strasberg' · - -
s 1mpro,1satJonal procedures They explained that 

Strasberg e>..i,erimented and consciouslv reYolted against Sta · 1 . 1- .· h . . .. 
- ms a, s11.~ s t eones. m addition to 

Broadway's mediocre standards· 1
6 

By the Group's second summer. exercises had expanded to include 

extemporized scenes based on paintings. music. or articles of clothing They often performed these 

exercises in the fonn of games and theatrical contests. 

88 

Some of these improYisations e\'en expanded into real performances For example. the Group 

actually developed some of their impromptu works into scenes that were publicly performed. as on the 

night that Clifford Odet"s Waiting fo r lefty opened 1
- Furthermore. Strasberg encouraged the use of 

imprO\isation during perfonnances Throughout the run of The House of Connellv. Franchot Tone could 

pick from a variety of choices that Strasberg had offered him. The actors in tum would ha,·e to pa~· 

attention to his work. but it also opened the performers to reacting \\i th greater artist ic freedom and 

freshness.18 Instead of rel:,ing on a mechanical repetition of blocked actions. the ensemble learned to 

think quickly and respond through the stimulated actions of the entire cast. Strasberg·s work ,,ith 

improYisation. in rehearsal and perfonnance. imited a constant flow of crcatiYe energy. 

However. Strasberg also created and applied certain impro,i sational exercises for the speci fic 

· - 1 f le He de\"Oted certain rehearsals to liberating purpose of developing the actor· s emotional portra:, a o a ro · 

d h ht It was at these rehearsals that he the Group actors from false exl)ressions of emotion an I oug · 

employed affective memory. 

ed d l"ed new improvisational exercises to achie\·e specific 
In addition. Strasberg creat an app 1 

_ t might not sustain the ex-pression of certain 
results for specific actors.19 He recogruzed that an ac or 

For this reason. Strasberg assessed the . t· of life exl)Criences. feelings due to the personal charactens ics · 

16 . . t " 6-9. Gordon and Lassiter ·· Acting Expenmen s. 
1- • . · ,. 11 

Gordon and Lassiter. '·Actmg Exl)Cnments.,. · 
18 

Gordon and Lassiter, "Acting Exl)Criments. 9-
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actor's problem and ass igned him a speci fi c · . . 1mpronsat1on to alle · t · E . na e 1t. ach exercise. though distinctly 
difTcrcn t. conta111cd a seed fo r producing the truthful . . 

mamfeS!ation of a character. as exemplified bv his 

work ,,ith animal characterizations aibberish a d bs · . 
· 0 • • n su t1tut1on. 

Strasberg often incorporated the L b. · 1 . · · • 
a s amma exercise. behevmg that it helped the actor explore 

the physical. mental , and emotional state of another charact 20 A. . 
er. ~ an actor actualized the 

characteristics of an animal. he consciously examined the state O ·
1
· f · · · 

. r pos1 10n o its s1tua!ton. This allowed 

the performer to interpret the circumstances of the animal and forced him to examine its every physical 

moYement and thought. Accordingly. the young artist forced himself into unfamiliar territory so that he 

could transform his observations into a physical being. 

While animal characterizations helped an actor to e:,,.l)ress subte:,,.1 in a physical form. gibberish 

trained him to understand the importance of communicating it. The actor used random combinations of 

Yowels and consonants. instead of real words. as a means of revealing the character· s motivation. As the 

actor learned to define his ideas. he developed a greater means of exl)ression. Strasberg exl)lained. 

I used gibberish in the Group Theatre for a specialized purpose. I found it most helpful 

in dealing "'ith actors who ... could feel. but [found] e:,,.l)ressing the feeling was 

difficult. In one play I had had great problems ,,ith an actress. There were scenes 

in which she had to cut loose emotionally. but they had no real lift . They were cloaked 

in conventionality. J wanted her constantly free and impro,ising in the hope that what 

eak h h F rtunatelv . the break-through came . we were working for would br t roug . o . . . 

through gibberish .. . . [J]n using sounds and words that broke away from her 

21 

conventional and habitual tightness. she exploded 

1
. ted from the character's situation. Straberg proposed that he use 

Finally, when an actor felt a 1ena 

. . fr m Boleslavskv conceptually. because he used it to help 
substitution. Strasberg borrowed this techmque O 

• 

B 1 1 vsky offered that an actor could substitute 
the actor relate to the role . As exl)lained in Chapter 4' 

0 
es 

3 
· 

19 S . ed R bert H Hethmon (I 965: trasberg. Dream. 87-93 . d . . T, e-Recorded Sessions. · 0 · · 
' u h • t rs Stu 10 ap 
· Lee Strasberg. Strasberg at t e .'1c O 

. Group. 1991), 104-05. 
repnnt. New York: Theatre Commumcatt0ns · 
"

1 

Strasberg. Studio. 21 ➔-15 . 
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the fee lings associated \\i th a murder . 
scene ,nth the act of kilr 

mg an anno~ing mosquito. BY contrast 
Strasbcrg redefi ned the technique all · · · 

. O\\lng the actor to actually h. . 
. ret mk the sttuation in terms that might 

seem completely unrelated. Yet created ood 
· a m parallel to th · e one e\-penenced by the character. This 

approach allowed the actor to contemplat 11 f e a o the charact · · er s mcumstances, not just the phvsical 
action Strasberg ex'Plained. · 

The reformulation not onlv r . 
. equues the actor to create the desired artistic result. but 

demands that he make it real and . . 
personal to hunself m order to achieve it. This 

inrnlves the principles of motivation and subs11·1u11·on The actor is not limited to the 

way in which he would behave within the particular circumstances set for the character· 

rather he seeks a substitute reality different from that set forth by the play that \\ill help 

him to behave truthfully according to the demands for the role. It is not necessarily the 

way he himself would behave under the same circumstances. and thus does not limit 

him to his O\m natural beha,ior. 22 

By substituting the whole event surrounding the action of the play. the actor could create and 

control the appropriate subtext of the action. For example. Stella Adler played a secretary who was 

secretly in love with the protagonist. in the Group·s production of Success S1ory She was to show the 

concealed intensity of her feelings for him in one scene, but she tended to o,·erplay the quality because she 

could not relate to it. Strasberg created a story for her in which she was on a ship and had started a 

relationship with a stranger. They share a romance throughout the trip. but on the last day they part 

nonchalantly. unaffected by the affair. Strasberg asked Adler to beha,·e as if she were on the ship during 

the scene as a means of getting her to perform the right quality of feeling. This action. according to 

Strasberg. changed her entire approach to the role, which considerably improved her perfonnance. 
23 

B d 
· di ost particular Iv Adler· s friends , the exercise truly helped her 

ase on the compliments of the au ence, m • 

acquire the appropriate level of emotion. 

~~ Strasberg. Dream. 86. 
- Strasberg. Dream. 87-88. 
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Essentially these exercises and imp .· . 
ro,-isat1ons fostered th t , 

e ac or s sense of truth. stirring the sum 
of his personal experiences into the will of the h 24 

c aracter. Affective memory. animal characterizations. 

gibberish. and substitution, though prescribed fo diffi 
r erent problems, allowed the actor to develop a 

relationship with the role. Through this connect' h d 
ion, e un erstood the character's moods, thoughts, and 

desires and found a vi,id means of communicating them H S be . . 
. ence, tras rg applied the impromptu 

exercises during rehearsals when an actor failed to convey the subtex1 of the character. He expected to see 

a thorough expression of truth in body, mind, and spirit. For this reason. Strasberg asserted. 

"Actions. to be of any value, must suggest something that the words themsel\'es do not necessarily imply. 

Actions are not simply physical or mental , but physical. motivational. and emotionaL" 25 

In conclusion, Strasberg observed that the subtext behind e\'ery action must be expressed ,,ithin 

the action itself He assigned an actor to apply affecti\'e memory. or one of his other in\'ented emotional 

techniques, for the sole purpose of revealing a total manifestation of this truth Since Strasberg 

implemented affective memory in a professional emironment. he assumed that the Group members were 

prepared for this work They had acquired the proper skills in relaxation and concentration and 

understood the importance of a union between self and character. With this preparation. the Group 

applied the techniques to the entire action of the play. 

Strasberg trained the Group members to wed their imaginations. physical tools. and emotions. in 

a full effort to exl)ress the total essence of their characters His work at that time re\'ealed his philosophy. 

" 1 t J" ·eat the command of his ,,ill and his For this reason. Strasberg declared. [The] actor earns O n 

. . h. -but being· he is not ·acting'-but doing: he is not 
imagination. He ts not pla)1ng at somet mg · 

.. . . . ,.,5 th . t of being in the moment meant relating to it and he 
mutatmg'-but creatmg. - For Strasberg. e pom 

adYocated that it reveal itself in every action. 

'
4 

Strasberg. Studio . 251. 
'5 
: Strasberg. Dream. 77. 
-
6 

Strasberg. "Acting," 162. 



How Did Strasberg Teach Affective M emory? 

Since Strasbcrg worked with the St . 
1 ams avsky techniqu · . es m a professional setting, he really did 

not teach affective memory. The Group Theatre e . . 
xpenenee involved application of the techniques in 

rehearsals and in production, with Strasberg as th 
1
-

e ac mg coach. Hence, this section really reflects how 

Strasberg directed the affective memory techniques ·th th 
\\'

1 e company. Helen Krich Chinoy, a theatre 

Journalist. provided many first-hand accounts bv Group be · h 
J mem rs m t e December 1976 issue of 

Educational Theatre Journal. She devoted the whole publication to the subject of the Group 's 

personalities and history. 27 

92 

When discussing the Group Theatre and acting techniques, the first factor to consider involves 

the ensemble 's philosophy. The first fonnal step to organizing the company began in 1930, the year 

actors started gathering at Harold Clunnan ' s apartment on Friday evenings to discuss the creation of a 

new theatre.28 Group member Phoebe Brand recollected, "I went to the talks Harold gave . ... I think we 

all were kind of idealistic people to begin with. Our background led us to a kind of belief and idealism 

about the theatre itself. "29 Their background stemmed from the Broadway Theatre and the Theatre Guild 

professional circles that concentrated on profit rather than art . The actors who assembled at Clurman 's 

home believed that the fast-paced production time, common in all theatres, deflated the true value of 

acting 

In addition, most of the Group members had attended the American Laboratory Theatre, 

t. J fonn 30 These actors all sought to create an 
adapting a new attitude about art, truth and presenta 1ona · 

. . ki t roduce an artistically real production The 
ensemble theatre, a beautiful collect1on of talent "or ng O P 

. d ,ote their time to what they considered a cause. 
Fnday evening sessions encouraged many actors to e, 

. . America 's concept of theatre! 
They. the Group Theatre, were going to revolut10mze 

Th t ,, Educational Theatre Journal 28 
" · t f the Group ea re, 
· Helen Krich Chinoy, "Reunion: A Self-Portrai O 

. , 

~ mber 1976) 445-552. . f I information are based on Chinoy s Chronology. 
· Chinov "Reunion " 449-50. All dates and staus ica 
29 . • ' ' 

30 
Clunoy, "Reunion," 514. 
Clunoy, "Reunion," 513 , 527 
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1 hrn l nl'-.ld o!Tiualh 
ga n on Ju ne 8. 191 i ,, hen th 

c selected ensemble members gathered at 
,1 rm ,11c rc, 1dcnt1 .1I for mhomc 111 Brooldicld (' 

• onnect1 cut A co f mpany o 11 members would liYe and 
1, 0r 10cc1hcr for an entire summer 111 an c!Tort 

- to stage Paul Green , s The House of Connellv with 

sian1,l.1, ,k, -hJscd techniques The commune-like atmo h . . .. 
sp ere stmed lhetr creatm ty and aspirations. 

Brand depicted the hi gh energy of the ensemble stat "W 
, mg, e were deYoted. Nothing like it today: I don 't 

i._ 11 0 ,, an, bod\ ,, ho has that kmd of derntion. E leaf 
\'Cry on every tree seemed part of the Group. The 

place itse lf. Brookfield Center. was part of our creativih, It all see ed t fu • 31 ,_, • m o nction together." The 

cm1ron111ent nu rtured thei r imagination as they rehearsed the play. 

Ruth el son. another Group actress, described the rehearsal process.32 The early rehearsals 

pn manh began with a reading of the play and a discussion about it, facilitated by the play's director. 

TheY would analyze the play for about a week before assigning roles to the Group members. While 

Nelson offered no explanation for the sequence of this primary work, it seems rationale to assume that it 

contnbuted to the mentality of an ensemble. The actors and actresses could discuss the play and 

characters as a whole. instead of concentrating on one specific role. More than likely, they felt that this 

process promoted one artistic vision. 

Once the performers had a basic understanding of the play, they devoted rehearsal time to several 

weeks of imprO\isational exercises. The first rehearsals in improvisation were only minutely related to 

the action of the plot. Other actors outside of the Group considered the process ludicrous and moSt 

certainly unorthodox . Brand commented, 

, h people who are digging potatoes down in the cellar.' They would say, Oh, t ose crazy 

Th 
'" . g to the House of Connelly. We were playing farmhands, you see, ey were re,emn 

d down l
·n the cellar of the theatre, going 'Waaaayaaa,' like that. We were 

an we were 

h hythm of the work songs we were singing. 
doing the work of digging potatoes to get t er 

h · · digmng potatoes ·ct, 'Oh well they just spend t eir time e,• 

People heard about that and sai ' ' 

in the cellar. '33 

JI 
_ Chmoy, .. Reunion," 514. 
'· Chtno\·, ··Reu111 on." 528. 
" Chmo;·, "Reunion," 514. 



As the weeks continued, the Group would 
1 a ternate between play-reading sessions and 

impro,isational rehearsals. Commenting on th r . 
e app icatJon of this process during House of Connel~v. 

elson offered, "We discussed the different classes of 
I 

h 
peop e-t e tenant farmers, the aristocracy. The 

improYisations got closer to the play. Thev became less g 
I 

h d,. . . . 
· enera , a ie\\•er people, more mllmate 

substitutions "
34 

At this time, Strasberg introduced techniques that cat ed h . . . . 
er tot e actors mdi,1dual 

problems. He specifically applied two of these techniques to conjure the proper emotional undertones for 

the character 's action : substitution and affective memory. 

Substitution primarily served as another Yariation of Strasberg's creatiYe if35 Based on his 

descriptions of substitution work during Group rehearsals. Strasberg apparently prescribed the technique 

when the actor failed to discover the proper emotional undertone for the character. He used it to help the 

actor find what would make him behave like the character. as in Adler's use of the shipboard romance to 

produce her character 's subdued e:\.l)ressions of love. With Strasberg · s help. the perfom1er discO\·ered an 

appropriate attitude for the part . 

Similarly, affecti\'e memory allowed the actor to find personal reactions equi,·alent to the 

character. The technique differed from substitution in that the actor used it to stimulate an automatic 

response to specific giYen circumstances. Strasberg , iewed the whole tcchmque as a process. aimed at 

· · · I · ed th t f the three tY""~ of memory mental memorY. creating an impulse for emotions. He e:\.l) am a o . r-- - · · 

t ted the most training because of the physical memory, and affectiYe memory, the latter necesst a 

undependable nature of feelings . 36 Hence. a trained afJectiYe memory supplied the means of guiding the 

least controllable of the actor's tools, the emotions and \,ill. 
. r 

. emotion memor,- in his book. A Dream of POSSJon. 
Strasberg described the process of appl~1ng · 

sense memory and emotional . 'ded afli tiYe memory into two parts: While with the Group. Strasberg diVI cc · 

. . rc ·ses as part of their preliminary work 
memory. Most of the ensemble had performed sense memo~ exe 1 

be . the exercise. which in\'O!Yed the · d drill the Group mem rs m at the Lab. HoweYer, Strasberg continue to 

34 . . t " 9 Gordon and Lassiter. ·'Actmg Expenmen s. · 
35 s be -tras rg. Dream, 8:, . 
36 

Strasberg. Dream, 114. 
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ph, sical enactment of specified sensorial a t' • . 
. c in11es, such as picking up a cup of co.,...ee. 

111 By recreating 
simple e, m day tasks. the performers de,elo d f .. 

pe am1har sensory processes Strasberg differentiated their 

work from simple pantomime, explaining, 

Most people when thev are told to . k 
• pie up a cup and saucer ,,ill carefully watch how 

they hold their hands and the sha h . . 
pe t ey take. But this 1s only an imitation. One should 

try to recapture the particular mus 1 · ffi . 
cu are Ort of holding the cup. the sense of the weight. 

the touch of the material, and how it registers-and in what part of the hand.Jij 

The Group applied sense memory exercises as a matter of continuing the de,elopment of their sensorial 

apparatuses This training continued their ability to recall specific sensations for the purpose of 

prornking an impulsi,e response. an important requirement for any work ,,ith emotional memory. 

In appljing emotional memory. the actor would try to find a particular eYent from his e\-perience 

that matched the intensity of emotion sought for the character. After finding the right emotional moment. 

the actor would recreate the sensations associated ,,ith the e,·ent fiye minutes before it had occurred. 

Strasberg explained that if the experience occurred in the yard. the actor would think through all of the 

sensory aspects affiliated ,,ith it. What did he see in the yard'l Wl1at did he touch. smell . wear. hear. and 

see') The memory of the sensations would stir the mood needed for the moment. 

Strasberg used substitution and affectiYe memory to help the actor find specific emotional tones 

for the character. Howe,er. he ultimately e\-pectcd the actors to transfer them into action as C\·idcnccd by 

• · · · 1 earsed \\ith the script . TheY continued to the rest of his work \\ith 1mpr0\1sat1on Group actors ne, er re 1 · 

Nelson e\""laincd . .. First thing you know we·d be doing the play 
pcrfom1 impromptu Yersions of the play 't' 

. . Green wc·d use them-but the main thing was that 
,,1th our own words. If we remembered ,,ords from · 

ed their lines. but only through a thorough 
the moment was clear. "39 EYentually. the actors learn 

knowledge of the character· s motintions and actions. 

. . t the Group Theatre but he described 
r . .be specific apphcauons a . bl 

Strasberg. Dream I I 5. He did not descn di The ear!Y applicat10ns most resem e 
. ' . th Actors Stu o. · 

his expanded work \\ith the techmque at e 
Bolesla,sh 's work at the Lab. 
38 • 

Strasberg "Acting " 144~5. 
39 • . . " 9 

Gordon and Lassiter. "Acting Expenments, · 
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I rorncal h .. trasbcrg · s in11ialion of 11 . 
11s rehearsal proc 

ess seems very similar to Stanislavsky's 
ultima te disco, crY . the method of phYsical actioils_4u · 

The Group furth . · em1ore, applied the work prior to 
the publication of StanislaYSky ·s book, Creating a R 1 0 

e, the only book that covered the MAT director 's 

last 1m·ent1on. BY impro\'isi ng the play the a t " . . 
' c ors iormed relat1onsh1ps with the characters and each 

other TheY recognized how the problems affected the· h 
tr c aracters and responded to them out of 

Ultimately. Strasberg devoted the Group's rehearsals to expressing the character's essence with 

e, er, action. The subtext of the character possessed this quality Accordingly, Strasberg employed 

m era I exercises that would help the actors find the manifestation of the subtext for their characters. The 

techniques included affecti\'e memory, but Strasberg primarily relied on their work with improvisations to 

help the actor find what the character really needed. He explained, "Improvisation leads to the process of 

thought and response and also helps the actor to discover the logical behavior of the character, rather than 

·'merely illustrating" the obvious meaning of the line."41 Likewise, Strasberg's dedication to revealing the 

subtext motiYated his application of several techniques. 

What was Strasberg's Purpose for Affective Memory? 

When Strasbcrg first applied affective memory with the Group, he considered it an innovation. 

· 1 1,.,, t hniques· but the invention of affective memory He recognized the significance of the other Starns avs .... J ec , 

. . . ]in, virtuallv overlooked in America ·s theatre. 
captured the means of dell\·enng emot10nal truth, a qua •; , 

The 

. . 1 rt and emphasized making money. In order to secure 
Group believed that Broadway sacnficed theatnca a 

d ct short rehearsal processes, cast big-name stars, 
a profit, Broadway producers expected theatres to con u 

. that these theatres presented a mechanical display of 
and perform light-hearted plays. Strasberg ex1)lamed 

. . acting so much, that Strasberg referred to 
. . h dommated Amencan emotions. Their presentat10nal approac 

)' 42 
. k estures to represent certain fee mgs. 

other acting textbooks that advocated usmg stoc g 

4u . 1 actions in Chapter 3. 
I ha\'e described the method of physica 

4] 

Strasberg. Dream, 91. 
42 ' 

Strasberg. ''Acting," 140. 
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R, apph 111g all of ta ni sla,sh ·s t I . 
. . . cc imques. the Group members I d 

iope to create productions 
th.it n:prcscntcd art1st1c truth. similar to the MAT. 

The, also expected th . · · eir work to take on the essence 
of 1ts o\\·n culture. By producing plavs about life in At . . 

- nenca and filling them with the fortitude of truth, 

the Group intended to recapture the art of the the t Th , . 
a re. e) wanted to captIYate the audience rather than 

merely entertain it. Describing the Group 's g I Ada 
oa , ms declared, "Substantially it was that Group 

members would not handle stage emotions mechanicall" Id 
., , wou not pretend, would not just deliver lines 

as excellently as possible but would substitute authenticih, of ~ee11·11g r 1 · ks f aft •; 1or nc o stagecr and true 

emotion for theatrical performance. "43 

Strasberg felt that the Stanislavsky System provided the key to meeting that goal. In "Acting and 

Actor Training." Strasberg described Stanislavsky's contributions to the theatre.44 First. Stanislavsky 

concerned himself with the actor's ability to create real characters, by preparing his subconscious 

emotional resources. Furthermore, his approach promoted the concept of a theatre company as a 

collective group. Every MAT production required its actors, designers, and technicians to interpret and 

communicate the meaning of the play through one primary vision. Thus Strasberg understood 

StanislaYsky' s ideas and recognized the significance of all the techniques in preparing the actor for his 

craft 

Strasberg's ideas would e\'entually evolve into new discoYeries, particularly the concept of sense 

memory. But while with the Group, Strasberg believed that sense memory only helped the actor in 

· · · I · 45 He trained the actors to remember the 
deYeloping concentration and sustammg emollona memones. 

· · When the actor remembered these sensations, 
sensori.al experiences associated with personal hfe events. 

. emotion The actor then combined the process 
he automatically and reliably responded with the correct · 

. . . . th character's true motivations. Hence, affective 
with the creativity of his imagmat10n to conunumcate e 

' k ·111 ·magination or action Rather, he used the technique to 
memory never replaced the actor s wor m 1 

stimulate them. For Strasberg exrplained, 

43 
Adams. '·Imperfect Genius," 121-22. 

44 
Strasberg "Acting. " 136-40. 

45 ' 
Strasberg, "Acting," 1-D 
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AfTect1,e memon· is the ba . . 
. sic material for rel . 

Mng on the stage, and therefore for the 
crea ti on of a real experience ti 

. on ie stage. What th 
e actor repeats in performance after 

pcrfonnance is not just the words d 
an movements he practiced in rehearsal, but the 

memory of emotion. He h 
reac es this emotion through the memory of thought and 

sensation. 46 

His definition of the technique alone communicated the pu f h. k 
rpose o 1s wor . Strasberg sought to reveal 

the full manifestation the character 's intentions the subtext through · ·ct · 
, , , VIVI expression. Accordingly, the 

technique fueled the actor·s imagination for creating the truth behind each physical action. 

As the Group's acting coach, Strasberg frequently applied the new-fashioned affective memory 

because of its potential to develop the emotional content of a role. It helped the actor attain the physical, 

mental, and emotional e:-.l)ression of truth by joining the actor's personal e:-.-periences \\ith the character's 

circumstances. Furthennore, it secured the actor's emotional control over the part. He could 

automatically conjure the appropriate emotions through sense memory. Consequenlly, Strasberg 

emphasized the technique because of its influence on acting and actor training. After all , Stanislavsky 

himself e:-.l)lained that affectiYe memory work served as "the cornerstone of the modern method of 

training the actor. "47 

Did Strasberg Change His Approach to Affective Memory? 

. . . tances surrounding Strasberg's moYe to the 
An answer to this quest10n mvolves the cucums 

. , •' . ·nal techniques into his own acting approach, the 
Actors Studio, where he expanded Stamsla, sk) s ongi 

. tin with Stanislavsky she challenged 
Method In 1934 when Adler returned from her Pans mee g · ' 

. ' 

. . ' I in the actor 's relationship with the character. 
Strasberg's work. She felt his approach failed 111 de,e op g 

. bs ·tut" n and affective memory, . . k with the creative if, su ti IO , 
Apparently, this argument hmged on his wor 

h . personal experience rather than 
h . ues placed emp as1s on 

because Strasberg's application of these tee mq 

46 
Strasberg. Dream, 113 . 

40 

Strasberg, '·Acting," I 44 
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the character's s1 tuatio 11 .•1x Strasbcrg dis d . 
agree . beheYing that his a . 

pproach achieved results mores cific 
10 ho\\ 1hc cha racter would respond. pe 

The argument between Strasbcrg d A an dler pol · d anze the Group Commented Brand. 

The tensions over the problem f . . s o techmque we b h . re roug t out mto the open when Stella 

came back from her work ,,ith St . 1 ams avsky There were sharp divisions. It was like 

being either a Republican or a De 
mocrat. People were staunch adherents of one side or 

the other. When Harold [Cl ] urrnan started casting Awake and Sing. that became the 

nucleus of the Group. People who were not involved kind of went with Lee and the rest 

ofus went with Harold. 49 

The problems \\ithin the Group forced Strasberg to resign in 1937 th . ft Adl , · · , ree ) ears a er er s meet mg mth 

StanislaYsky and three years before the Group's demise. 

hentually, Strasberg joined two of his detractors, Robert Le\\is and Elia Kazan, at the request of 

his long-time friend and colleague, Cheryl Crawford. so Lewis, Kazan, and Cm\ford opened the Actors 

Studio in 194 7. Intent on teaching and applying the true StanislaYsky System. Lewis as the Studio's 

director reluctantly honored Cra\\ford's request. He offered Strasberg a position to teach, stressing that 

their mission was to train actors in Stanislavsky's work. But when Lewis resigned in 1948. Strasberg 

succeeded him. With further research and experimentation Strasberg furthered his work in refining the 

actor 's oycr-all expression of the character These exercises shifted the Studio 's focus, leading to the 

synon~mous bond between the Studio and the Method. 

T 
,.1~ I the Method at either the Studio or the Lee Strasberg Institute. Sandrey 

O=Y, an actor can earn 

explained the difference between the two settings _s1 Classes at the Institute are open to an actor who 

ft A t dent attends classes structured toward 
needs to deYelop the most primary tools of the era · s u 

This bas
ic training incorporates Strasberg's modernized versions 

developing himself for theatrical work. 
. . d become an artist of the stage. At the Institute, they 

of StamslaYsky techniques, helpmg the stu ent to 

learn the basics; but at the Studio, they apply the Method. 

4~ 

49 
Strasberg, Dream, 85-88 . 
Chmoy "Reunion " 516 5() ' • . 

Gray, "Critical Chronology," 160. 
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Before gaining entrance into the Studi 
. o, an actor must pass a strin en . . . 

c:,; hib11s a thorough Jeno\\ ledge of actin F . g t auditton by which he 
g. ew actors are accepted into the 

succeed must striYe for furthe · program. but those who 
r improvement. Strasber . 

g exl)Iamect the basic philosophy: 

We are \\illing to be infl uenced by an th · ) mg, to try anything. We have no fear of gi,ing 

up an)thing here. Here th . . 
ere is nothmg holy. Anything that can help us to become 

better, to fulfill better the actor 's ta . 
sk, to contnbute toward a more aliye and dvnamic 

theatre is certainlv worth trying and ki · 
• wor ng on .... A studio is not concerned \\ith 

production Therefore it does 't n matter whether an indi\idual piece of work in a studio 

is a failure or a success, because it is . good or bad only m tenns of your own needs, of 

your om1 development. 52 

Essentially, the Studio environment promotes personal gr0\\1h and is not a place for beginners. 

The Studio actor determines where he needs to improve He works on a · di ·ct I · • n m n ua actmg problem and 

brings it to the session. Once ready, the actor signs up for a date when he \\i ll perfom1 a scene or a 

particular Method exercise. While each problem is unique to the actor. all Studio members apply the 

Method to achieYe personal break-throughs. 

Although entirely different settings from the Group. the Institute and the Studio serYed the same 

purpose Strasbcrg used both locations to fulfill his mission in helping actors find a \i \id means of 

expression Subtex1 remained the heart of this mission. as he considered it to be the essence of the true 

character. In order to become an artist. the actor needed to acquire the tools and training that allowed him 

to communicate the subtext. Strasberg continued to expand on his Method techniques for years, 

continually imprO\ing them to attain bet1er results The techniques even succeeded in mO\i ng his work 

beyond Stanislavsky. Hence, Strasberg's purpose for the Method ne,·er changed. but his techniques for 

deYeloping and revealing the true essence of the character did. 

S 
• • h ed · three areas· he placed greater emphasis on sense memory; 

trasberg 's work pnmanly c ang m · 

h 
· · · · ct he deYeloped new exercises for 

e dmsed a challenging program to help beginrung actors. an 
. h M thod proponents. felt that his work \,ith sense 

"unblocking" emotions. Strasberg. along \\1th ot er e 

51 
Sandrey, telephone interview. 
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111c1110 IY endured as his most important cont ·b . . 
n utJon to actmg Sandr 

. . · ey stressed the use of sense memory 
as a process. cxpla1111ng that it guides actors th h 

roug out a staged performance_sJ 

A professional actor applies sense mem d . 
ory unng rehearsals to help him create specific 

stimulants for actions. In essence, the work achieves th p . . 
e avloVIan stimulus-response work that 

StanislaYsky desired. Using Stanislavksy's m dm • 
a an exercise as an example, the actor who plays the 

--yictim .. would set a specific stimulus for the moment that th dm · . 
e ma an chmbs the stam. He hears the 

footsteps and responds by running to the door to block the madman's t Th • en ranee. e actor can deVIse 

seYeral sensory details that would motivate his response. Perhaps he considers the sound of the madman's 

breathing as he climbs the steps. With each step, the actor imagines that his breath sounds and smells like 

the breath of a bull . The image for the actor is strong, which is the only essential requirement. He hears 

snorts, and can perceive the depth of heaviness as the antagonist inhales and exhales. Furthermore, the 

actor senses the closeness of a blood-thirsty odor with each nearing step and finds that it eYokes an 

immediate response for survival. The actor applies the sense memory during every rehearsal, developing 

an automatic response to barricade the door. 

Strasberg belieYed that this level of sense memory achieved the elements of truth and control that 

he sought through the Method. First, the sensorial imagery promotes all of the colors needed to reveal the 

character's reactions, thereby revealing the subte:-.1. It also develops automatic physical, mental, alld 

· · f h 1· n For this reason Sandrev explained that emotJonal responses that control the exl)ress1ons o eac ac 10 · , -

• k Sh observed, "It makes the performance fresh 
sense memory served as the crux for perfonnance '"or · e 

· the actor doesn't have to worry, ' Will I feel it 
and real and secure to the actor. Every smgle performance, 

. . Hing something, it \\i ll happen freshly every 
tonight?' The actor knows by touchmg something or sme 

perfom1ance. "54 

. mo required specific training in creating sensory 
Of course to achieve this level of sense me ry 

, the actor's ability to create and respond to the 
images. Strasberg devised a training schedule to secure · 

. . . SandrcY exl)lained, "If you have ever 
necessary images. Noting the philosophy behind this trammg, · 

52 
Strasberg. Studio, 38. 

53 S . andrey telephone interview. 
~ , . 
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experienced an:,1hing in life even like drinki 
ng a cup of coffee or te . 

. a, :,our senses-not your mind-your 
sense of touch. smell, taste actuall)' have th · 

eJT own memorv A d h 
· · n t ey do work. If you train-if you do 

the technique- it will all get faster and faster .. ss 

Strasberg eventually developed 12 . fi . 
spec1 ic exercise levels devoted to training the actor to use his 

56 Ar 
sense memory. ~ the actor graduated from one 1 , 1 h 

e,e , e progressed to the ne:-.1 one. Strasberg's 

program for teaching the technique concentrated on t · · h 
rammg t e actor to create and respond to a Yariety of 

sensations. Only the last three exercises related to conjuring emotions. further pro,i ng that he used the 

technique to train primary skills rather than to achieve emotional re It SU S. 

Strasberg devoted the first four exercises to creating one specific sensory image. The first 

exercise stems from repeating specific everyday acts like drinking coffee or orange juice. An actor simply 

tries to focus on the touch and weight of the cup. At the second level. the actor must re-enact a process 

that carries more personal overtones. Such rituals might include putting on make-up for women and 

shaving for men. The point of this exercise is that the actor is looking into an imaginary mirror and must 

concentrate to the e:-.1ent that he sees his reflection. The third exercise concerns testing a sensation from 

an external force . such as sunshine. and then progresses to the fourth exercise. feeling pain. ince this 

sensation comes from a more internal source. it is easy to see that Strasbcrg used these first four exercises 

to help the actor find all possible sources of sensation. Some sensory cues are more immediate due to 

eYeryday practice. but objects like sunshine and pain are less tangible Although these exercises were 

increasingly difficult, they only demanded attention to creating one sensation at a time. 

gh · I h · rc·ses became even more complicated. 
Strasberg work \\ith the fif1h throu e1g 1t exe 1 

The actor 

. . h f h fiye senses The actor might hear a shrill 
examined his ability to create intense sumuh for eac O t e · 

. . Hence. the images became more specific. With 
whistle. touch a bummg hot stove. or taste a sour grape. 

. ts to ether. such as creating an entire scene of 
the eighth step. the actor applies all of the sensoT) aspec g 

taking a shower. 
. h. If Strasberg than added words to the 

·fi ensauons for imse · 
After the actor could create speci c s 

The actor had to learn to work and 
. . . to impro,ised scenes. 

exercises and incorporated the technique 111 

55 S . 
andrey, telephone internew. 
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f(11l<1\I others rn rccrcatrng a va riety of sc . 
. nsat1ons and objects. As . 

m one such scenario, Strasberg told 
~ctors to pretend they \\Crc going on a picnic_5-

First. thev had t h . . 
. o reac the p1cruc site, each carrying a 

di!Tcrcnt item. The leader would establish a variety of diffi 
erent obstacles, such as walking through brush, 

lifting tree limbs. stepping over fallen trees and • 
, crossmg a stream by balancing on variety of different 

rocks Once at the site. the actors would pass the v · • . . 
anous imagmary obJects or put them in different 

places The exercise forced the actors to observe the act' f h 
ions O ot ers and to collaborate on sensory needs. 

Strasberg created these numerous exercises to help th 1 1 e ac or app y sense memory on stage. These 

exercises provided a source for focus and control When the actor faced a 
1
- 11 h ed · n emo 10na y-c arg moment, 

he responded \\ith both the force of the character's feelings and the strength of his own control over 

himself However, some actors lacked the freedom of e:-..'J)ression necessary to reveal their emotions. 

Strasberg's continued study led him to help these actors, whose personal inhibitions blocked 

them from e>..-periencing specific emotions. By developing new exercises and techniques, Strasberg helped 

them to liberate themselves of the personal emotional barriers. Strasberg developed several exercises for 

the purpose of "unblocking" emotions that led to their freed expression. He detailed three such exercises 

. d fli . H in Strasberg at the Actors Studio : song and dance, the pnvate moment. an a ective memory. 

Strasberg used the song and dance exercise to help his actors become less self-conscious, by 

forcing the actor to free himself physically. 59 Whether blocked by fear or a physical inability to exert the 

· f sponses He beoins by sitting in a relaxed movement, an actor learns to open himsel to spontaneous re · o· 

· · Th hout the duration of the song. he takes in the state while singing the notes of a farruhar song. roug · 

fi · h d The actor then sings the song again, this 
specific feelings experienced with each tone until it is ms e · 

. Strasberg would sometimes direct a particular 
lime responding spontaneously to the notes of the tune. 

h h of any sudden inspiration. Strasberg found that the 
tempo or motion, forcing the actor to fulfill t e pus 

. n im ulse and emotional ex-pression. In essence, it 
exercise helps the actor apply the connection betwee P 

allows the actor to let go. 

56 

5_ Strasberg, Studio, 102-14. 
Strasberg, "Acting," 152. s~ 
Strasberg Studio 212 . 

S9 ' ' 
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Str.1~ rg·~ most ontr0Ycrs1al exercise ti . 
. ic pn\·atc moment al f 

· so recd the actor·s inhibitions 
He c,rt:1111 d the on~1n and applicat ion of t! . · 

~ 1c excrc · I · · . 
. ise Ill ll S interY1ew \\i th Schechner_6o Strasbcrg 

dcm cd this tcch111quc from hi s later intcrp t • 
re atton of a Stanisla · ky . 

vs concept, pubhc solitude. Strasberg 
fel t that an actor 's inhibi tions or self-conscio ,. 

1
. 

us iee mgs might kee th _,. P e peuormer from reaching this 
state. 111 , , hich the public ·s presence does not div rt h' . 

e is attenhon from the action of the play. The exercise 

requ ires the actor to perform an activity normally d · . 
. one m pnvate. Strasberg explained that the action 

must not be confused \\i th something personal. R th h 
a er, e described the private activity as something that 

an indi\i dual normally does when alone but would stop if so 1 · , meone e se were to enter the room. Such a 

moment might be sha,ing legs. singing a song, or a part any morning ritual, typical of a private 

experience. By placing this moment in front of the public, the actor becomes freed of inhibitions and fears 

before an audience. Strasberg exl)lained that the exercise often exhibited successful results. 

While Strasberg created song and dance, the private moment, and other new exercises for 

unleashing emotional blockages, he continued to teach affective memory. The Studio actors used it to find 

a specifi c emotion and apply it to the action of the script. The purpose for the exercise remained the same, 

but Strasberg was forced to clarify and exl)and on his instruction for his less exl)Crienced actors at the 

Institute and Studio. Strasberg's instruction further proved that he sought to create an impulse for 

summoning the emotion.61 He never concerned his work with exl)loiting the actor's emotions. By using 

sensory concentration. the actor could rely on the emotion to happen without directly thinking about it. 

Affective memory, which combines the work of sense and emotion memories, allows the 

. . . db · ·1 · to the actor's stage environment. mdindual to experience a personal event an nng 1 111 
The first time 

the actor worked ,,ith affective memory in a Strasberg class, he picked a simple emotion from memory 

Strasberg would direct his students and advise them: 
and recalled it aloud before his classmates. 

. . y but try to tell it to us as if it is happening to 
[D]on 't recall it merely m a narrative wa , 

. f ds but try to remember the objects you are 
you. Don 't worry about your ch01ce o wor , 

ture the emotion itself, but only the object and 
concerned with. Make no effort to recap 

will find that without any other effort on 
event that caused it. If this is followed out, you 

6<J Schechncr, "Live Material," 185-91. 
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your part. the emotion associated ·th I 
\\1 t 1e part· 1 • 

icu ar c:-.l)enence \\ill come back to vou 
and take possession of you.62 · 

Strasberg continued the exercise by askin th 
g e actor to recall the same eYent again _63 This forced 

the student to truly concentrate on the sensations and th . . 
e e,ent, and not on the deSJred emotional result. 

The student also rehearsed the affective memory through · . . . . 
impronsations before he applied 11 to the script. 

allo\,ing him to focus on the given circumstances of the plav Finally, the actor progressed to the point 

that he could apply affective memory during an actual scene. 

Strasberg's ach·ice and direction stressed that affectiYe memory empowered the actor because it 

allowed him to control the most vulnerable matter of the craft. emotions. Subsequently. Strasbcrg told 

actors to choose experiences that had occurred at least se,·en years in the past.64 Recent experiences excite 

an actor. which throws him out of control and defeats the purpose of the exercise. Past e:qx:rienccs. 

howeYer, consistently achieye the same effect and pro,ide a more rational approach to the action of the 

play. Strasberg thus suggested using experiences from childhood memories. because they had lasted 

throughout the actor· s life. 

In summar.·. Strasbcrg"s Method incorporated afTcct1,·e memor:,·. expanded on emotional 

· · · d t · rtantl\· tressed the concentrated ,,ork of techmques. defined new approaches to tratntng. an mos tmpo . • 

ed h t be ond the c nllal ta111sla1·sJ..~-sensc memories. He obser.-ed that these disco,·eries mo,· t e ac or Y 

. . . . . h. . k oof that he sought emouonal result . an~· techmques. While many cnt1cs dismissed t 1s ,,or as pr 

. ··w . r \\ Orked on emouon \ e "orked on someth.mg contended their accusations She explatned. e ne, e 

. · . --65 Hence Strasberg never changed the focus of 
much. much better than emotion: behanor and rcah~ · · 

tis behind each Ii,ing moment on the stage. 
the Method to create productions that reYealed the tru 1 

An 

. t,ecausc it prondcd the root of controlled 
actor learned the essential techniques. particularly sense memor:, 

. actors to explore and expand their means of 
experiences Though many of his expenments helped 

. Its in tenns of action. 
e\-pression. Strasberg always focused his resu 

6
~ Strasberg. "Acting.'' 143-44 

6
- Strasberg ... Acting." 155-56. 

:: Strasberg ... Acting:· I 56-159. 
Strasberg. Dream. 149. 

65 S . 
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How Oid Strnsberg's Students y- tt· 
iew 1s Work? 

Although Sandrey explained th t S 
. a trasberg rud not focus on emotions h' . 

. . , is I rnage as a guru of true 
emotions has persisted Perhaps Cindy Adams be . 

st illustrated the essence of the criticism Strasberg 
e\pcricnced in her biography about him Re .b 

· spons1 le for ti t · · 
le rammg of Group members, he tried to help 

actress Pheobe Brand. Adams described her response to his work: 

·J can ·1. I'm trying because I know e , ryth· , , . . 
,e mg )Ou re givmg us is right and we all 

believe in it but I just don 't get all th· b' . 
is su ~ect1ve stuff. I mean, we 're all learning a 

tremendous amount and we kno . , th 1 . 
\\ at a ot of thmgs are starting right here and that it's 

all your contribution · · · and, well, I want to please you but ... ' She looked at him and 

finished off lamely, 'What you want stops eveT)1hing. It stops the action. '66 

Brand's problem with the Method epitomized the complaints of several actors, who felt that Strasberg had 

sacrificed the action of the script to the emotional work. 

Adler often spoke unfavorably about Strasberg's method. She mote an insert regarding her 

experiences \\ith the Group and Lee Strasberg for the book, Actors on Acting. In her chapter, she 

explained how affective memory technique harmed the work of her fellow actors. 67 Some students could 

not relax because the technique itself created tension. These performers could not deal with the reality of 

the emotions that they exl)Osed to themselves. Adler ex'J)lained that the emotions should always remain 

submerged in the actor 's subconscious. Only the relative understanding of emotions should reveal itself 

through an understanding of the action. 

Perhaps proponents of the Method have not helped Strasberg's image either. Actress Shelley 

· afli · 68 She felt that the use of emotions 
Wmters claimed that she "obituated" her career to ective memory. 

. t' s provided the sum of life 's total exl)Criences which 
,ras always necessary. According to Wmters, emo 1011 

. . emo she explained, is an actor's "weapon" 
demanded their necessity in the work of acting. Affective m ry, 

66 
Adams, "Imperfect Genius " 123. A 0. g ed Tobv Cole and Helen Krich 

6" ' "A tors on c n , · . 
Stella Adler "The Actor in the Group Theater, c 

Chinoy (New York : Crown Publishers, Inc., 1970), 605. St d·o Bravo Film and Arts Network 
68 . . . . Inside the Actors u I ' 

Shelley Wmters mterv1ew by James Lipton, 1 se Productions) 1995 
(N ' . LTD nd Bete geu ew York : In the Moment Product10ns, · a 
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,, .rn,c 11 fo l\ c~ :ictor~ co 111 rol and 11 "di slodge . .. 
s emotions Ha .· • 

· ' mg rcccn·cd a Golden Globe. an Emmy, 
1" 0 ,\ c:idc1m ,\,1 :irds and sc,cral international t" 

ac mg awa rds. Winters certainly achie, ed success. 

H0,,c, er. her m111 tortuous account of her work ,,i th 
1 

. 
persona emotions and need for psychiatric help 

seemed to suggest that the complaints of many actors might be true. 

Sa ndrey ·s e:-.--planations contradicted Winters ' statement bo t h · · 
s a u t e constant apphcat1on of 

persona l emotions. Howe,·cr. the magic of Strasberg's Method was that the actor could use any technique 

that helped them serve the purpose of the play. While Winters may have felt that she owed her career to 

affccti1·c memory. Sandrey concentrated her work on the essential tools trained through sense memory. 

For this reason. she countered critic's accusations by describing the true results of their work She 

explained. "To someone who doesn 't know the technique, it might seem to them, I think jealously, that 

we 're going after emotion. And the beauty ofit is, we don 't. We make things logical and real and the 

emotion just happens. "69 

Another fonner Strasberg student Estelle Parsons commented similarly. She remembered 

Strasberg · s stress on ensemble work; however, the training centered on developing her physical, 

emot ional. and intellectual apparati for the art of acting. Reflecting on his influence on her career, she 

remarked. 

I am one of the few people left plying the trade of stage acting who went through five 

years of study with the man before finally being admitted to the Actors Studio, where 

f h · The rest of the iceberg is sensory members get only the tip of the iceberg rom nn. 

. . t function at ,,i ll from imagining stimuli; attempt to get 
exercises: trammg my senses 0 

. i in direct connection; becoming aware of physical 
my m eal and emollonal apparat . 

that the emotional life of those ex-penences 
tensions and getting them out of the way so . 

. . .. I fancv myself a master of this f ·maginary stimuh. ; will be a,ailable at will by use O · 1 

thanks to my training with Lee. 
70 

' . nfluence for the strengths of her own 
. Oscars credited Strasberg s I 

Thus, Parsons, who has rece1, ed two ' 

I f sense memory work. talent and also focused on the resu ts 0 

69 . . 
Sandrey, telephone mterv1ew. 
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Kim Stanley also appreciated her instru t' . 
c ion with Strasberg Focusing on his stress to live each 

moment of the play. Stanley translated Strasberg's ex tat' 
-~c ion of actors to follow the impulse.71 

Furthennore. she stressed that the actor must train himself t t . . 
o rust and pursue the impelling forces of any 

stimulus If all the actors work together in responding t h . . . . 
o one anot er, m addition to mternal stimuli, then 

the production fulfills the truthful element of the moment If the actor rema· fr d · ·d gh 
· ms ee an ,w1 enou to 

exhibit it, then the production carries the artistic expression required of the true art theatre. 

So Strasberg's work has encountered both positive and negatiYe criticism. Actresses like Brand 

and Adler rnided Strasberg's credibility. They disapproved of his training philosophy. exclaiming that he 

distorted acting because he stressed emotional work. By contrast, Winters, Sandrey, Parsons, and Stanley 

saw his influence in their O\m careers. They felt that the intensity of his internal training motivated the 

actor's ability to fulfill the demands of a theatrical artist. Hence Adams explained, "Instead of ,iolins or 

pianos, actors must call upon their own beings to function. To project emotion which isn ·1 really 

happening is to pretend. To do it for real, to be ,ulnerable and whatever happens. happens. takes 

"
72 Whether guided by courage or impulse, Strasberg disciples Yalidatc his work with their belief courage. . 

in his Method and the positive influence that it has had on their careers. 

Conclusion 

. . . ·1 was conceiYed and inspired out the While Strasberg's Method encountered much cnllc1sm, t 

work of his mentors. Stanislavsky and Boleslavsky. A performance by the MAT first nurtured Strasberg 's 

. b ·h Boleslavsh schooled him in the techniques of 
ideas of an art theatre. He also trained at the La · " ere · 

the System. In addition, Boleslavsky expan h . es through his instruction of subte>.1 ded on System tee mqu 

. ideas for his American students. and affective memory. He clarified these . 
· nces ,,ith both actmg . and had his own first-hand ex-pene 

Strasberg thus received strong ideas . ns of revealing the 
~ It that he could find ne,, mea . . d research Strasberg e 

mstructors. After observation an ' . fi d the emotional current 
He invented new techniques to n 

subtext in addition to expressing it more fully. 

J 980 24-25 . , . · " Horizon, January ' 0 
Estelle Parsons "A Teacher's InspiratJOn, 

·i Adams, '·Imperfect Genius," 214. 
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of e:,;pression. relying less on the use of afTecti,·e memorv 
Hi s ideas funhcr led him lo e,pand on the 

concept and use of sense memory work. 

These ideas offered control and truth the same d d 
1 · es1re rcsu ts JS . tamsla, :\ and Bolcsla, k, 

In discussing how the Method contributed to th is goa l. Ira rg cYplaincd. 'T he . lcth 
ons1dcrs the 

actor as a crea ti,·e artist who must Iran late the ideas. intentions and ,, or f o the author into J lt ,ing 

presentation . In this presentation. the sound of the word contains not onl~ mc.:imng. but ~ 11 n. 

emotion . and bchaYior. A ne\\ rea li ty 1s a h1C'\cd .. ·, 

Indeed Strasbcrg believed that tam la, ~ an Bolc:sl;11 , found J mcJns of pr~110 rc;il 

emotions " 1thin an art1 st1 c produ t1 on nd III r'C\ c.Jling the hJrxtet 1 \ through 

the concept of giYcn c1rcum tan A or ngl~ . rg sought to ntcnd the ~It t~ xh1cvod 

throu gh the con cpl of subte,t. 11 h1 h pro, u.Jcd a mort tc,tur nm ,1J the NIA et He t .11nod the 

actor to find uc that rc,calcd th I fi I dcJ.s thou nd fcdtn ttut Csllod the r a , C'\C'1\ 

11 ort.l and a 11 0 11 And thr ugh th . I th th ~nin ulh .a.nJ f\ilh 

·: .-\dJms. ·· Jmn.'rfr t Gcmus: · _ I~ -\ .... ~ 
· trasbcrg. Dream. 19 



Chapter 6 

Affective Memory: 
A Study of the Technique that Evolved Beyond Stanislavsky 

Original!\ . I hvpothesized that Strasbe · . 
· · rg s ,,ork was merely a variation of Stanislavsky's System 

Howe,cr. an intcniew \\ith Irma Sandrey. a professional act d s · 1 - ress an eruor nstructor at the Lee 

Strasberg Institute. has clarified my understanding of his work. Strasberg implemented Stanislavsky"s 

techniques at the Group and the Studio because they prepared the actor in building the rudimentary skills 

for the craft . He also examined subtex1, affective memory, and improvisation, areas that Boleslavsky 

found so integral to acting that he redefined them to convey their importance to American acting students. 

Despite the presence of these concepts \\ithin the Method, Sandrey emphasized Strasberg's o\\n inventive 

discoveries and contributions regarding actor training. She firmly explained that they used Stanislavsky's 

work for the basics of sening the play. Noting that Strasberg derived the work of scene analysis and 

character development from the Stanislavsky tradition, Sandrey observed, "We always do that. but .. . we 

are way beyond that. ,,1 

Sandre)·' s comments unveiled a new opinion of Strasberg. who purposefully explored 

Stanislavsky's approach to actor training and reinvented it to offer the actor further control over the part. 

In the beginning, the Method. with its exercises devoted to relaxation and concentration. seemed to 

S dr= 's explanation illuminated the fact that he studied 
represent a variation of the System. However, an v ; 

h . es that served the actor. Examining the three 
Stanislavsky and Boleslavsky in order to find new tee mqu 

. . , led the essence of each of their philosophies regarding 
instructor 's approaches to affective memoT) revea 

acting and actor training. 
. emory technique in a way that corresponded to 

hed aff ect1ve m Ob\iously, each teacher approac . . 
. . the progression of philosophies from 

However, exammmg 
his basic pedagogic philosophy about acting. 

h 
d further forward toward the means of 

. . . h t each teacher pus e 
Stanislavsky to Strasberg indicates t a 

I S . andrey, telephone inteTV1eW. 
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achic\lng thcatncal truth . SLanislavsh Laught ~"'"ect · 

· au, 1ve memorv be · 
· cause It worked as one possible tool for 

creat ing true and honest feelings He felt that an artist oft 
ers the truest and most real contribution to the 

role through personal ex-periences which define a · di ·ct , . 
n m vi ual s perceptJon about life and the human 

condition For this reason. he encouraged the f fii -
use O a ectJve memory to help the actor discover her own 

emotional identification with the part. Once she found th ·ght 
e n moment, the actor repeated thinking 

through the event until she could arouse the specific feelings h. , sec d tur Thi 
VJ on na e. s prepared the actor to 

automatically stir the feelings from memory when she did not experience inspiration during the play. 

Despite this new approach to emotions. Stanislavsky continued to apply it to communicating the 

truth behind the actions of the play. Imagination, the actor's most important tool. always provided the 

actor \\ith the necessary actions. The perfonner could use it to create magic ifs and add to the given 

circumstances offered by the playwright, thereby motivating the actor's creation of the part. These tools 

of the imagination could trigger the emotion memory, automatically arousing the proper behavioral 

responses. By using the techniques of the System, Stanislavsky felt that an actor could provide a complete 

physical and spiritual interpretation of the role. 

While Boleslavsh also aspired to this same essence in his own work. he placed a more spiritual 

meaning on actor training. He stressed that an actor needed to 0\"11 the tools necessary for communicating 

the higher truth of the play, an essential quality for his theatrical productions. In °rder to fulfill this task, 

ha rding to the dramatic action of the he e>..-pected the student to understand and create the c racter acco 

script The actor would analyze the main defining actions of the character and the play, which 

th performer would realize how her character's 
Boleslavsky referred to as the spine. Furthennore, e 

h ent The actor's . . he maior objective for eac mom . 
motivations fit within this context by mterpretmg t ~ 

h b. ective of the script just as a musician 
analysis created a score of actions. She simply had to play eac O ~ 

. unicated the goals and intentions 
In tum, the score of actions comm 

played each note on a musical score. 
II ed the actor to develop the character 

1 The process thus a ow 
of the character within the contex1 of the P ay. 

as a way of illuminating the play's meaning. 



Thi~ did not reduce the need~ . or affecti ve mem 
ory work. In fact Bolesla . 

1n~truct1 on of the acting tool for the . · , sky reconfigured the 
specific purpo f . se o teaching it to Am . . encan actors. He di ·ct d 

affect I\ c memon into two separate t h . ' '
1 

e 

11 2 

ec ruques: sense memorv a d . . n emollon memory First, a student actor 
lea rned ho" to use sense memon· bv r di . · . . espon ng to specific ima . ned . 

. . . gi sensallons. She created the 
sensation of lifting a vanetv of imagina . b. 

· f) 0 ~ects from the gro d .. . .. un ' such as heavy rocks or small pearl 

beads She listened to a varietv of so ds lik . un , e an orchestra plaving Beethoven's Fifth S h · ymp onv or a 

mouse scratching in the corner of the roo · · m. 

After the actor learned how to recreate s ifi . pee c sensory details, Boleslavsky taught her to 

stimulate emotion memories m· appl)ing the s . . ense memory exercise. She would recreate the precise 

senson details from a specific life event h h . , sue as t e touch of the fabric that she wore, the exact brightness 

of light. and the smells in the air. Suddenlv the actor felt the mood f th b . , o e event ased on her 

recollections of these sensations. This prepared the actor's aflie t· . · c 1ve memo() to respond m case the 

emotions of a scene were not immediately accessible. Hence, Boleslavsky used the technique to help an 

acting student develop an emotional association with the character, and to apply it as an alternative 

resource for emotional responses. 

A former Lab student himself, Strasberg romanticized the meaning ofBoleslavsky's devotion to 

theatre when he became the acting instructor for the Group. Of course, the entire ensemble radiated their 

enthusiasm as they sought to apply the techniques to American dramas. Their performances of these 

dramas, however, reflected characters who did not always say what they really thought. Strasberg wanted 

Group productions to expose the desires and feelings of the human condition, a concept he first derived 

through Boleslavsky 's work with subtext Although he used affective memory, the future Studio director 

im·ented t ... _; d t · t help unlock the deep-seeded expressions of the character. 
new ec,uuques an stra egies o 

Furthermore. he directed their productions through improvisation. By placing themselves in 

· · di ed how their feelings translated to actions and 
snuations similar to their characters, Group actors scover 

. 
1 

1n,' mamc ifto produce the creative if. Essentially, 
responses Strasberg also reconfigured Stams avsn1 5 

o-

bo 
. . . 'f" anded on affective memory. Instead of asking the 

th his work \\ith impro,isat1on and the creauve 1 ... xp 



Jc101 10 find a JX'"0nal c, ncncc 1 11 3 
re atl\·e to a character. Strasber told 

g her to create an experience that 
1, 0uld rcprcc;cnt a similar dilem ma fo r hers If H 

e e fe lt that these id 
eas promoted an understanding of the 

ac11ons and re, ca led the truths underneath th 1 . 
em. rorucallv Strasbe . 

· · rg started his work where 
ianisla, sk, completed 11 

tanisla,·sl<:, · s d.Jsco,·en· of the method f h . . . 
- o p :'t s1cal acttons reversed the process beh• I . , .. ·een ana vs1s 

and blockrng It also allowed an actor to shape her ha . . 
c racter through an improvised perfonnance of the 

pla~ . ra ther than solely using the director , s interpretation of the character. B 
Y improvising the character's 

circumstances. the actor forced herself to deal \\ith the prob! d · ems an emottons of the role. Thus, the 

performer d.JscoYered the purpose behind the character 's actions firsth d, hit furth · an w e ennore arousing the 

actor · s emotions. 

StanislaYsk:,· reyersed the process of the System. thereby promoting his focus on the work of the 

imagination. Through improvisation, imagination truly served as the actor's most important means of 

creating these circumstances. However, Stanislavsky 's attention to imagination did not de-emphasize his 

concerns for the emotional development of the character. As he explained, "My system is the result of 

lifelong searchings ... I have groped after a method of work for actors which will enable them to create 

the image of a character. breathe into it the life of a human spirit and, by natural means, embody it on the 

stage in a beautiful artistic form. "c His personal summation of his contributions expressed the need for 

the artist · s emotions to reveal the full dimensions of the character. True and personal feelings breathed 

the essence of humanity into every role. 

hi! h t the Lab He never changed the 
BoleslaYsky had indoctrinated this Emotionalist P osop Y a · 

' . . . hi h h lped the actor reveal the true feelings of the character. 
1ocus of his work on dramatic act.Ion. w c e 

. . k the school financially afloat. An inspirational 
Unfortunatelv the Lab 's director found 1t difficult to eep - , 

ced to com romise the hours of preparation he 
theatre artist and devoted actor, Boleslavsky was for P 

S 
Aspects of an Actor 's Art and Life 

' . , . Comments on ome R .nh dt 
Constantin StanislaYski Stanis/avsk1 s Legacy. R Ids Hapgood, (London: Max et ar , 

h · . . ' . by Elizabeth eyno 
Y C onstant,n .\ tams/avsld . ed. and trans. 
1958). 11 3 
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dedi cated 10 theat re productions He simplified the a r . . . 

pp oach \\htle continuing to teach dramatic action. 
alTcctl\·c memory. and subtex1 . 

In contrast to BoleslaYSh. Strasberg e · ncountered opportuni • 
hes to exi,and on his work when he 

t,ecame the Director of the Actors Studio. He still fervent! . . 
Y beheved m the expression of the subtex1, but 

he de\oted new energies to techniques that allowed th 
e actor to control these feelings. Attempting to 

e:q,erience these feelings with wild abandon seemed reek! t s 
ess O trasberg. For this reason, he stressed the 

use of sense memory to help ground the actor into the role of the pla)'. 
Furthermore, the exi,anded work 

\\ith sense memory proved to reveal new levels of depth. Strasberg ultimately believed that sense 

memories offered the textures behind the thoughts, concerns, and desires of every action. 

Consequently, sense memory eventually played an integral part of the Method actor's training. 

Through careful training of the technique, the student learned to pro"ide the kind of concentration needed 

for constructing the subtex1 of the play. She learned to create sensations, like drinking a cup of coffee, 

tasting lemon, or feeling sunshine. This depth of sensory development helped the actor to create the 

proper sensorial demands for the scene, in addition to intensifying her level of concentration. Hence, 

Strasberg felt that sense memory held the key to creating truth. It developed the actor's concentration to 

the extent that she could focus on the character's objectives in relationship with the stage environment, 

props, and ensemble. 

Although they revised their approaches to actor training, Stanislavsky, Boleslavsky, and 

· 1 k · the direction of truth spawned their new 
Strasberg maintained their philosophies. Their continua wor m 

. . furth vidence this fact. Through their own 
discoYeries. Comments offered by theu students ere 

. t' al components of their mentor, s acting process. 
impressions of their training, students revealed the essen 1 

. re ring the actor for the stage. Vera 
Stanislavsky's students understood his devotton top pa 

T ted the results of his training in their work 
Solo\iova and Vsevolod Meverhold, students from the MA ' no 

. od f h sical actions actors still understood his 
ded t the meth O P Y ' 

as professionals. Even as his work expan ° . 
. Stanislavsky student descnbed 

. . Sonia Moore, an Amencan 
work m relationship to complete preparation. . 

gh a complete connection of body, rrund, 
. t r to respond throu 

the continued devotion to prepanng the ac 0 
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and spint he obser,cd '·The Stanisla,ski s,·stem 

. ne,er pennits a t be . 
n ae or lo · m the power of accidental 

,ntuitJOn The Svstem is indeed conscious acti,it, at it h • h . 
· s e,g I. prepanng a favorable ground for 

,nspirauon. or for subconscious activitv. when his whole psy h 
1 

· 
1 

. . 
· . c o ogica apparatus 1s involved. "3 Her 

statement epitomized the essence of StanslaYsky's work with the creative state. 

As another Stanislavsh student. Boleslavs1r., illuminated the ,·mportan f th hi 
· " J ce o ese concepts as s 

understanding de,·eloped into new insights, which he shared at the Lab. When asked about their work 

,,ith BoleslaYSky". his students remembered his combined stress on action, ensemble work, and stage 

artistry. Blanche Tancock Hogg and Francis Fergusson described the process of working as a collective 

unit to tell the story of the play. As theatrical artists, they took personal responsibility for the creation of 

their characters while simultaneously fulfilling the director's ,ision through the analysis of the dramatic 

action 

In this way, BoleslaYsk)· taught as a director. He emphasized the director's role in defining and 

creating the overall vision, but he stressed the actor 's role in bringing the production to life. In order to 

create this special Yitality, the actors needed to apply their personal and real emotions to the character. 

When all else failed. affective memory remained a reliable tool for producing those emotions 

automatically. It was for this reason that he wTote in Six Lessons, 

3 

kn t·on i., . heart no interruption or change of order can disturb Moreover. when you ow ac 1 VJ 

t. convinced within one single word, and you know exactly vou. If you haYe your ac ion 

, . . . . f ou on the call of a split second, how can you be 
what that action is, you have it mside O Y 

. d liverv? your scene, or part, is a long string of 
disturbed when the time comes for its e .. 

· h rosal)' you can start . l 'th them as you play wit a . beads-beads of action. You pay WI 

. h if you have a good hold on the beads 
amwhere, any time, and go as far as you w1s , 

themselves. 4 

Moore. Stanislavski Svstem , 83 . 
~ Bolesla\'sk) , Six Less~ns, 67. 
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Bolesla, 51,.,.,_- stressed this purpose for action th gh . . 

rou out his inst . 
. . . ruction at the Lab. Based on reliabilitv of 

technique and the msp1rat1on for response his , . · 
, , ers1on of the techni 

que centered on revealing the play 's 
subtext. the very essence of life revealed in the play · 

The work inspired Boleslavsky' s student St be 
' ras rg. to ex-pand on the ways that the subtex1 could 

manifest itself through the work of the actor. F h 
urt ermore, Strasberg seemed to be the only teacher, of the 

three, who worked personally with each actor. H 
e apparently understood the need for each actor to 

de\'elop those tools that allowed control of the part Recogruz· i th t h . 
· ng a eac actor responds differently, he 

seemed to study actors and tailor certain techniques and exercises for their personal problems This 

discovery brings out a major point about Strasberg's work : his infamous relationship \\ith some of his 

actors. 

Strasberg seemed to have a volatile relationship ,,1th some of his students. Based on the various 

comments offered by Adler, Brand, and Sandrey, students either loved him or hated him. Perhaps this 

most obvious distinction relates to their relationships \\1th the father of the Method. Adler felt that his 

Method studied personal work too intensely. By contrast, Sandrey felt that he offered a brilliant means of 

imprm1ng their own work in a personal way. 

It is for this reason that Sandrev and Shelley Winters seemed so different in their responses to the . . 

affective memory technique. Sandrey insisted that sense memory was the most essential training tool. 

· · · f d to capture emotional identitv ,\1th the while affective memory served as one technique o ozens · 

. f h eer to affective memorv despite her character. Winters. however, credited the success o er car · ' 

. ed t her emotions Thus, the importance of 
recognition that these very personal feelings seem to s ress 

. . ' bility to respond and work with it. Otherwise, 
affective memory technique was relative to the actor s a 

hni ues specifically related to the problem. 
Strasberg observed each actor and created or taught tee q 

rtainly rendered different approaches to 
Although Stanislavsky, Boleslavsky, and SttaSberg ce . 

t must transfer personal emouons to 
Philosophy: an ac or 

actor training and acting. they shared the same 
. . trinsic feelings so that the performer 

gh eans of arousmg tn 
her character. As Emotionalists, they sou t a m 



could portra, the depth of her character. Th 
e affecti,·e memorv t h . . 

· ec ruque provided one solution for 
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helping a theatre artist to discO\·er and create th ~ 1 e ee mgs embedded \\ithin the script and the role. 

Strasberg recognized the importance of this i . . . 
ngredient \\1thin many acting methods. For this 

reason he admonished Studio actors to look beyond th di · • . . 
e \1S1on of actmg philosophies. He proposed, 

The easv assumption that 
. one approach always leads to good results and another 

approach always leads to bad results is simply not borne out by the facts . I wish we 

could stop this senseless opposing of one approach to another and begin to seek real 

Yalues \\ithin each possible approach. Every approach has such ,alues so long as it is 

not mechanically but artistically followed. 5 

An academic understanding of affective memory technique may help explain the differences 

between Stanislavsky, Boleslavsky, and Strasberg. However, a practical example of the technique at work 

would best show the similarities in the basic work of the actor. Focusing on how an actor might practice 

the technique in rehearsal and performance highlights the essential work of each acting instructor. It 

pro,es that through analysis and techniques. like affective memory, they formulated the important truths 

to be reYealed in the action. Table I represents this similarity by illustrating how and when an actor 

applies affectiYe memory. 

In the tradition of Stanislavsky and Boleslavsky, I have created a fictitious actress. Lisa. who 

· f 1 fr the plaY J H Lawson 's Gentlewoman . applies the work of all three instructors to a bne mono ogue om . · · · 

. . S 11 Adl performed the lead role under Strasberg's 
Gentlewoman serves this analysis well because te a er 

6 I . . . • essions with Stanislavsky. The se ecuon 
direction and used scenes from the play dunng her trammg s 

f h haracters, relationships promotes ensemble 
also contains a fairly simple plot and the nature o t e c 

MAT th Lab and the Group Theatre. 
cooperation, a quality at the heart of the , e ' 

und a woman Gwyn Ballantine, who is forced to 
. f G ti , man centers aro ' Essentially, the plot o en elio 

. Her placement bores her because she has 
remove herself from the secured status of a society woman. 

ba d, Jack, commits suicide because of 
hi. When her hus n 

never desired or felt inspired to do anyt ng. 

5 
Strasberg. Studio, 281. 
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culminating debts. Gw~11 realizes that their liYes togeth I k . . 

er ac ed tnlimacy. Two weeks after his funeral. 
Gwyn discoYers the depth of his problems. The · 

msunnountable debts have forced her to sell e\'ef)1hing 

they o,rned, including her home. Furthennore, Dr. Golden, a long-time family friend and psychiatrist 

infonns GW)11 that Jack consulted him as a patient Dr Golden o"" h h 
· . uers er notes t at e>..l)Ose Jack 's 

inability to share his problems and ideas with Gwvn While she is penniless G al d · h 
- · . ..,.~11 so es1res to c ange 

her life and promote it to fighting for something. She vicariously finds a cause through Rudy Flannigan. a 

drunken Irishman who espouses Leftist ideas \\ithout a means of promoting them. His influence helps her 

to maintain a sort of dignity as she falls from wealth to poYerty. 

With this plot summary in mind, I \\ill apply the analysis of affecti,·e memory to an excerpt from 

the second act. As, a close friend, the psychiatrist Dr. Golden giYes G\\~11 notes from his psychiatric 

sessions with Jack. 
1 

Once Dr. Golden leaYes. Gwyn informs her sen·ant. Hatt ie. that she \\ill no longer 

be able to keep her. Since both Hattie and Gw)ll are ob\i ously friends. the moment is hard for them. 

Hattie leaves, noticeably concerned for her confidant. The script then reads as follows: 

[GWYN unfolds the paper she is holding. and tries to read 1t in the fad.tng light. It is 

too dark. She turns to the t\\i lit \\i ndow rear. and stands beside \\indow. tf)i ng to read 

the words. A whispered. agonized cf)·) 

No-No-

[She crumples the paper and drops it to the fl oor. ] 

stuchi n the application of affecti,·e memo()· because it 
This scene serves as a perfect model for · g 

1 ha,·e based these steps on . in romoting the play . s actions 
primarily describes an essential set of steps P 

. . 2 Rehearsals are set accord.tng to each 
d cribed in Chapter • the response to question 4 of the survey es . 

di rections instead of a long ,mtten 
. . aff ectiYe memo()· to scene 

director · s last discoYery By adapting . . nstead of emotions. 

1. the technique to acuons t 
. h w the actor app ies monologue, the analysis can focus on ° 

6 

Gray, "Critcal Chronology," ISO. . . the Appendix. Pl b ·John Howard Lawson. 
· I . nops1s in , r, . T 'O avs Y 
8 

I haye prO\i ded a thorough Pa) ~ in Wi th a Reckless Pre1ace. -.i · • 

John Howard Lawson. Gentlewoman, A 
1 

II J 70 
. I l 934) c ' . CNew York: Farrar and Rinehart nc., 



Table I 

Comparison of Approaches in a Play RehearsaI9 

~ 

PHASE SCHEME STANISLAVSKY 
BOLESLAVSKY 

STRASBERG 
r-

Action : Lisa reads Gentlewoman 
Lisa reads Gentlewoman Lisa reads Gentlewoman 

ONE 
for the first time \\ith 

for the first time \\ith for the first time with the entire cast. 
the entire cast. the entire cast. 

Demands Must be a creative Boleslavsky did not First impressions arc atmosphere. so that each indicate specific ideas very important. The actor is free to all of the about this phase. first reading of the play first impressions. Philosophy devoted tends to be the most 
them to creativity. inspiring for the actor. 

Purpose The creati,e atmosphere Gentlewoman cast is Lisa reads and gathers 
prO\ ides an energetic dedicated to the her personal thoughts 
environment. Creati,ity collective vision of the and feelings about the 
is infectious Lisa \\ill play based on role of Gwyn. 
discover specific philosophy They read 
moments in the play together as perquisite to 
that help her find a textual analysis 
personal connection 
with Gwvn. 

Jmmediatelv after the Immediately after the Immediately after the Action 
first reading. Lisa first reading. Lisa TWO first reading. Lisa 

analyzes the play \\ith analyzes the play \\i th analyzes the play with 
Gentlewoman cast. Gentlell'oman cast. Gentlewoman cast. 

Demands The cast produces a The cast performs beat *The cast analyzes the 
analvsis. play. di,iding it into simple outline of 
*Th~v define the play · s distinct units of acuon. actions. 

Thev discuss how each spine. producing an *Lisa ana!Yzes her 
character. maj~r action affects the outline of ma1or acuons. 

*Thev subdi,ide the characters 
majo~ actions into beats 
and assign object1,es to 
them 

d (New York : Theatre Arts Y . . h Rernolds Hapgoo . Sources for each mstructor. . h R J/e trans Elizabet . 71 nd 219--W 
*Constantin Stanisl:l\sk!. Creating t e . \989) I 1-18. 125-33. 162- . . a 15 Bolesla\sh. Six /,essons. 
Books. Inc. 1958: New York: Routledge. . .. Creative Thearre. Lecture . 
* Bolesla,sk\·. -- How to Use AffectiYc Memor:, · 
<>7 & RI: and Willis .. -HJ. 351-53 
* Strasbcrg. \ llldio. 23 1-30-+ 



TJblc I continued 

~ 

PHASE SCH EME STANISLAVSKY 
BOLESLA VSKY 

STRASBERG 
~ 

nvo Purpose The Gentlewoman cast 
The process creates a conunued collectiYely defines the Each analysis contains a 

play · s overall objective. 
score of actions. 

specific purpose: 
• The cast members 
share personal ideas 
about the play. inspiring 
creathity. 
*Lisa considers the 
affect of each major 
action on the character. 
*Lisa also creates 
imaginative sensorial 
objects that inspire the 
subtext of thoughts. 
emotions. and actions 
for Gwvn. 

THREE Action : The first rehearsals are During rehearsals. Lisa During rehearsals. Lisa 
improvised Yersions of applies her score of continues analysis. 
the play. actions. stu~ing of Gwyn· s 

given circumstances. 

Demands: Lisa imagines the Lisa trains herself to Lisa examines how 
contents of Dr. Golden· s respond to the command Gwyn· s situation would 
notes. of each objectiYe. affect each reaction. 

Purpose Lisa finds herself in the Lisa plays with the It defines the subtext. 
immediate moment of action of the script. 1f Prior to the note reading 
the scene. She creates she finds that an action scene. Gwyn has just 
details for the note does not produce a sold eYe()1hing to pay 

which the playwright response appropriate for off the debts. This 

did not provide She Gwyn. she finds another would affect how she 

imagines that Jack one. In the note scene. reads the notes about 

confessed to betra~ing G\\!11 wants to discoYer Jack·s depression. From 

G\\!11. the mystef)· behind her her sense memo~·- Lisa 
husband· s suicide. recreates the feeling of a 

draftv. mustv room. 

FOUR Action : Lisa studies the play Lisa creates a biography Lisa sets sensorial 

and pro, ides a detailed for G,,!n objects for each major 

analysis of Gwyn 
response. 

Demands: Six le, els of anal~sis : The biography should She applies the 

contain specific details exercises that "ill help 
I. social status 

that the playwright does her find and set the 
2. emotional traits appropriate response for 
1 psychological traits not offer. 

the object. 
➔ physical traits 
5. playwright" s purpose 
6. personal experiences 
that she shares with 

- Gwm. 



T.iblc I cont1nucd 

-
PHA SE SCHEl\l E STANISLAVSKY 

BOLESLAVSKY 
STRASBERG 

FOUR Purpose: Lisa contmues to take 
The biography 

conunucd these ideas to rehearsal Many exercises exist. 
establishes the subtext For the note reading to proYide a full 
for the character 's e:q,ression of the 
responses. Lisa· s 

scene. Lisa might apply 
character. She uses the affective memorv or 

biography details the substitution to express last leYel of analysis to growing distance the proper subtext of find analogous between G,,yn and action for the character. emotional moments in Jack. (She would use same her life. 
memory found in Step 
Five Stanislavskv). FIVE Action Lisa searches the script Lisa identifies the most Lisa applies the creatiYe for the most difficult difficult emotional if. 

moments of the play. moments of the play. 

Demands: She applies the She applies the Lisa considers what 
affective memo~- aff ecfae memory circumstances would 
technique for the technique for the force her to respond like 
moment. Lisa moment. Lisa the character. She 
remembers overhearing remembers overhearing imagines reading a 
a high school friend as a high school friend as grave medical report 
she laughed about she laughed about about the condition of 
Lisa · s snobby attitude. Lisa's snobby attitude. her health. 

Purpose: Serves as a reliable Serves as a reliable Produces the correct 
emotional reserve in emotional reserve in response to the play's 
case she cannot inspire case she cannot inspire given circumstances for 
the appropriate feelings the appropriate feelings Gwyn. 

of loneliness and of loneliness and 
betraYaL betravaL 

SIX Action During the last 
rehearsals. Lisa forms 
her mental and physical 
portrarnl of Gwyn. 

Lisa examines the 

Demands: 
playwright · s choice of 
words. She studies the 
physical characteristics 
of other people and 
applies appropnatc 
characteristics to Gwyn. 

Provides a detailed 
Purpose portrayal of the Gwyn · s 

physical. mental. and 
emotional bemg 
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Table I reYeals the essence of Strasbcrg· s philosoph\ 
Before appl~1ng Jm emot1 on-<:h:1 rgi ng 

technique. an actor must understand the actions and e:xpc 
. nenccs of the characte r This process requires 

thorough ana lysis and study. F urthennore. Strasbcrg added th 
e U5C of sense memon . I\ h1ch hel ped the 

arti st understand all the physica l aspects of the room Once th 
e actor rc.:i tcs these im.1gina n sc n.sonal 

images. she can use them to guide her portra,al of the character Th 
e e:xcrc1sc ~ nta1 n.s in itse lf Jn 

understandi ng of the character's physical situation 

Stanisla\·sh. Bolesla\"sky. and trasbcrg applied the affce11\ c memo" 1 hruquc imiL1rh 

According to each process. the actor applied the t hmquc aflcr a thorough ana h is of the tu 

the plJ\· Furthermore. an actor could choose a tcchruqu other than J1T " c m n 10 

c111ot1 ons and actions fo r the role tamsla\ , . Bol~IJ\ , an tr:i r onh ofT 
20: I\ C memo I"\ 

as one poss ible resource for crea ting an au1oma t1 cmo11ona l ru,e H ' 'C' er Jll thrtt IQ 

cstabh hed other tech111ques to help th a tor fin the r c 10n 1 , cnou the: nu1n 

difference bct\1 cc n any of the I hn1qu mJ1 n.s Bolc:sJ , , " r \\1th the pm .and mcnuJ 

111terpre1:i t1 on of the hara ter H1 a to r a hcd thc:sc clc:mcnt fi na I LJ, a " tu le h w1n,u, 

:i nd trasbcrg 1n orporatcd 1h1 11 ork th rough ut the re ~ I 

1 hat actors do not need to fo l lo\, a 1fi fo rmula for 

.-\ tors arc mdJndual an n fin th 1r 

that -.1-: h pcrfom1er d ' \ lo d J an 1r1dn I ua l. trJ r-g ·-onun 

t hn1qucs He found n \\ \\ "J \ 

tL·chn1quc to pcrfonnan ·. tr.:J 

f hcl 1r1g acto 

rg·. lcth J d 

ii anJI~ ·1an1 la\ sk\ Any good produ 110n Ill\ 

of the ha ra ter Therefore an J tor h ul 3PP 

IITU gJ IUlr\C I 

h the 

mcnt \\llh U ~ " ~ 

J hou 

n n to 

Th I cl 'ICJ1 I 111011\ ates the rca11nty of the 1mag11ut1 11 
re l lun JO\ othCJ no the" 

ught to h I 3 h -1 r nhJ J 

.ictor 111 de \ eloping a role Th· ~ lcth 

I ::'," reason. Strasbcrg went bc\"ond tam 3' 

111 
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J. H. Lawson's Gent/ 
J ewoman: A Plot Summary 

A three act play set in the earl\- l 930 's Gent/ . . 
. . e"H oman examines the search to fill the voids of an 

empty existence The lead character, Gw,11 Ballantine an aft1 
. . uent woman bored \\ith her materialistic 

hfesn'le. struggles to find a purpose for herself While her husba ,1 J k, 
n.., ac has traveled to Wilmington for 

a business trip. Gw>11 hosts a dinner party for her friends · Dr M · G Id 
· · oms O en, Mrs. Kate Stoneleigh, 

Colonel Richard Fowler. and Elliott Snowden. She has also asked Ell t. h 1., . 
10 • er 11e-long friend, to bring his 

girlfriend. Connie Blane. 

The play opens after dinner in the dra\\ing room of G\\yn ' s New York home. Elliott and Connie 

steal into the room to have a few moments alone together. Elliott, who earns his li,ing as a writer, seems 

more reserved and well-mannered than Connie, an impish girl \\ith few morals but "well connected" to an 

elite social circle. Unlike Gw}ll, who arranges her life according to an ordered design, Connie enjoys the 

freedom of liYing in reckless abandon . She speaks honestly and freely about her feelings, informing 

Elliott that she doesn't like Gwyn because she "suffocates" people. This is a disheartening revelation to 

Elliott because he has always been secretly in love with her. He wants to change Connie ·s opinion, but 

the other dinner guests interrupt as they stroll into the drawing room. 

The party remains very stifled with idle conversation about the cold war revolution .. until Fowler 

and Dr. Golden discuss the possibility of nominating Jack for the upcoming gubernatorial campaign. 

Gwyn disapproves of the idea. stating that they have no purposeful vision on which to run. Mrs. 

. • , biect feels that Gwyn is being too 
Stoneleigh. Gwyn 's aunt who shares her unwarranted opmion on an) su ~ ' 

b d in the decision when Rudy Flannigan 
idealistic. They try to convince Gw111 to support her hus an 

arrives. Elliott has also invited Rudy at Gwyn's request. A drunken Irishman and womanizer who 

professes to be a Communist. Rudv has earned Elliott 's respect because 0 
· t his f the way be commumca es 

. . .· . . " e's been a coal miner, reporter, tramp, mixed 
beliefs He describes his interest m Rudy, explammg, [H] 

ft . ·deas that he has . . his interest in Le ist I ' 
up in strikes ... just a wandering red! "1 So passionate is 

I 

Lawson, Act I, 128. 
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abandoned hi s \,ifc m Chicago to assist \\ith the bl 
ue collar ri t · o s m New y ork Ell . . iot1 and Connie ha,e 

t>.:: fncndcd Rud, . but he does not appeal to the highb . 
ro\\ interest of Gwvn . s othe • r guests. 

From the beginning. Gwy11 finds Rudv intn·gu · beca 
· mg use ofh. d 

. . is I eas and his flagrant disregard 
for morals He. like Connie. e:-;presses himself honestlv and 1 , . 

• n es according to his O\\n \\ill. Eventuallv 
. , 

the other guests exit. leaving Rudy and Gw)11 alone. 
Finding G\\)n very attractive, Rudy pursues her in 

part because he senses a need to awaken her identitv. As R dy · 
1 . u . s1mu taneously e:,.:presses his desire for 

her and uncoYers his awareness of Gwyn's plight. it becomes clea th h . 
· r at e sees himself as her salvation. 

She regards Rudy · s discoveries as intrusive. but also feels impassioned 1.. . hi b . 
u~ s o sen·atJons. Rudy has 

gone bevond admiring her, he understands her. While G\\Yn remains faithfi 1 t J k. · · 1 · · u o ac . 1t 1s c ear that Rudy 

has awakened her emotionally and sex'Ually. He poses such a dangerous threat to her balanced life that 

she tells him she does not want to see him again. Before Rudy leaYes. Mr. Vaughn. Jack·s business 

secretary. arri,es with the disturbing news that Jack has committed suicide. Gwyn. noticeably shocked. 

excuses herself from the room. 

The action of the second act begins in Gwyn · s sitting room six weeks later. She has discovered 

that Jack had burdened himself with a tremendous amount of debt. Her husband's life insurance policy 

pro\ided only enough to pay his personal notes. but Jack had also jeopardized his business. As G\\)11 

explains. "·He built a series of inflated holding corporations-the house that Jack built fell down when he 

di ··' · J k" 1· so that she can continue to live ed. - Fowler and Vaughn urge Gwyn to reorgaruze ac s corpora 10n 

comfortably. Gwyn refuses. Even though she will lose everything. she believes it is unfair to hurt the 

minor stockholders in an effort to protect herself Accordingly, Vaughn leaYes to deliver the news to 
th

e 

bank. 

, . he! her Fowler admits that he loves her 
For the rest of the afternoon, G,,)11 s fnends attempt to P · 

tak Gwvn on a vacation and 
and offers her an indirect marriage proposal. Mrs. Stoneleigh offers to e · 

I . that a woman in Gwvn's 
fu . · c1a · f him She C:>.'P ams · 

nhermore. volunteers to take Rudv despite her dis m or · 
. . . offering his secluded cottage 

situation often needs to have an affair. Elliott provides the beSt proposiuon, 

in the Aderondacks to help her escape. 

: Lawson. Act II. 160. 
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Connie also arriYes on the scene but h . . 
. er intentions are to hurt Gwvn. 

. She unleashes her anger 
and blatantly screams ... Elliott talks about You all th . . e time. H 

. . e worries about '· ·ou. h · · e thinks there·s 
something mysteriously tragic about you .. Of course there ' 

1 ' s a ot of mysteriously tragic things about me. 
but he can ·t see it. .. He can t see an:,1hing. because vou sta d be . 

· n h, een us y · . . . ou re a faker, you 're lazv 
and cleYer and as sweet as vinegar-You coil around 1 · · peop e and choke them. ,,3 

In the midst of these events. Dr. G Id 
o en. a psychoanalyst. priYately tells Gwyn that Jack had been 

seeing him for depression prior to his suicide. G Id 
o en explains, "He took every precaution to keep vou 

from knowing-he lived in constant fear that you would leaYe hi I Id hi . . . 
m. to m to discuss 1t mth you but 

he couldn 't . . in my office I've seen him give away to an insane rage, break things and then cry like a 

baby ... he believed you hated him and that You were in love ,,1th anothe .. 4 H · G · r man. e gives wyn a 

typewritten report covering his sessions \\1th Jack in an effort to ease her understanding of the events. 

After Dr. Golden leaves, Gwyn reads the notes and begins to grieve. 

Rudy intrudes on this private moment and tries to com-ince her to leave with him. Gwyn 

struggles \\1th her feelings and tries to put an end to their meetings. Rudy refuses her denials and 

persuades her to recognize her feelings for him. Finally admitting to her desires, Gwyn leaves \\ith Rudy. 

Act three contains two scenes. The first scene opens in Gwyn and Rudy·s Tenth Street apartment 

six months later. Gwy11 returns from lunch with Mrs. Stoneleigh. only to haYe Rudy confess that he has 

had an affair with Connie. They have both slept together out of resentment for Gwyn. Connie wants to 

know that she can steal a man 's attention from Gwyn. Rudy. on the other hand. feels smothered because 

G 
. . h G , ted to share Rudy's ,ision and 

w:,11 expects him to live life according to her needs. Althoug '')11 "an · 

s hi · · h th sec ritv of monev or her other friends She has upport s socialist causes, she cannot hve wit out e u . • 

. ted thousands of dollars from Mrs 
moyed Rudy out of his shabby attic into their new apartment. accep 

S Golden ror free psychiatric help. Rudy essentially observes that even 
toneleigh, and continues to see Dr. 11 

. II forced him to live a planned and 
th0ugh Gwyn claims that he has changed her hfe. she has actua Y 

. . but it places Rudy in a 
0rderly physical existence. This lifestyle provides her With a sense of secunty, 

similar situation as Jack: he feels responsible for her happiness. 

3 
Lawson. Act II . 182-183 . 
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G,,)11 does not understand at first belie . ha . 
. nng t t their passion fi 

. or one another proves othernise. 
Af1cr a bnef argument. Rudv leaYes the house to cal h. · m 1mself. Meanwhile c · • onrue amves. aware that 
G,,)11 must know of the affair by now. 

she hates her. 

She takes the oppart · 
unity to gloat and even re"';nds G h 

uu wyn t at 

When Rudy returns, he and Gwyn mutuallv ackno ,1 d h 
. " e ge t at they must end their affair He 

lea\'es again newly committed to his socialist ideals. c · · 
omc1dentally, Elliott arrives as Rudy makes his 

second exit and Gw)l1 ex'Plains that their relationship has ended Sh h 
. e t en confesses to Elliot that she has 

intentionally conceived Rudy·s child in an attempt to force him to settle do,,n. 
Not wanting to hurt Rudy. 

G,,)·n decides not tell him about their baby. 

In the final scene. Gwyn has returned to the old house. where she has spent the night Fowler 

arriYes with news that the house has sold for the exact amount of the mortgage. Mrs. Stoneleigh. in an 

attempt to be helpful. tries to brighten the e\'ents surrounding G,,)11 ·s current situation. She reminds 

G\\)TI that she could always marry Elliott instead of Rudy. who is now divorced from his first ,,ife. 

Suddenly Rudy boisterously arriYes at the house. heryone leaYcs. wanting Gwyn to take 

advantage of their opportunity to talk alone. HoweYer. their conversation reveals that he had come 10 

G,,)11 during the night. During the eYening rendezyous. they had both confessed their true lo,·e for each 

other. but recognized that they both ,,ish for different futures . Curious. G,,)11 makes one final attempt to 

see if he would be ,,illing to marry her. He ex-plains that he wants to go to Iowa City. where he could 

scn-e his dream by fighting for the rights of industrial workers Still unaware that he has fa thered a child 

he wants Gw~11 ·s approYal to leaYe. The opportunity clearly allows Gwyn to tell him the news. but she 

loves him too much to make him conform to her existence. Wanting him to e:-.i,erience the life he 

emisions. she grants him permission to go. 

. . anentlv out of her life. Although he 
Elliott enters and Gw)l1 tells him that Rudy 1s no\\ perm • 

- h posal but she 
doesn 't really believe her. Elliott offers to marry her. Not only does Gw~-n reJect t e pro · 

. be of things. Elliott: I want it to be 
ends their friendship too. She ex'Plains. "Today is the end of a num r 

I' ·e used vou mercilessly as a prop for 
the end of our fictitious brother and sister relation. · · · For years ' · 

4

Lawson, Act II. 169 
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1 · ,·e encouraged you and petted you and put mv feet on vour neck •·5 Sh . 
my ego. · · · . • e encourages him to 

acknowledge his loYe for Connie. She asks him to giYe Connie the attention she has deserved and in 

exchange. they will find happiness together. Elliott fails to see any happiness in a future ,,ith Connie and 

O\,fu\h· \eaYes her as Rudy returns one last time. he sorr . 

Rudy and Gwyn spend their last moment together admitting that they are better people because of 

Other Gwrn reflects. "I can look back and see the perfect rightness of it. ... we gave each other one an · . 

what we needed . . you dragged me out of a dead house into a new bright world--\ gave you balance and 

· ·e and a chance to think.''6 Rud,· responds. "Wherever I go from here. G,wn. YOu\·e done it. perspecu, · · · 

J'll go away carrying your brain and your heart ." Rudy lea,·es for the last time and Gwyn. now alone. mil 

confidently head into her own new future . 

; Lawson. Act III sc. ii . 219. 
6 

Lawson. Act III. sc . ii. 221 . 
\ 
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